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Sir Ifaac Newton, Kt. Prejident 

of the Royal Society. 
SIR 

Mr^H E greateft help I have re- 
I ceiv’d in writing upon this Sub- 

je<5t having been from your In¬ 
comparable Works, efpecially your 
Method of Series; I think it my Duty 
publickly to acknowledge, that the 
Improvements I have made in the 
matter here treated of, are principally 
derived from your felf. The great 
benefit which has accrued to me in 
this refped:, requires my fhare in the 
general Tribute of Thanks due to 
you from the Learned World; But 
one advantage, which is more parti¬ 
cularly my own, is the Honour 1 have 
frequently had of being admitted to 
your private Converfation, wherein 
the doubts I have had upon any Sub¬ 
ject relating to Mathematics, have been 
refolved by you with the greateft 
Humanity and Condefcention. Thofe 
v.r . v .. ... Marks 



The Dedication. 
Marks of your Favour are the more 
valuable to me, becaufe I had no other 
pretence to them, but the earned: de¬ 
fire of underftanding your fublime 
and univerfally ufeful Speculations. 
I fhould think my felf very happy, if, 
having given my Readers a Method of 
calculating the Effeds of Chance, as 
they are the refult of Play, and thereby 
fix’d certain Rules, for eftimating how 
far fome fort of Events may rather be 
owing to Defign than Chance, I could 
by this fmall Eday excite in others a 
defire of profecuting thefe Studies, 
and of learning from your Philofbphy 
how to colled:, by a juft Calculation, 
the Evidences of exquifite Wifdom 
and Defign, which appear in the Phe¬ 
nomena of Nature throughout the 
Univerfe. I am, with the utmoft 
Refped, 

Sir, 
f * . C j. .»# & j ■ ' v—« / < •! * * 

Your moft Humble, 
* s 

and Obedient Servant, 

A. De Moivre. 



PREFACE. 
/S now about Seven Tears, fine* I gave a Specimen 
in the Philofophical Tranfa&ions, cf what I 
now more largely treat of in this Book, The 
occafion of my then undertaking this Sub jell rvas 

chiefly owing to the Defire and Encouragement of the Ho¬ 
nourable Mr. Francis Robartes, who, upon occafion of a 
French Traft,called, L’Analyfe desjeux de Hazard, which had 
lately been Publifhed, was pleafed to propofe to me fome Pro¬ 
blems of much greater difficulty than any he had found in that 
Book; which having folved to his Satisfaction, he engaged me 
to Methodife thofe Problems, and to lay down the Rules which 
had led me to their Solution, After I had proceeded thus far, 
it was enjoined me by the Royal Society, to communicate to them 
what I had difeovered on this Subject, and thereupon it was 
ordered to be publtfhed in the TranfaCfions, not as a matter re¬ 
lating only to Play, but as containing fome general Speculations 
not unworthy to be confidered by the Lovers of Truth. 

I had not at that time read any thing concerning this Sub¬ 
ject, but Mr. HuygensV Book. de Ratiociniis in Ludo Aleae, 
and a little Englifh Piece (which was properly a tranflation of 
it) done by a very ingenious Gentleman, who, tho’ capable of 
carrying the matter a great deal farther, was contented to fol¬ 
low his Original’, adding only to it the computation of the Ad¬ 
vantage of the Setter in the Play called Hazard, and fome 
few things more. As for the French Book, I had run it over 
but curforily, by reafon I had obferved that the Author chiefly 
i flfled on the Method of Huygens, which 1 was abfolutely re- 
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ir PREFACE. 
folved to reject, as not feeming to me to be the genuine and 
natural way of coming at the Solution of Problems of this kind. 
However, had 1 allowed my felf a little more time to confider 
it, I had certainly done the fufiice to its Author, to have own¬ 
ed that he had not only illufrated Huygens’/ Method by a great 
variety of well chofen Examples, but that he had added to it 
feveral curious things of his own Invention. 

Tho’ 1 have not followed Mr. Huygens in his Method of 
Solutiony ’tis with very great pie afare that I acknowledge the Obli¬ 
gations I have to him; his Book having Settled in my Mind 
the firft Notions of this Doctrine, and taught me to argue about 
it with certainty. 

I had faid in my Specimen, that Mr. Huygens was the 
fir[l who had Publifhed the Rules of this Calculation, intending 
thereby to do jufiice to that great Man; but what I then faid 
was mifinterprefect, as if I had defigned to wrong fome Perfons 
who had confidered this matter before him, and a paffage was 
cited again ft me out of Huygens’/ Preface, in which he faith, 
Sciendum veto quod jam pridem, inter Prxftantiflimos tota 
Gallia Geometras, Calculus hie fuerit agitatus; ne quis in- 
debitam mihi primas Inventionis gioriam hac in re 
tribuat. But what follows immediately after, had it been 
minded, might have cleared me from any Sufpicion of injuft ice. 
The words are thefe Cteterum illi difficillimis quibufque 
Quasftionibus fe invicem exercere Solid, methodum Suam 
quifque occultam retinuere, adeo ut a primis elementis 
hanc materiam evolvere mihi necefle fuerit. By which it 
appears, that tho’ Mr. Huygens was not the firfl who had 
applied himfelf to thofe forts of Queftions, he was neverthelefs 
the firft who had publifhed Rules for their Solution j which is 
all that I affirmed. 

Since the printing of my Specimen, Mr. de Monmort, Au¬ 
thor of the Analyfe des jeux de Hazard, Publifhed a Second 
Edition of that Book, in which he has particularly given many 
proofs of his fingular Genius, and extraordinary Capacity; which 
Teftimony I give both to Truth3 and to the Friendfhip with 
which he is pleafed to Honour me. 

Such a Traci as this is may be ufeful to fever al ends; the 
firfl of which is, that there being in the World jeveral incyui- 
fitive Perfons, who are defirous to know what foundation they 
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PREFACE. 
go upon, when they engage in Play, whether from a motive of 
Gain, or barely Diverfion, they may, ^ the help of this or the 
like Trail, gratifie their curiofity, either by taking the pains to 
under ft and what is here Demonjlrated, or elje making ufe of the 
conclufions, and taking it for granted that the Demonflrations 
are right. 

Another ufe to be made of this Doffrine of Chances is, that 
it may ferve in Conjunction with the other parts'of the Ma- 
thematicks, as a fit introduction to the Art of Reafoning; it 
being known by experience that nothing can contribute more to 
the attaining of that Art, than the conftderation of a long Train 
of Conjequences, rightly deduced from undoubted Principles, of 
which this Book affords many Examples. To this may be added, 
that fome of the Problems about Chance having a great appear¬ 
ance of Simplicity, the Mind is eafily drawn into a belief, that 
their Solution may be attained by the meer Strength of natural 
good Sence; which generally proving other wife, and the Miftakes 
occafioned thereby being not unfrequent, 7tis prefumed that a Book 
of this Kind, which teaches to diflinguifh Truth from what feems 
jo nearly to refemble it, will le look'd upon as a help to good 
Reafoning. 

Among the feveral Miftakes that are committed about 
Chance, one of the mofl common and leaft fufpetted, is that 
which relates to Lotterys. Thus, fuppofing a Lottery wherein 
the proportion of the Blanks to the Prizes is as five to one; 
°tis very natural to conclude that therefore five Tickets are re- 
quifite for the Chance of a Prize; and yet it may be proved 
Demonftratively, that four Tickets are more then Jufficient for 
that purpofe, which will be confirmed by often repeated Experience. 
In the like manner, fuppofing a Lottery wherein the proportion 
of the Blanks to the Prizes is as thirty nine to One, (ftuch as was 
the Lottery of 1710) it may le proved, that in twenty eight 
Tickets, a Prize is as likely to be taken as not; which tho7 it 
may Jeem to contradict the common Notions, is neverthelefs 
grounded upon infallible Demonflration. 

When the Play of the Royal Oak was in ufe, fome Perfons 
who loft confiderably by it, had their Loffes chiefly occafioned by 
an Argument of which they could not perceive the Fallacy. The 
Odds againfl any particular Point of the Ball were one and 
Thirty to One, which intituled the Adventurers, in cafe they 
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iv PREFACE. 
tv ere winners, to have thirty two St ikes returned, including their 
own ; in fie ad of which they having but eight and Twenty, it 
iv as very plain that on the Single account of the at]advantage 
cf the Play, they left one eighth part of all the Money they 
play’d for. But the Mafier of the Ball maintained that they 
had no reafon to complain; ft nee he would under t ake that any 
particular point of the Ball fhould come up in two and Twenty 
Throws ; of this he would offer to lay a Wager, and actually 
laid it when required. The feeming contradiction between the 
Odds of one and thirty to One, and Twenty two lhrows for any 
Chance to come up, fo perplexed the Adventurers, that they 
begun to think the Advantage was on their fide; for which 
reafon they playd on and continued to lofe, 

The Doclrine of Chances may likewife be a help to cure a 
KJnd of Super [lit ion, which has been of long [landing in the 
World, viz. that there is in Play fuch a thing as Luclf, good 
or bad. I own there are a great many judicious people, who 
without any other Afiifiance than that of their own reafon, are 
fatisfied, that the Notion of Luck is meerly Chimerical; yet I 
conceive that the ground they have to look upon it as fuch9 
may [till be farther inforced from fome of the following Confix 
derations. 

If by faying that a Man has had good Luck, nothing more 
was meant than that he has been generally a Gainer at play, the 
Expreffion might be allowed as very proper in a fhort way of 
[peaking: But if the Word good Luck be underjlood to fignifie 
a certain predominant quality, fo inherent in a Man, that he 
mufl win whenever he Plays, or at leafi win oftner than lofe, 
it may be denied that there is any fuch thing in nature. 

The AJferters of Luck are very Jure from their own Experi¬ 
ence, that at fome times they have been very Lucky, and that 
at other times they have had a prodigious run of ill Luck 
again ft them, which whilfi it continued obliged them to be very 
cautious in engaging with the fortunate; but how Chance [bould 
produce thofe extraordinary Events, is what they cannot conceive; 
They would be glad for lnflance to be Satisfied, how they could 
lofe Fifteen Games together at Piquet, if ill Luck had not 
firangely prevailed againfi them. But if they will be pleafed to 
confidtr the Rules delivered in this Book, they will fee that tho’ 
the Odds aga 'mfi their lofing fo many times together be very 
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PREFACE. 
great, viz. 31767 to 1, yet that the Pojfibility of it is not de¬ 
ft rof d by the greatnejs of the Odds, there being One Chance in 
32768 that it may jo happen, from rvhence it follows, that it was 
fill poffible to come to pajs without the Intervention of what they 
call Ill Luck. 

Befides, This Accident of lofmg Fifteen times together at Piquet, 
is no more to be imputed to ill Luck, than the Winning^ with one 
jingle Ticket the Highefl Prize, in a Lottery of 32768 Tickets, is to 
be imputed to good Luck, face the Chances in both Cafes are perfeftly 
equal. But if it be faid that Luck has been concerned in this latter 
Cafe, the Anfwer will be eafy ; for let Us fuppofe Luck not exifling, 
or at leaft let us fuppofe its Influence to be fujpended, yet the High¬ 
efl: Prize muft fall into jome Hand or other, not by Luck, ( for by 
the Hypothecs that has been laid ajide) but from the meer Necejflty 
of its falling fomewhere. 

Thofe who contend for Luck, may, if they pleafe, alledge other 
Cafes at Play, much more unlikely to happen than the Winning 
or Lofing Fifteen Games together, yet flill their Opinion will never 
receive any Addition of Strength from j'uch Suppofitions: For, by the 
Rules of Chance, a time may be computed, in which thofe Cafes may 
as probably happen as not; nay, not only fo, but a time may be 
computed in which there may be any proportion of Odds for their 
fo happening. 

But fuppofing that Gain and Lofs were fo fluctuating, as always 
to be dflrtbuted equally, whereby Luck would certainly be annihila¬ 
ted ; would it be reajonable in this Cafe to attribute the Events of 
Play to Chance alone ? I think, on the contrary, it would be quite 
otherwise, for then there would be more reafon to fufpett that fome 
unaccountable Fatality did Rule in it: Thus, If two perfons play 
at Crofs and Pile, and Chance alone be j appos'd to be concern'd in 
regulating the fall of the Piece, is it probable that there fhould be 
an Equality of Heads and CroJJes ? It is Five to Three that in four 
times there will be an inequality; *tis Eleven to Five in fix, 93 
to 15 in Eight, and about 12 to 1 in a hundred times: Where¬ 
fore Chance alone by its Nature conflitutes the Inequalities of Play, 
and there is no need to have recourfe to Luck to explain tbem. 

Further, The jame Arguments which explode the Notion of Luck, 
may, on the other fide, be ufeful in fome Cafes to eftablifh a due corn- 
par ijon between Chance and Defign: We may imagine Chance and 
Defign to be as it were in Competition with each other, for the pro- 
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vi PREFACE 
duel ion of fome forts of Events, and may calculate what Probability 
there is, that thofe Events (hould be rather owing to one than to the 
other. To give a familiar lnfiance of this,Let us fuppofe that two Packs 
of Piquet-Cards being fent for, it fhould be perceived that there is, 
from Top to Bottom, the Jame Dfpofition of the Cards in both 
Packs ; Let us likewife JuppoJe that, Jome doubt arifing about this 
Difpojition of the Cards, it fhould be que[honed whether it ought 
to be attributed to Chance, or to the Maker's Defign: In this cafe 
the Doltrine of Combination decides the Queflion, fince it may be 
proved by its Rules, that there are the Odds of above 26313083 
Millions of Millions of Millions of Millions to One, that the Cards 
were defignedly fet in the Order in which they were found, 

* From this loft Confideration we may learn, in many Cafes, how 
to diflinguifh the Events which are the effetl of Chance, from thofe 
which are produc'd by Defign: The very DoClrine that finds Chance 
where it really is, being able to prove by a gradual Increafe of Pro¬ 
bability, till it arrive at Demonfir ation, that where Uniformity, Or¬ 
der and Conflancy refide, there al/o re fide Choice and Defign, 

Laftly, One of the Principal Vfes to which this Doctrine of 
Chances may be apply'd, is the difcovering of fome Truths, which 
cannot fail of pleafing the Mind, by their Generality and Simpli¬ 
city ; the Admirable Connexion of its Confequences will increafe the 
Pleafure of the Difcovery ; and the feeming Paradoxes wherewith 
it abounds, will afford very great matter of Surprize and Enter¬ 
tainment to the Inquifitive. A very remarkable Infiance of this 
nature may be feen in the prodigious Advantage which the repetition 
of Odds will amount to; Thus, Suppofing I play with an Adver- 
i’ary who allows me the Odds of 43 to 40, and agrees with me to 
play till 100 Stakes are won or loft on either fide, on condition that 
I give him an Equivalent for the Gain I am in tit led to by the Ad¬ 
vantage of my Odds ; the Queflion is what Equivalent 1 am to give 
him, on fuppofition we play a Guinea a Stake: The Anfiver is 99 Gui¬ 
neas and above 18 Shillings, which will feem almoft incredible, 
confidering the fmalnefs of the Odds of 43 to 40. Now let the 
Odds be in any Proportion given, and let the Number of Stakes to 
be played for be never fo great, yet one General Conclusion will in¬ 
clude all the poffible Cafes, and the application of it to Numbers 
may be wrought in lefs than a Minutes time. 

I have explain'd, in my Introduction to the following Treatife, 
the chief Rules on which the whole Art of Chances depends; 1 have 
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PREFACE. vi; 
done it in the plain eft manner that I could think oft to the end it 
might be (as much as pofftble) of General Vfe. I fatter my fe/f 
that thofe who are acquainted with Arithmetical Operations, will, 
by the help of the Introduction alone, be able to folve a great 
Variety of Queflions depending on Chance : 1 wijh, for the Sake of 
fome Gentlemen who have been pleafed to fulfcribe to the printing 
of my Book, that 1 could every where have been as plain as in the 
Introduction; but this was hardly practicable, the Invention of the 
great eft part of the Rules being intirely owing to Algebra ; yet / 
have, as much as poffible, endeavour'd to deduce from the Alge¬ 
braical Calculation Jeveral practical Rules, the Truth of which 
may be depended upon, and which may be very ufeful to thofe who 
have contented themfelves to learn only common Arithmetick. 

'Tis for the Sake of thofe Gentlemen that I have enlarged my 
firft Defign, which was to have laid down fuch Precepts only as 
might be fufficient to deduce the Solution of any difficult Problem 
relating to my SubjeCt: And for this reafon 1 have (towards the 
latter end of the Book)given the Solution, in Words at length, of 
fome eafy Problems, which might e/fe have been made Corollaries 
or Conferences of the Rules before deliver'd: The fingle Difficulty 
which may occur from Pag. 155 to the end, being only an Algebra¬ 
ical Calculation belonging to the 49th Problem, to explain which 
fully would have required too much room. 

On this Occafion, I muft take notice to fuch of my Readers as 
are well vers'd in Vulgar Arithmetick, that it would not be diffi¬ 
cult for them to make themfelves Mafters, not only-of all the 
Practical Rules in this Book, but alfo of more ufeful Dtfcoveries, 
if they would take the fmall Pains of being acquainted with the 
bare Notation of Algebra, which might be done in the hundredth 
part of the Time that is jpent in learning to read Short-hand. 

One of the Principal Methods I have made ufe of in the fol¬ 
lowing Treatife, has been the Doctrine of Combinations, taken in 
a Sence fomewhat more extenfive, than as it is commonly unaerftood. 
The Notion of Combinations being Jo well fitted to the Calculation • 
of Chance, that it naturally enters the Mind whenever any At¬ 
tempt is made towards the Solution of any Problem of that kind. 
It was this which led me in courfe to the Confideration of the De- - 
grees of Skill in the Adventurers at Play, and I have made ufe 
of it in moft parts of this Book, as one of the Data that enter the 
Queftionit being Jo far from perplexing, the Calculation, that on 
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the contrary it is rather a Help and an Ornament to it: It is true, 
that this Degree of Skill is not to he known any other way than from 
Obfervation ; but if the fame Ohjervation conflantly recur, ’tis 
firongly to he prefumed that a near Eft im at ion of it may be made: 
However, to make the Calculation more precife, and to avoid cart- 
fing any nee diefs Scruples to thoje who love Geometrical Exailnefs, 
it will he eafy, in the room of the Word Skill, to jub(litutea Greater 
or Lejs Proportion oj Chances among the Adventurers, Jo as each 
of them may he faid to have a certain Number of Chances to win 
one fwgle Game» 

The General Theorem invented by Sir Ifaac Newton, for raifing 
a Binomial to any Power given, facilitates infinitely the Method of 
Combinations, reprejenting in one View the Combination of all the 
Chances, that can happen in any given Number of Times. Mis 
by the help of that Theorem, joined with fome other Methods, that 
I have been able to find praciical Rules for the fo/ving- a great 
Variety of difficult Quejlions, and to reduce the Difficulty to a fin- 
gle Arithmetical Multiplication, whereof feveral Infiances may be 
Jeen in the 2 1 ft Page of this Book. 

Another Method I have made uje of is that of Infinite Series, 
which in many cafes will folve the Problems of Chance mote natu¬ 
rally than Combinations. To give the Reader a. Notion of this, 
we may fuppoje two Men at Play throwing a Die, each in their 
Turns, and that he be to be reputed the Winner who Jhall firfi throw 
an Ace : It is plain, that the Solution of this Problem cannot fo 
properly be reduced to Combinations, which ferve chiefly to deter¬ 
mine the proportion of Chances between the Gamefters, without 
any regard to the Priority of Play. V/f convenient therefore to 
have recourfe to fome other Method, fuch as the following. Let us 
juppofe that the firfi Man, being willing to Compound with his Ad- 
verfary for the Advantage he is intit led to from his firfi Throw, 
fhould ask him what Confideration he would allow to yield it to him ; 
it may naturally be Juppofed that the Anfwer would be one Sixth 
part of the Stake, there being but Five to One againfi him, and 
that this Allowance would be thought a juft Equivalent for yielding 
his Throw: Let us hkewife fuppofe the Second Man to require in 
his Turn to have one Sixth part of the remaining Stake for the 
Confideration of his Throw ; which being granted, and the firfi Marts 
Right returning in courfe, be may claim again one Sixth part of the 
Remainder, and fo on alternately, till the whole Stake be exhaufted: 

But 
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But this not being to be done till after an infinite number of Shares 
be thus taken on both Sides, it belongs to the Method of Infinite 
Series to ajfign to each Man what proportion of the Stake he ought 
to take at fir ft, fo as to anfiver exattly that fill it ions Divifion of 
the Stake in infinitum; by means of which it will be found, 
that the Stake ought to be Divided between the contending Par¬ 
ties into two parts, rfipellivelj proportional to the two Numbers 6 
and 5’. By the like Method it would be found that if there were 
Three or more Adventurers playing on the conditions above deferi- 
bed, each Man, according to the Situation he is in with refpell to 
Priority of Play, might take as his Due fuchpart of the Stake, as 
is expreffible by the correfponding Term of the proportion of 6 to 5*, 
continued to fo many Terms as there are Gamefters; which in the 
cafe of Three Gamefters, for Inflance, would be the Numbers 6, y 
and 4—-, or their Proportionals 3 6, 30, and 2 5". 

Another Advantage of the Method of Infinite Series is, that 
every Term of the Series includes fome particular CircumftancC 
wherein the Gamefters may be found, which the other Methods do not; 
and that a few of its Steps are fufficient to difeover the Law of its 
Procefs. The only Difficulty which attends this Method, being that 
of Summing up fo many of its Terms as are requifite for the So- 
lution of the Problem propofed: But it will be found by experience, 
that in the Series refultingfrom the confederation of mofl Cafes re¬ 
lating to Chance, the Terms of it will either confiitute a Geometric 
Progrejfion, which by the Kjiorvn Methods is eafily Summable; or 
elfe fome other fort of Progreffion, whofe nature conftfts in thist 
that every Term of it has to a determinate number of the prece¬ 
ding Terms, each being taken in order, fome conftant relation; in 
which cafe 1 have contrived fome eafte Theorems, not only for finding 
the Law of that relation, but aljo for finding the Sums required; 
as may be feen in fever al places of this Book, but particularly from 
page 117 to page 134. I hope the Reader will excufe my not 
giving the Demonftrations of fome few things relating to this 
Sub jell, efpecially of the two Theorems contained in page 134 and 
154, and of the Method of Approximation contained in page 
149 and 150 ; whereby the Duration of Play is eafily determi¬ 
ned with the help of a Table of Natural Sines: Thofe Demon ([ra¬ 
tions are omitted purpofely to give an occafton to the Reader to ex- 
ercife his own Ingenuity. In the mean Time, I haye depofited them 
with the Royal Society, in order to be Publifbed when it /hall be 
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X preface, 
A Third Advantage cf the Method of Infinite Series u, that the 

Solutions derived from it have a certain Generality and Elegancy, 

which fcarce any other Method can attain to\ thofe Methods being 
always perplexed with Various unknown Quantities, and the Solu¬ 
tions obtained by them terminating commonly in particular Cafes. 

There are other Sorts of Series, which tho* not properly infinite, 
yet are called Series, from the Regularity of the Terms whereof they 
are compofed; thofe Terms following one another with a certain 
uniformity, which is always to be defined. Of this nature is the Theo¬ 
rem given by Sir Ifaac Newton, in the Fifth Lemma of the third 
hook of his Principles, for drawing a Curve through any given num¬ 
ber of Points; of which the Demonftration, as well as of other things 
belonging to the fame Subjell, maybe deducedfrom the fir ft Propofition 
of his Methodus Differentialis sprinted with fome other of his Tracisr 
by the care of my Intimate Friend, and very skilful Mathematician, 
Mr. W. Jones. The abovementioned Theorem being very ufeful 
in Summing up any number of Terms whofe laft Differences are equal 
CSuch as are the Numbers called Triangular, Pyramidal, Sic. the 
Squares, the Cubes, or other Powers of Numbers in Arithmetic Pro• 
grcffion) / have [hewn in many places of this Book how it might be 
applicable to thefe Cafes. I hope it will not be taken amifs that I have 
afcribed the Invention of it toils proper Author, tho yti$ poffible 
fome Perfons may have found fomething like it by their own Sagacity. 

After having dwelt fome time upon Various Qu eft ions depending on 
the general Principle of Combinations, as lata down in my Intro¬ 
duction, and upon fome others depending on the Method of Infinite 
Series, / proceed to treat of the Method of Combinations properly fo 
called, which I (hew to be eafily deducible from that more general Prin¬ 
ciple which hath been before explained: Where it may be obferved, 
that altht? the Cafes it is applyed to are particular, yet the way of 
reafoning, and the confequences derivedfrom it, are general; that Me¬ 
thod of Arguing about generals, by particular Examples, being in 
tny opinion very convenient for effing the Reader's Imagination. 

Having explained the common Rules of Combination, and given 
a Theorem which may be of ufe for the Solution of fome Problems 
relating to that Subjell, 1 lay down a new Theorem, which'js properly a 
contrail ion of the former, whereby fever al Queftions of Chance are 
nfotved with wonderful effe, tho’ the Solution might fern atfirftfight. 
to be of infuperable difficulty. 
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PREFACE *i 
It is by the Help of that Theorem fo contrasted, that I have been 

able to give a compieat Solution of the Problems Pharaon and 
Baflete, which was never done till now: l own that fome great Ma¬ 
thematicians have before me taken the pains of calculating the Ad- 
vantage of the Banker, in any circumftance either of Cards remain¬ 
ing in his Hands, or of any number of times that the Card of the 
Ponte is contained in the Stock: But ft ill the curiopty of the Inqui- 
fttive remained unfatisfied; The Chief Queft ion, and by much the 
mofl difficulty concerning Pharaon or Baflete, being what it is that 
the Banker gets per Cent of all the Money adventured at thofe ‘ 
Games, which now I can certainly anfwer is very near Three per 
Cent at Pharaon, and Three fourths per Cent at Baflete, as may ■ 
he feen in my xxiii Problem, where the preeije Advantage is calculated, • 

In the v<\th and iqth Problems, I explain a new fort of Algebra, 
whereby fome Qaeftions relating to Combinations are folved by fo eajy J 
a Procefs, that their folution is made in fome meafure an imme¬ 
diate confequence of the Method of Notation, I will not pretend to ■ 

fay that this new Algebra is abfolutely necejfary to the Solving of 
thofe Questions which l make to depend on it, ftnee it appears by Mr, . 

De Monmort’s Book, that both he and Mr, Nicholas Bernoully 
have folved, by another Method, many of the cafes therein propofed: 
But I hope I fhall not be thought guilty of too much Confidence, if 
I ajfure the Reader, that the Method 1 have followed has a degree 
of Simplicity, not to fay of Generality, which will hardly be attained • 

by any other Steps than by thofe I have taken. 
The 19th Problem, propofed to me, amongfi fome others, by ■> 

the Honourable Mr, Francis Robartes, J had folved in my Trail De 
menfura Sortis; It relates, as well as the 24th andxqth, to the - 
Method of Combinations, and is made to depend on the fame Princi¬ 
ple ; When I began for the firft time to attempt its Solution, / had 
nothing elfe to guide me but the common Rules of Combinations, 
juch as they had been delivered by Dr. Wallis and others; which 
when I endeavoured to apply, 1 was Surprized to find that- my 
calculation fwelled by degrees to an Intolerable bulk: For this reafon 
I was forced to turn my Views Another way, and to try whether 
the folution I was Jeeking for might not be deduced from fome eaper - 
considerations; whereupon I happily fell upon the Method I have been 
mentioning, which as it led me to a very great Simplicity in the 
Solution, fo 1 look upon it to be an Improvement made- to the Me¬ 
thod of Combinations* 

• ~ Th 

s 



xii P R E FACE. 
? The. }Otb Problem is the reverfe of the preceding; It contains 
a very remarkable Method of Solution, the Artifice of which con- 
ft (is in changing an Arithmetic Progreffion of Numbers into a 
Geometric one, this being always to be done when the Numbers are 
large y and their Intervals fmall, I freely acknowledge that I have 
been indebted long ago for this tifeful Idea, to my much ref pelted 
Friend, That Excellent Mathematician Doll or Halley, Secretary 
to the Royal Society, whom I have feen practice the thing on an 
other occajion: For this and other lnflruttive Notions readily 
imparted to me, during an uninterrupted Friendfhip of five and 
Twenty years, I return him my very hearty Thanks. 

The 31 d Problem, having in it a Mixture of the two Methods 
of Combinations and Infinite Series, may be propofed for a pattern 
of Solution, in fome of the mojl difficult cafes that may occurr in the 
Subjell of Chance, and on this occafion 1 muft do that "Juftice to 
Mr. Nicholas Bernoully, the Worthy Profejfour of Mathematics 
at Padua, to own he hadfent me the Solution of this Problem be¬ 
fore mine was Publifhed; which I had no jooner received, but I com* 
municated it to the Royal Society, andreprefented it as a Perfor¬ 
mance highly to be commended: Whereupon the Society order'd that 
his Solution fhould be Printed; which was accordingly done feme 
time after in the Philofophical Tranfa£tions, Numb. 341. where 
mine was alfo inferted. 

The Problems which follow relate chiefly to the Duration of Play, 

or to the Method of determining what number of Games may pro- 

bably be played out by two Adverfaries, before a certain number of 
Stakes agreed on between them be won or lofl on either fide. This 
Subjett affording a very great Variety of Curious Queflions, of which 
every one has a degree of Difficulty peculiar to it felf 1 thought ‘ it 
heceffary to divide it into feveral difiinft Problems, and to illu- 
fir ate their Solution with proper Examples. 

Th(? thefe Queflions may at firfl fight feem to have a very great 
degree of difficulty, yet l have Jomereafon to believe, that the Steps 
/ have taken to come at their Solution, will eafily be followed by 
thefe who have a competent skill in Algebra, and that the chief Me- 

thod of proceeding therein will be underflood by thofe who are barely 
acquainted with the Elements of that Art• 

When / firfl began to attempt the general Solution of the 
Problem concerning the. Duration, of Play, there was nothing ex* 
tant that could give me any light into that Subjell;. for altbo* Mr. 

dje 



PREFACE. xiii 
de Monmort, in the firft Edition of his Book, gives the Solution 
of this Problem, as limited to three Stakes to be won or loft, and 
farther limited by the Suppofition of an Equality of Skill between 
the Adventurers; yet he having given no Demonstration of his 
Solution, and the Demonjlration when difcovered being of very lit¬ 
tle ufe towards obtaining the general Solution of the Problem, / 
was forced to try what my own Enquiry would lead me to, which 
having been attended with Succefs, the refult of what I found was 
afterwards publijhed in my Specimen before mentioned. 

All the Problems which in my Specimen related to the Dura- 
tion of Play, have been kept entire in the following Treatife ; but 
the Method of Solution has received fome Improvements by the 
new Difcoveries 1 have made concerning the Nature of thofe Series 
which refult from the Confideration of the Subjell; however, the 
Principles of that Method having been laid down in my Specimen 
/ had nothing now to do, but to draw the Confequences that were 
naturally deducible from them. 

Mr. de Monmort, and Mr. Nicholas Bernoully, have each of 
them feparately given the Solution of my xxxinth Problem, in a 
Method differing from mine, as may be feen in Mr. de MonmortV 
fecond Edition of his Book. Their Solutions, which in the main 
agree together, and vary little more than in the form of Expreffion, 
are extreamly beautiful; for which reafon I thought the Reader 
would be well pleafed to fee their Method explained by me, in fuch a 
manner as might be apprehended by thofe who are not fo well verfedin 
the nature of Symbols: In which matter I have taken fome Pains, 
thereby to tefifty to the World the juft Value 1 have for their 
Performance. 

The 43d Problem having been propofed to me by Mt. Thomas 
Woodcock, a Gentleman whom I inf nit ely ref pell, 1 attempted its 
Solution with a very great defire of obtaining it; and having had 
the good Fortune to fucceed in it, I returned him the Solution a few 
Days after he was pleafed to propofe it. This Problem is in my 
Opinion one of the mojl curious that can be propos'd on this Subjell; 
its Solution containing the Method of determining, not only that 
Advantage which refults from a Superiority of Chance, in a Play 
confined to a certain number of Stakes to be won or loft by either 
Party, but alfo that which may refult from an unequality of Stakes; 
and even compares thofe two Advantages together, when the Odds of 
Chance being on one fide, the Odds of Money are on the other. 

c “ Before 



xiv PREFACE. 
Before / make an end of this Dijcourfe, I think my felf obliged 

to take Notice, that fome Tears after my Specimen was printed, 
there came out a Trait upon the Sub jell of Chance, being a Poft- 
humous Work of Mr, James Bernoully, wherein the Author has 
fhewn a great deal of Skill and Judgment, and perfectly anfwered 
the Char alter and great Reputation he hath fo juflly obtained, 1 wifh 
I were capable of carrying on a Projell he had begun, of applying 
the Doltrine of Chances to Oeconomical and Political Vfes, to 
which I have been invited, together with Mr de Monmort, by Mr. 
Nicholas Bernoully : I heartily thank that Gentleman for the good 
Opinion he has of me; but 1 willingly refign my [hare of that Task 
into better Hands, wifbing that either he himjelf would profecute 
that Deftgn, he having formerly publifhed fome Juccefsful Effays of 
that Kjnd, or that his Vncle, Mr. John Bernoully, Brother to 
the Deceqfed, could be prevailed upon to be [low fome of his Thoughts 
upon it; he being known to be perfeltly well qualified in all ReJpells 
for fuch an Vnder taking. 

Due Care having been taken to avoid the Errata of the 
Prefs, we hope there are no other than thefe two, 

FIX, 

Pag. 3f. Lin. 3y. for n — 3 read n — 1. 
Pag. 3 6, Lin. 2. for n — 3 read n — 2. 

The 
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INTRODUCTION. 

H E Probability of an Event is greater, or 
lefs, according to the number of Chances 
by which it may Happen, compar’d with 
the number of all the Chances, by which 
it may either Happen or Fail. 
Thus, If an Event has 3 Chances to Hap* 

pen, and 2 to Fail; the Probability of its 
Happening may be eilimated to be J-, and the Probability 
of its Failing -l. 

Therefore, if the Probability of Happening and Failing 
are added together, the Sum will always be equal to 
Unity. 

B If 



2 The Doctrine of Chances. 

If the Probabilities of Happening and Failing are unequal, 
there is what is commonly call’d Odds for, or again!!, the 
Happening or Failing; which Odds are proportional to the 
number of Chances tor Happening or Failing. 

The Expectation of obtaining any Thing, is eftimated by 
the Value of that Thing multiplied by the Probability of 
obtaining it. 

Thus, Suppofing that A and B Play together; that A has 
depofited 5 /, and J1 3/; that the number of Chances which 
A has to win is 4, and that the number of Chances which 
B has to win is 2 : Since the whole Sum depofited is 8, and 
that the Probability which A has of getting it, is it fol¬ 
lows, that the Expedation of A upon the whole Sum depo¬ 
fited will be y-i-; and for the fame reafon, the Ex- 
negation of B will be JL*4s 1-. 

The Risk of lofing any Thing, is eftimated by the Value 
of that Thing multiplied by the Probability of lofing it. 

If from the refpedive Expectations, which the Gamefters 
have upon the whole Sum depofited; the particular Sums they 
depofit, that is their own Stakes, be fubtraded, there will 
remain the Gain, if the difference is pofitive, or the Lofs, if 
the difference is negative. 

Thus, If from 5H- the Expectation of A, $ which is his 
own Stake be fubtraded, there will remain ~ for his Gain 5 

likewife if from 2-L the Expedation of B, 3 which is his 
own Stake be fubtraded, there will remain — -i- for his Gain, 
or — for his Lofs. 

3 
Again, If from the refpedive Expedations, which either 

Gamefter has upon the Sum depofited by his Adverfary, the 
Risk of lofing what he himfelf depofits, be fubtraded, there 
will likewife remain his Gain or Lofs. 

Thus, In the preceding Cafe, the Stake of B being 3, and 
the Probability which A has of winning it being -i-, the 

Expedation of A upon that Stake is J-x-i- = — = 2. 
Moreover the Stake of A being 5, and the Probability of 
lofing it being -J-, the Risk which A runs of lofing his 

own Stake is-Lx-r =—r = 1—. Therefore, if from the 
1003 ' 
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Expectation 2, the Risk i be fubtra&ed, there will re¬ 

main -i-, as before, for the Gain of A; and by the fame way 
of arguing, the Lofs of B will be found to be -i-, 

N. B. Tho’ the Gain of one is the Lofs of the other, yet 
it will be convenient to look for them feverally, that one 
Operation may be a Proof of the other. 

If there is a certain number of Chances by which the 
pofleflion of a Sum can be fecur’d; and alfo a certain num¬ 
ber of Chances by which it may be loft; that Sum may be 
Infured for that part of it, which (hall be to the whole, as 
the number of Chances there is to lofe it> to the number of 
all the Chances. 

Thus, If there are 19 Chances to fecure the poffeffion of 
1000/, and 1 Chance to lofe it, the Infurance Money may 
be found by this Proportion. 

As 20 is to 1, fo is 1000 to yo ; therefore yo is the Sum 
that ought to be given, in this Cafe, to Infure 1000. 

If two Events have no dependence on each other, fo that p 
be the number of Chances by which the firft may Happen, 
and q the number of Chances by which it may Fail; and 
likewife that r be the number of Chances by which the fe- 
cond may Happen, and s the number of Chances by which 
it may Fail: Multiply p -p q by r -1- j, and the Product 
pr -v* qr 4- ps 4- qs will contain all the Chances, by which the 
Happening, or Failing of the Events may be varied amongft 
one another. 

Therefore, If A and B Play together, on condition that 
if both Events Happen, A (hall win, and B lofe ; the Odds 
that A (hall be the winner, are as pr to qr 4- ps 4- qs ; for the; 
only Term in which both p and r occur is pr; therefore the 

Probability of A7s winning is ^ 

But if A holds that either one or the other will Happen; 
the Odds of A'$ winning are as pr -\-qr 4- ps to qs; for fome 
of the Chances that are favourable to A, occur in every one 
of the Terms pr, qr, ps. 

Again, If A holds that the (irft will Happen, and the fe¬ 
cund Fail 5 the Odds are as ps to pr 4 qr qs. 

From 



4 The Doctrine of Chances. 

From what has been faid, it follows, that if a Fraflion ex- 
preffes the Probability of an Event, and another Fra&ion the 
Probability of another Event, and thofe two Events are in¬ 
dependent ; the Probability that both thofe Events will Hap¬ 
pen, will be the Product of thofe two Fra&ions. 

Thus, Suppofe I have two Wagers depending, in the firft of 
which I have 3 to 2 the bed of the Lay, and in the fecond 
7 to 4, what is the Probability I win both Wagers ? 

The Probability of winning the firft is ~L, that is the num¬ 
ber of Chances I have to win, divided by the number of all 
the Chances j the Probability of winning the fecond is -Z_: 
Therefore multiplying thefe two Fra&ions together, the Pro- 
du£b will be which is the Probability of winning both 
Wagers. Now this Fraction being fubtra&ed from 1, the 
remainder is JL, which is the Probability I do not win both 
Wagers : Therefore the Odds againft me are 34 to zi. 

z° If I would know what the Probability is of winning 
the firft, and lofing the fecond, I argue thus; The Probability 
of winning the firft is -1-, the Probability of lofing the fe¬ 
cond is Therefore multiplying -i- by the Produ£t-i|. 
will be the Probability of my winning the firft, and lofing the 
fecond,* which being fuhtrafted from 1, there will remain 
which is the Probability I do not win the firft, and at the 
fame time lofe the fecond. 

30 If I would know what the Probability is of winning 
the fecond, and at the fame time lofing the firft; I fay thus, 
the Probability of winning the fecond is the Probability 
of lofing the firft is -2-. Therefore multiplying thefe two 
Fra&ions together, the Product is the Probability I win 
the fecond, and alfo lofe the firft. 

40 If I would know what the Probability is of lofing both 
Wagers; I fay, the Probability of lofing the firft is -2., and 
the Probability of lofing the fecond -±-; therefore the Proba¬ 

bility of lofing them both is JL, which being fubtrafled 
from 1, there remains -4Z_; therefore the Odds againft lofing 
both Wagers is 47 to 8. 

This 
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This way of reafoning is plain, and is of very great extent, 
being applicable to the Happening or Failing of as many Events 
as may fall under confideration. Thus, if I would know what 
the Probability is of milling an Ace 4 times together with a 
common Die, I confider the milling of the Ace 4 times, as the 
Failing of 4 different Events; now the Probability of milling 
the firftis -4-, the Probability of milfing the fecond is alfo the 

third the fourththerefore the Probability of milling the 
Ace 4 times together is JL *JL which being 

fubtra&ed from 1, there will remain for the Probability of 
throwing it once or oftner in 4 times; therefore the Odds of 
throwing an Ace in 4 times is 671 to 615’. 

But if the flinging of an Ace was undertaken in 3 times, 
’tis plain that the Probability of milling it 3 times would 
be J_ x-J- which being fubtra&ed from f, there will 
remain-^L. for the Probability of throwing it once or oftner 

in 3 times; therefore the Odds againft throwing it in 3 times 
are 125 to 91. 

Again, fuppofe we wou’d know the Probability of throw* 
ing an Ace once in 4 throws and no more: Since the Proba¬ 
bility of throwing it the firft time is and the Probability 

of milling it the other three times is -f-x-f-x-j*, it follows 
that the Probability of throwing it the firft time, and mif¬ 
fing it afterwards three times fucceflively, is JL*4-x jl 

= J^-5 but becaufe it is poflible to hit it in every throw as well 

as the firft, it follows, that the Probability of throwing it once 
in 4 throws, and milling the other three times, is 5212,i~_L^L_. 

which being fubtrafted from 1, there will remain -Z2L. for the 

Probability of not throwing it once and no more in 4 times ; 
therefore if one undertakes to throw an Aceorce and no more 
in 4 times, he has 500 to 796 the worft of the Lay, or 5 to S 
very near. 

Suppofe two Events are fucb, that one of them has twice as 
many Chances to come upas the other; what is the Probabi¬ 
lity that the Event which has the greater number of Chinees 
to come up, does not Happen twice before the other K ppens 
once; which is the Cafe of flinging Seven with two Dice, be- 

C lore 
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fore four once ; fince the number of Chances are as ito i, 
the Probability of the firft Happening before the fecond is -L, 
but the Probability of its Happening twice before it, is but 

or -t.; therefore ’tis y to 4, Seven does not come up 
twice, before Four once. 

But if it was demanded what mud: be the proportion of 
the Facilities of the coming up of two Events, to make that 
which has the moft Chances, to come up twice, before the 
other comes up once ; the anfwer is 12 to 5 very near, (and 
this proportion may be determined yet with greater exa&- 
nefs) for if the proportion of the Chances is 12 to y,it follows, 
that the Probability of throwing the firft before the fecond 
is -12., and the Probability of throwing it twice, is.il x ~ or 
-Ml; therefore the Probability of not doing it is there¬ 
fore the Odds againfl it are as 145* to 144, which comes 
very near a proportion of Equality, 

What we have faid hitherto concerning two or more E- 
vents, relates only to thofe which have no dependency on each 
other; as for thofe that have a dependency, the manner of 
arguing about them will be a little alter’d: But to know in 
what the nature of this dependency confifts, I ftiall propofe 
the two following eafy Problems. 

Suppofe there is a heap of 13 Cards of one colour, and a- 
nother heap of 13 Cards of another colour; what is the Pro¬ 
bability, that taking one Card at a venture out of each heap, 
I fhall take out the two Aces ? 

The Probability of taking the Ace out of the firft heap is -i, 

the Probability of taking the Ace out of the fecond is alfo -J-. 
therefore the Probability of taking out both Aces is -L. x _l. 

:= _i_, which being fubtra&ed from 1, there will remain -i|Ly 
therefore the Odds againfl: me are 168 to 1. 

But fuppofe that out of one Angle heap of 13 Cards of one co¬ 
lour, I fhould undertake to take out, firft the Ace, fecondly the 
Two, tho’ the Probability of taking out the Ace be _l_, and 
the Probability of taking out the Two be iikewife yet the 

Ace being fuppofed as taken out already, there will remain 
only 12 Cards in the heap, which will make the Probability 

of 
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of talcing out the Two to be -L., therefore the Probability of 
taking out the Ace, and then the Two, will be JL. * jl. And 

upon this way of reafoning may the whole Dofrrine of Com¬ 
binations be grounded, as will be (hewn in its place. 

It is plain that in this laft Queftion, the two Events propo- 
fed have on each other a dependency of Order, which depen¬ 
dency confifts in this, that one of the Events being fuppofed 
as having Happened, the Probability of the other’s Happen¬ 
ing is thereby alter’d *, whereas in the firft Queftion, the tak¬ 
ing of the Ace out of the firft heap does not alter the Proba¬ 
bility of taking the Ace out of the fecond ; therefore the In¬ 
dependency of Events confifts in this, that the Happening of 
one does not alter the degree of Probability of the other’s 
Happening. 

We have feen already how to determine the Probability 
of the Happening of as many Events as may be aftigned, and 
the Failing of as many others as may be afligned likewife, 
when thofe Events are independent: We have feen alfo how 
to determine the Happening of two Events, or as many as 
may be aftigned when they are Dependent. 

But how to determine in the cafe of Events dependent, the 
Happening of as many as may be afligned, and at the fame 
time the Failing of as many as may likewife be afligned, is a 
difquifition of a higher nature, and will be Ihewn afterwards. 

If the Events in queftion are n in number, and are fuch 
as have the fame number a of Chances by which they may 
Happen, and likewife the fame number b of Chances by 
which they may Fail, raife a b to the Power #. 

And if A and B play together, on condition that if either 
one or more of the Events in queftion do Happen, A ihall win, 

and B lofe$ the Probability of A*s winning will be i--4- 

7t 

and that of B's winning will be —for when a\b is 

a&ually raired to the Power#, the only Term in which a does 
not occur is the laft b”; therefore all the Terms but the laft: 
are favourable to A, 

Thus, if n = 3; raifing n\b to the Cube a} + ^aab-\-^abb-\-b:. 
all the Terms but bl will be favourable to A ; and therefore 

the 
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the Probability of JPs winning will 
a ? 4-1 aab-V* 

■ ,+^3 ot* 

; and the Probability of B’s winning will be 

But if A and B play, on condition that if either two or 
more of the Events in queftion do Happen, A fhall win $ but 
in cafe one only Happens or none, B fhall win? the Probabi¬ 

lity of twinning will be —for the on¬ 

ly two Terms in which aa, does not occur are the two laft, 

viz, nab71 1 and bn* And fo of the reft. 

The 
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The Solution of fevcral forts of Problems, 
deduced from the Rules laid down in the 
Introduction. 

PROBLEM I. 
Vppofe A to hold a finale Die, and to lay with B, that 

in 8 throws he jhall fling Two Aces or more: What 
is his Probability of winning, or what are the Odds 
for or againfl him 

SOLUTION. 

BEcaufe there is one (ingle Chance for A, and five againft 
him, let a be made = i, and b = 5; again becaufe the 

number of throws is 8, let n be made = 8, and the Proba- 

bility of A's winning will be 

Therefore the Probability of his lofing will be and 
the Odds againft him will be as 1015:6x5 to 663991, or as 
3 to x, very near. 

■PROBLEM II. 
T W 0 Men A and B playing a Set together, in each Game of 

the Set the number of Chances which A. has to win is 3, and 
the number of Chances which B has to win is .2 : Now after fonte 
Games are over, A wants 4 Games of being up, and B 6: ft is 
required in this circumflance to determine the Probabilities which 
either has of winning the Set, 

SOLUTION. 

BEcaufe A wants 4 Games of being up, and B 6; it 
follows, that „the Set will be ended in 9 Games sx 

.mod:, which is the fum of the Games wanting between 
D them * 
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them ; therefore let /i-\- b be raifed to the gth Power, viz, 
a9 4- ya? b-\- 364?bb 4- 844*^4- 1264s b4 4- n6a*b* 4" 84.4* £*4* 
%6aab7 4- 94^ 4- take for A all the Terms in which a has 
4 or more dimenlions, and for B all the Terms in which b 
has 6 or more dimenlions; and the Proportion of the Odds will 
be, as a9 4- 94s b 4- ^6a7 bb 4- 844^ 4* 12.6a} b4 4- 1 164+£5, to 
84a tfr6 4- %6aab7 4- 94^ 4- b9. Let now a be expounded by 3, 
and b by 2 ; and the Odds that A wins the Set will be found 
as 1759077 to 194048, or very near as 9 to 1. 

And generally, fuppofing that p and q are the number of 
Games refpe&ively wanting; raife a-\-b to the Power/? -\-q—1, 
then take for A, a number of Terms equal to qy and for B, a 
number of Terms equal to p. 

REMARKS. 

1. In this Problem, if inftead of fuppofing that the Chances 
which the Gamefters have each time to get a Game are in 
the proportion of a to b, we fuppofe the Skill of the Game¬ 
fters to be in that proportion, the Solution of the Problem 
will be the fame: We may compare the Skill of the Game¬ 
fters to the number of Chances they have to win. Whether 
the number of Chances which A and B have of getting a Game, 
are in a certain Proportion, or whether their Skill be in that 
proportion, is the fame thing. 

2. The preceding Problem might be folved without Alge¬ 
bra, by the bare help of the Arithmetical Principles which 
we have laid down in the Introdu&ion, but the method 
will be longer: Yet for the fake of thofe who are not ac¬ 
quainted with Algebraical computation, I ffiall fet down the 
Method of proceeding in like cafes. 

In order to which, it is neceflary to know, that when a 
Queftion feems fomewhat difficult, it will be ufeful to folve 
at firft a Queftion of the like nature, that has a greater degree 
of fimplicity than the cafe propofed in the Queftion given; the 
Solution of which cafe being obtained, it will be a ftep to af- 
cend to a cafe a little more compounded, till at laft the cafe 
propofed may be attained to. 

Therefore, to begin with the fimpleft cafe, we may fup¬ 
pofe that A wants 1 Game of being up? and B 2; and that 

the 
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the number of Chances to win a Game are equal; in which 
cafe the Odds that A will be up before B, may be determined 
as follows. 

Since B wants 2 Games of being up and A 1, ’tis plain that 
B muft beat A twice together to win; but the Probability of 
his beating him once is J-y therefore the Probability of his 

beating him twice together is -i- x j-= -i-; fubtraCt ~~ from 

1, there remains —> which is the Probability which A has 

of winning once before B twice, therefore the Odds are as 
3 t0 *• v 

By the fame way of arguing ’twill be found, that if A wants 
1, and B 3, the Odds will be as 7 to 1, and the Probability of 
winning,-Z- and -J- refpeCiively. If A wants 1, and B 4, the 

Odds will be as ij to 1, &c. 
Again, fuppofe A wants 2, and B 3, what are the Odds 

that A is up before B ? 
Let the whole Stake depofited between A and Bbe 1; 

now confider that if B wins the firft Game, B and A will 
have an equality of Chances, in which cafe the Expecta¬ 
tion of B will be ■—; but the Probability of his winning the 
firft Game is -i-, therefore the Expectation of B upon the 

Stake, arifing from the Probability of beating A the firft time, 
will be J- x 1 = -1-. 

2 2 4 

But if B lofes the firft Game, then he will want 3 of being 
up, and A but 1; in which cafe the Expectation of B will be -|_f 
but the Probability of that circumftance is _i_, therefore the 

Expectation of B arifing from the Probability of his lofing the 
firft time is -i-x-|- 

Therefore the Expectation of B upon the Stake 1, will 
be J—f J— = -JL_, which being fubtraCted from 1, there re¬ 
mains -ii. for the Expectation of A; therefore the Odds are 

as 11 to y. 
And thus proceeding gradually, it will be eafy to compofe 

the following Table. 

A TABLE 
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A TABLE of the O D D S for any number of Games 
wanting, from i to 6- 

a §? 1 

i | I 2 1 3 I 4 1 5 I 6 

<3 ,5 
3 1 7 1 15 1 v 1 <*8 I 

4 4 a 6 16 16 32 32 64 <54 

Co s: 

1 i 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 

^ . • 

.-** •£: 
is 5 ii 26 6 57 7 1 120 8 
-J. R 

38 
16 16 

4 

32 32 64 64 ~ 128 12a 

S R 

I*! 3 4 3 5 3 6 

U, • 

ss 42 22 99 29 219 37 
•** K 

ts 64 64 12 8 i2« 256 256 

*•« R 
S '£ 
<s R 4 

< 

5 4 6 

•l.f 163 93 382 120 

i** 
V 

Js ^ 

256 

l 

256 512 512 

i 
\ 

' .« 

Is 

° i 

5 6 

Co 

s * 
638 

1024 

386 

1024 

And by the fame way of proceeding, it would be eafy to 
compofe other Tables, for exprefling the Probabilities which 
A and B have of winning the Set, when each wants a given 
number of Games of being up, and when the proportion of the 

Chances 
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Chances by which each of them may get a Game is as % to i? 
or varies at .pieafure ; but the Algebraic method explained in 
this Problem anfwering all that variety, Ms needlefs to infiffc 
upon it. 

PROBLEM nr. 
IF A and B flay with Jingle Borils, and fuch be the Skill of A 

that he knows by Experience he can give B z Games out of 3 : 
What is the proportion of their Skilly or what are the Odds that A. 
may get any one Game aligned ? 

SOLUTION. 

T ET the proportion of the Odds be as z to 1 : Now fince 
A can give B 2 Games out of 3, therefore A can, upon an 

equality of Play, undertake to win 3 Games together: Let 
therefore be raifed to the Cube, viz,. z}-\- 3zz + 3^ + 1 ; 
therefore the Probabilities of winning will be, as zi to $zz+ 
3^4- 1; but thefe Probabilities are equal, by fuppolition; 
therefore z) — 3 zz 4- 4-1, or 2 zA = z} 4- $zz 4- 3z 4-1. 

■and extrafling the Cube Root on both fides, z^ z ~ z-\-1; 

therefore s = 3, , and confequently the Odds that A may 
V 2-—I 

I 3 
get any one Game afligned are as ^ to i, or as 1 to V2.—1, 

that is in this cafe as yo to 13 very near. 

PROBLEM IV. 
IF A can without advantage or difadvantage give B 1 Game 

out of 3 ; what are the Odds that A jhall take any one Game 
afigned ? Or what is the proportion of the Chances they have to 
win any one Game afigned ? Or what is the proportion of their 
Skill ? 

SOLUTION. 

LE T the proportion be as s to 1; now fince A can give 
B 1 Game out of 3; therefore A can, upon an equality 

of Play, undertake to get 3 Games before B gets 2; let there- 
E foie 
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fore z+1 be railed to the 4th Power, whole Index 4 is the Sum 
of the Games wanting between them lefs by 1; this Power 
will be ^44 4^3 + 6s5i-f4^-f 1; therefore the Probabili¬ 
ties of winning the Set will be as z4 4- 4Z* to 6zz 4- 42, 4- 1: 
Bat thefe Probabilities are equal by Hypothefis, fince A and B 
are fuppofed to play without advantage or difadvantage; 
therefore z4 4- 4^3 — 6zz 4- 42-4- 1, which Equation being 
folved, z will be found to be 1.6 very near; wherefore the pro¬ 
portion of the Odds will be as 1.6 to 1, or as 8 to y. 

PROBLEM V. 
0 find in how many Trials an Event will "Probably Hap¬ 
pen, or how many Trials will be requifite to make it indif¬ 

ferent to lay on its Happening or Tailing; fuppofing that a is the 
number of Chances for its Happening in any one 1 rialy and b the 
number of Chances for its Tailing, 

SOLUTION. 

LET * be the number of Trials; therefore by what 
has been already demonftrated in the Introduction 

rp * - ** or jp “ = therefore or = Ltg-$lLv; 
Moreover, let us reaffume the Equation =%bx and 

making a,b:: 1, q, the Equation will be changed into this 
1 4--3 * = z: let therefore j4- s. be railed actually to the 
Power x by Sir Ifaac Newton's Theorem, and the Equation will 

be 1 4" 
quation 
then w 

tion will be reduced to 1 4- 4- &c. = z: But 

the firft part of this Equation is the number whofe Hyperbo¬ 

lic Logarithm is j-, therefore =Log: z: But the Hyper¬ 

bolic Logarithm of z is 0.693 or nearly 0.7; Wherefore dL as 
0.7, and x 0.7q very near. 

Thus we have adigned the very narrow limits within 
which the Ratio of x to q is comprehended; for it begins 

with 

XXX 

+ &c. s In this E- f 1 IX 2qq * IX JX 3 , if q = 1, then will x be likewife =1; if q be infinite, 
ill * alfo be infinite. Suppofe q infinite, then the Equa- 
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with Unity, and terminates at laft in the Ratio of 10 to 7, 
very near. 

But x foon Converges to the limit 0.7 fo that this pro¬ 
portion may be afiumed in all cafes, let the Value of q be 
what it will. 

Some ufes of this Propofition will appear by the following, 
Examples. 

EXAMPLE I. 

LET it be propofed to find in how many Throws one 
may undertake, with an equality of Chance, to fling two 

Aces with two Dice. 
The number of Chances upon two Dice is 36, out of 

which there is but 1 Chance for two Aces; therefore the 
number of Chances againft it is 215: Multiply 3 5* by 0.7, 
and the produft 24. y will Ihew that the number of Throws- 
requifite to that effe£t will be between 24 and 25. 

EXAMPLE II. 

TO find in how maqy Throws of three Dice, one may 
undertake to fling three Aces. 

! The number of all the Chances upon 3 Dice is 216, out of 
which there is but 1 Chance for 3 Aces, and 21 y againft it. 
Therefore let 21 y be multiplied by 0.7, and the product ijo.y 
will Ihew that the number of Chances requifite to that effect 
will be iyo, or very near it. 

EXAMPLE III. 

IN a Lottery whereof the number of Blanks is to the num- 
ber of Prizes as 39 to 1, (fuch as was the Lottery of 1710;) 

To find how many Tickets one muft take, to make it an' 
equal Chance for one or more Prizes. 

Multiply 39 by 0.7, and the product 27.3 will fliow that the 
number of Tickets requifite to that effect will be 27, or 28 at 
moft. 

Likewife, in a Lottery whereof the number of Blanks is 
to the number of Prizes; as y to 1, multiply y by 0.7 and the 

pro- 
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produQ: j.y will fhow, that there is more than an equality of 
Chance in 4 Tickets for one or more Prizes, but fomething 
lefs than an equality in 3. 

REMARK. 

* In a Lottery whereof the Blanks are to the Prizes as 39 
to 1, if the number of Tickets in all was but 40, this propor¬ 
tion would be altered, for 20 Tickets would be a fufficient 
number for the Expectation of the fingle Prize; it being evi¬ 
dent that the Prize may he as well among the Tickets which 
are taken as among rhofe that are left behind. 

Again, if the number of Tickets was 80, ftill preferving 
the proportion of 39 Blanks to 1 Prize, and confequently fup- 
pofing 78 Blanks to 2 Prizes, this proportion would ftill be 
altered: For by theOo&rine of Combinations, whereof we are 
to treat afterwards, it will appear that the Probability of 
taking one Prize or both in 20 Tickets would be but 
and the Probability of taking none would be -ig_; Wherefore 
the Odds againft taking any Prize would be as 177 to 139, 
or very near as 9 to 7. 

And by the fame Do&rine of Combinations it will be found 
^hat 23 Tickets would not be quite fufficient for the Expect¬ 
ation of a Prize in this Lottery; but that 24 would rather be 
two many; fo that one might with advantage lay an even 
Wager of taking a Prize in 24 Tickets. 

If the proportion of 39 to 1 be oftner repeated, the num¬ 
ber of Tickets requifite tor a Prize will ftill increafe with that 
repetition: Yet let the proportion of 39 to 1 be repeated ne¬ 
ver fo many times, nay an infinite number of times, the num¬ 
ber of Tickets requifite for a Prize will never exceed _l of 

39, that is about 27 or 28. 
Therefore if the proportion of the Blanks to the Prizes be 

often repeated, as it ufually is in Lotteries; the number of Tick¬ 
ets requifite for one Prize or more, will always be found by 
♦taking -fe of the proportion of the Blanks to the Prizes. 

LEM- 
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LEMMA. 
TO find how many Chances there are upon any number of 

Dice, each of them of the fame given number of Facest to 
throw any given number of Points, 

SOLUTION. 

LET />+1 be the number of Points given, n the numbef 
of Dice, / the number of Faces in each Die: Make 

p—/ = q; q—/ = r; r—f — ss—f = t 8cc. and the num¬ 
ber of Chances will be 4“’ 

-d* 

— 4-X X-”- 
I a 3 1 

4. xJLx*m 
12 3 12 

— &c. x-^-x2=ix^ 
123 123 

-b&c. 

which Series ought to be continued till fome of the Fa&ors m 
each Product become either = o, or Negative. 

N. B, So many Favors are to be taken in each of the Pro- 
du&s i.x^ixL2 8cc. i-x^x^ &c. as there are Units 

12 s 12 2 

in 1. 
Thus, for Example, let it be required to find how many 

Chances there are for throwing Sixteen Points with Four 
Dice. 

= + 45,y 

= - 336 

= -p 6 

But 4^ — 3364-6= ix?; therefore One Hundred and 
Twenty Five is the number of Chances required. 

F Again* 
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Again, let it be required to find the number of Chances for 
throwing feven and Twenty Points with Six Dice. 

= -p 65780 

= — 93204 

= + 30030 

=— 1120 

Therefore 65780—932.04 4- 30030—1120= 1666 is the 
number required. 

Let it be required to find the number of Chances for throw¬ 
ing Fifteen Points with Six Dice. 

.+ -T^JrxT'><T-’5<f" =+ 2001 
=- 33<S 

But 2002 — 336= 1666, which is the number requi¬ 
red. 

CorOl All the Points equally diftant from the extreams, that 
is, from the lead and greateft number of Points that are upon 
the Dice, have the fame number of Chances by which they 
may be produced; wherefore if the number of Points given 
be nearer to the greater Extream than to thelefs, let the num¬ 
ber of Points given be fubtrafted from the fum of the Ex¬ 
treams, and work with the remainder, and the Operation 
will be lhorten’d. 

Thus, if it be required to find the number of Chances for 
throwing 27 Points with 6 Dice: Let 27 be fubtrafled from 
42 the fum of the Extreams 6 and 36, and the Remainder 
being 15, it may be concluded that the number of Chances 
for throwing 27 Points is the fame as for throwing 15. 

Let it now be required to find in how many throws of 
6 Dice one may undertake to throw 15 Points. 

The number of Chances for throwing 15 Points being 
1666; and th^ number of Chances for Failing being 44990; 
divide 44990 by 1666, the Quotient will be 27 $ Multiply 27* 

fry 
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by 0.7, and the Produft 18.9 will fhew that the number of 
throws requifite to that effedb is very near 19. 

PROBLEM VI. 
TO find bow many Trials are necejfary to make it Prob able 

that an Event will Happen twice, juppofing that a is the 
number of Chances for its Happening at any one Trial, and b the 
number of Chances for its Failing. 

SOLUTION. 

LE T x be the number of Trials: Therefore by what 
has been already Demonftrated, it will appear that 

a+6 * = z b x 4- zaxb ; or making a, b:: 1, <7 3 i-f~v — 
i + Now if q be fuppofed = 1, x will be found = 3; 
and if q be fuppofed infinite, and alfo — z, we fhall have 
^ = Log: 2 + Log: 1 + z.; in which Equation the value of « 
will be found = 1.678 very nearly. Therefore the value of 
x will always be between the Limits 3 q and 1.6787. But x 
will foon converge to the laft of thefe Limits; therefore if x 
be not very fmall, it may in all cafes be fuppofed = 1.6787. 
Yet if there be any Sufpicion that the Value of at thus 
taken is too little, fubftitute this Value in the Original E- 
quation 1 — 2 -f and note that Errour. If it btr 
worth taking notice of, then increafe a little the value of x, 
and fubftitute again this new value in the room of x in the 
aforefaid Equation; and noting the new Errour, the value of 
x may be fufficiently corrected by applying the Rule which- 
the Arithmeticians call double Falfe Pofition. 

EXAMPLE I. 

TO find in how many throws of Three Dice one may 
undertake to throw Three Aces twice. 

The number of all the Chances upon Three Dice being 116,. 
out of which there is but one Chance for Three Aces, and 
ziq againft it; Multiply 215 by 1.678, and the Product 
360.7 will fhew that the number of throws requifite to that 
effect will be 360 or very near it. 

EX- 
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EXAMPLE II. 

TO find in how many throws of Six Dice one may un¬ 
dertake to throw Fifteen Points twice. 

The number of Chances for throwing Fifteen Points is 1666, 
the number of Chances for Milling 44990; let 44990 be di¬ 
vided by 1666,the Quotient will be 27 very near: Wherefore 
the proportion of Chances for Throwing and Miffing Fifteen 
Points are as 1 to 27 reipe&ively; Multiply 27 by 1.678, 
and the Product 45*.3 will (hew that the number of throws 
requifite to that eftedt will be 45* nearly. 

EXAMPLE III. 

IN a Lottery whereof the number of Blanks is to the num¬ 
ber of Prizes as $9 to 1: To find how many Tickets 

mull be taken, to make it as Probable that two or more Be¬ 
nefits will be taken as not. 

Multiply 39 by 1.678, and the Produft 6y.4 will (hew 
that no lefs chan 6? Tickets will be requifite to that effett ; 
thb’ one might undertake upon an Equality of Chance to 
have one at lead in 28. 

PROBLEM VII. 

TO find how many Trials are neceffary to make it Probable 
that an Event will Happen Three, Eoury Five, Src. times; 

fuppoftng that a is the number of Chances for its Happening in 
any one Trial, and b the number of Chances for its Failing. 

SOLUTION. 

LET jc be the number of Trials requifite, then fuppo- 
fing, as before a, b:: 1, <y, we (hall have the Equa¬ 

tion x -F * — 2x1 4--^4-3-x izi in the cafe of the triple 

Event; or 1 4-x = ix 14- — 4 —xi 4- — x — x 
in the cafe of the quadruple Event: And the Law of the con¬ 
tinuation of thefe Equations is manifeft. Now in the firft E- 
quation if be fuppofed = 1, then will x be = y. If q be 

fu$>- 
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fLippofed infinite or pretty large in refpeft to Unity; then 
theaforefaid Equation, making ~--=z z, will be changed in¬ 

to this, z, = Log. 2 Log. 1 4- & + fg zz> wherein will 
be found nearly — 2.675*. Wherefore x will always be be¬ 
tween 5 q and 2.675 q. 

Likewife in the fecond Equation, if q be fuppofed — 1, 
then will x be = 7 q; but if x be fuppofed infinite, or 
pretty large in refpett to Unity, then z, — Log. x -p Log. 

; whence & will be found nearly = 3.6719; 

Wherefore x will be between 7 q and 3.67193'. 
If thefe Equations were continued, it would be found that 

the Limits of « converge continually to the proportion of 
two to one. 

A TABLE of the Limits. 

The Value of x will always be 

For a Tingle Event, between 1 q and 0.6933. 
For a double Event, between 3 q and 1.67%. 
For a triple Event, between qq and 2.6753. 
For a quadruple Event, between 7q and 3.6723. 
For a quintuple Event, between 9q and 4.6703. 
For a fextuple Event, between nq and 5.6683. 

If the number of Events contended for, as well as the 
number q be pretty large in refpeft to Unity ; the number 
of Trials requifite for thofe Events to Happen n times, will 
be -n-^q or barely nq. 

PROBLEM VIII. 
TFJree Gameflers A, B, C, play together on this condition, 

that he fba.ll win the Set who has foonefl got a certain num¬ 
ber of Games 1 the proportion of the Chances which each of them 
has to get any one Game afjigned, or, which is the fame thing, the 
proportion of their Skill, being reffectively as a, b, c. Now af¬ 
ter they have played fome time, they find themfelves in this circum- 
fiance, that A wants One Game of being up, B Two Games, and C 
Three; the whole Stake between them being fuppofed 1 : What is the 
Expectation of each ? 

G SOLU- G 
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SOLUTION. 

IN’ the Circumftance the Gamefters are in, the Set will be end¬ 
ed in Four Games at mod; let therefore 4 4- £ 4-f be raifed 

to the fourth Power, and it will be a4 4- 4a2b 4- 644^ 4- 4 
4- 4“ 4^J^ 4- naabc 4- 4^ 4* 644ft 4- nabcc 4- 
4- 4" 12acbb 4“ 4^3 4" c4» 

The Terms 44 4- 44^ 4- 44^ 4- 644fc 4- naabc 4- nabcc, 
wherein the Dimenfions of 4 are equal to or greater than the 
number of Games which A wants, wherein alfo the Dimen¬ 
fions of b and c are lefs than the number of Games which 
B and C want refpeCtively, are intirely Favourable to A> and 
are part of the Numerator of his Expectation. 

In the fame manner the Terms b4 4- 4b*c 4- 6bbec are in* 
tirely Favourable to B. 

And likewife the Terms 4be? 4- c4 are intirely Favourable 
to C. 

The reft of the Terms are common, as Favouring partly 
one of the Gamefters, partly one or both of the other: Where¬ 
fore thefe Terms are fo to be divided into their parts, that the 
parts Favouring each Gamefter may be added to his Expecta¬ 
tion. 

Take therefore all the Terms which are common, viz. 
6 a abb 4- 4 ab* 4- nabce 4- 4 ac2, and divide them actually 
into their parts 5 that is i°. 6aabb into aabb, abab, abba, baab, 
baba, bbaa. Out of thefe Six parts, one part only, viz. bbaa will 
be found to Favour B, for ’tis only in this Term that two Di¬ 
menfions of b are placed before one (ingle Dimenfion of 4, and 
therefore the other Five parts belong to A; let therefore 5aabb 
be added to the Expectation of A, and 1 aabb to the Expectati¬ 
on of B. 20 Divide 4ab3 into its parts, abbb, babb, bbab, bbba. 
Of thefe parts there are two belonging to A, and the other 
two to B; let therefore 2ab* be added to the Expedition of 
each. 30 Divide iiabbcinto its parts; and eight of them will 
be found Favourable to A, and four to B ; let therefore 8abbe 
be added to the Expectation of A, and 4abbe to the Expecta¬ 
tion of B. 40 Divide 44c3 into its parts, three of which will 
be found Favourable to A, and one to C; Add therefore 34c3 
to the Expectation of A, and iac2 to the Expectation of C. 
Hence the Numerators of the feveral Expectations of A, B> C, 
will be refpeCtively. 1. 
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1. 44 -f 4*3£ 4" 4* 644rc 4- Haabc 4- nabcc 4- 544^ 4. zab^ 
4- 84^ 4- 34c*. 

2. £4 4. 4&V 4- 6bbcc 4- laabb 4* 4 qabcc. 
3. 4^3 4- 1 c4 4. 1 4c3. 

The common Denominator of all their Expectations be- 

mg 4 4r b 4“ ^1 • 

Therefore if 4, b, c are in a proportion of equality, the 
Odds of winning will be refpe&ively as 57,18, 6. 

If n be the number of all the Games that are wanting, 
p fhe number of the Gamefters, 4, b, cy dy &c. the proportion of 
the Chances which each Gamefter has refpe&ively to win any 
one Game aligned; let 4 4- b 4- c 4- d &c. be raifed to the 
Power »4-1 —p9 then proceed as before. 

PROBLEM IX. 

TW0 Gamejlers, A and B, each having 12 Counters, f lay- 
wit h three Dice, on condition, that if 11 Points come upy 

B (hall give one Counter to A ; if 14, A (hall give one Counter- 
to B; and that he {hall be the winner who {hall Joonefl get all the 
Counters of his adverfary: What are the Probabilities that each of 
them has of winning ? 

SOLUTION. 

LE T the number of Counters which each of them have 
be —p; and let a and b be the number of Chances they 

have refpeQively for getting a Counter each cart: of the Dice: 
I fay that the Probabilities of winning are refpe&ively as ap 
to bp; or becaufe in this cafe />= 12, a~ 27, b— iy as 271* 
to i$l*9 or as 9” to fz, or as 282,429536481 to 244140625, 
which is the proportion afligned by M. Huygens, but without, 
any Demonftration : 

Or more generally. 

Let p be the number of the Counters of Ay and 5 the num¬ 
ber of the Counters of B; and let the proportion of the 
Chances be as a to b. I fay that the proportions of the Pro¬ 
babilities which A has to get all the Counters of his adverfa¬ 
ry will be as 4? xap — bp to bp x^? — 

DEMON- 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

E T it be fuppofed that A has the Counters E, F, G, H See. 
whole number is />, and that B has the Counters /, /(,, L 

&c. whofe number is q: Moreover let it be fuppofed that the 
Counters are the thing play’d for, and that the Value of each 
of them is to the Value of the following as a to in fuch a 
manner that the laft Counter of A to the flrft Counter of B, be 
Hill in that proportion. This being fuppofed, A and B, in every 
circumftance of their Play, may lay down two fuch Counters 
as may be proportional to the number of Chances each has to 
get a fingle Counter; for in the beginning of the Play A may 
lay down the Counter H which is the loweft of his Counters, 
and B the Counter 1 which is his higheft; but //,/:: a, b, 
therefore A and B play upon equal Terms. If A win of B, 
then A may lay down the Counter I which he has juft got of 
his adverfary, and B the Counter /(,; but /, fC:: 4, b, there¬ 
fore A and B (Till play upon equal Terms. But if A lofe the lirft 
time, then A may lay down the Counter G, and B the Coun¬ 
ter H, which he "but now got of his adverfary ; but G, H \: 
<iy b, and therefore they ftill Play upon equal Terms as be¬ 
fore. So that as long as they Play together, they Play with¬ 
out advantage, or difadvantage, and confequently the Pro¬ 
babilities of winning are reciprocal to the Sums which they 
expert to win, that is, are proportional to the Sums they re- 
fpe&ively have before the Play begins. Whence the Proba¬ 
bility which A has of winning all the Counters of B, is to the 
Probability which B has of winning all the Counters of A, 
as the Sum of the Terms £, F, G, H whofe number is p, 
to the Sum of the Terms /, /(,, L whofe number is q ; that 
is, as a‘}x*p—b* to b*xa*~-b?: As will eafily appear if 
thofe Terms which are in Geometric Progreflion are adually 
fummed up by the known methods. Now the Probabili¬ 
ties of winning are not influenced by the fuppofition here 
made, of each Counter being to the following in the pro¬ 
portion of a to b; and therefore when thofe Counters are 
iuppofed of equal Value, or rather of no Value, but ferve 
only to mark the number of Stakes won or loft on either 
fide, the Probabilities of winning will be the fame as we have 
aiTigned. R E- 
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REMARK I. IF p and q, or either of them are large numbers, ’twill be 
convenient to work by Logarithms, 

Thus, If A and B play a Guinea a Stake, and the num¬ 
ber of Chances which A has to win each fingle Stake be 43, 
but the number of Chances which B has to win it be 40; 
and they oblige themfelves to play till fuch time as 100 Stakes 
are won and loft. 

From the Logarithm of 43 = 1.6334685 
Subtratt the Logarithm of 40 = 1.6020600 

Difference =0.0314085^ 

Multiply this Difference by the number of Stakes to be 
play’d off, viz. 100; the Product will be 3.1048500, to which 
anfwers, in the Tables of Logarithms, the number 1383; 
wherefore the Odds that A Ihall win before B are 1583 
to 1. 

Now in all circumftances wherein A and B venture an e« 
qual Sum; the fum of the numbers exprefling the Odds, is 
to their difference, as the Money play’d for, is to the Gain of 
the one, and the Lofs of the other. 

Therefore Multiplying 1382, difference of the numbers 
exprefling the Odds, by 100, which is the fum ventured by 
each Man, and dividing the product by 1384 fum of the num¬ 
bers exprefling the Odds; the Quotient will be 99 Guineas, 

and about i8sh-—which confequently is to be 
eftimated as the Gain of A. 

REMARK IL 

IF the number of Stakes which are to be won and loft be 
unequal, but the number of Chances to win and lofe be 

equal; the Probabilities of winning will be reciprocally pro¬ 
portional to the number of Stakes to be won. 

Thus, If A ventures Ten Stakes to win One; the Odds 
that he wins One before he lofes Ten will be as 10 to 1. 

But ten Chances to win One, and One Chance to lofe ten, 
makes the Play perfe&ly equal. 

H There- 
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Therefore he that ventures many Stakes to win but few, 
has by it neither advantage nor difadvantage. 

PROBLEM X. 

TWO Gamefters, A and B lay by 24 Counters, and flay with 
Three Dice, on this condition ; that if 11 Points come up, 

A lhall take one Counter out of the heap ; if 14, B jhall take out 
one, and he J,hall be refuted to win, who fh all foonefi get 12 Counters. 
What are the Probabilities of their winning ? 

This Problem differs from the preceding in this, that the 
play will be at an end in 23 Cafts of the Dice at moft, (that 
is of thofe Cafts which are favourable either to A or B :) 
Whereas in the preceding cafe, the Counters pafling conti¬ 
nually from one Hand to the other, it will often Happen that 
A and B will be in fome of the fame circumftances they 
were in before, which will make the length of the play un¬ 
limited. 

SOLUTION. 

TAking a and b in the proportion of the Chances that 
there are to throw 11 and 14, let a\b be raifed to 

the 23d Power, that is to fuch Power as is denoted by the 
number of all the Counters wanting one : Then (hall the iz 
firft Terms of that Power be to the i2laft in the fame pro¬ 
portion as are the refpe&ive Probabilities of winning. 

PROBLEM XI. 

THree Perfons A, B, C out of a heap of 12 Counters, 
whereof four are White and Eight Black, draw blindfold 

one Counter at a time in this manner ; A begins to draw; B fol¬ 
lows A; C follows B; then A begins again J and they continue 
to draw in the fame order, till one of them, who is to be reputed 
to win, draws the jirfi White one. What are the Probabilities of 
their winning ? 

SOLU- 
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SOLUTION. 

LET n be the number of all the Counters, a the number 
of White ones, b the number of Black oneSj and 1 the 

whole Stake or the fum play’d for. 
i° Since A has a Chances for a White Counter, and b 

Chances for a Black one, it follows that the Probability of 

his winning is or Therefore the Expectation he has 

upon the Stake 1 ariling from the circumftance he is in when 
he begins to draw is — x 1 = —. Let it therefore be a- 
greed amongft the adventurers that A lliall have no Chance 
for a White Counter, but that he (hall be reputed to have had 
a Black one, which lhall adually be taken out of the heap, 
and that he lhall have the fum JL paid him out of the Stake 
for an Equivalent. Now being taken out of the Stake,, 
there will remain 1 -—^ A. 

n n n 

i° Since B has a Chances for a White Counter, and that the 
number of remaining Counters is n— 1, his Probability of 
winning will be Whence his Expectation upon the re¬ 

maining Stake -i, arifing from the circumftance he is now in, 

will be nxanb—% Suppofe it therefore agreed that B lhall have 

the fum —paid him out of the Stake, and that a Black 

Counter be likewife taken out of the heap. This being dene, 

the remaining Stake will be ~ or "b~%bnZ*b\ but 

b y.b — I 
—" • 

n x n — 1 
nb — abz=zbb ; Wherefore the remaining Scake is 

30 Since C has a Chances for a White Counter, and that 
the number of remaining Counters is ir—2, his Probability 
of winning will be : And therefore his Expectation up¬ 

on the remaining Stake, arifing from the circumftance he is 

now in, will be which we will likewife fup- 

pofe to be paid him out of the Stake. 

4° A may have out of the remainder ~ ^ .3 
and fo of the reft till the whole Stake be exbaufted. 

There- 
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Therefore having written the following general Series, viz] 

~r + P + rri Q.+ R + S &c. wherein P,Q, 
R, S &c. denote the preceding Terms, take as many Terms 
of this Series as there are Units in i, (for fince b repre- 
fents the number of Black Counters, the number of drawings 
cannot exceed b 4- i ) then take for A the firft, fourth, fe- 
venth &c. Terms.; for B take the fecond, fifth, eighth &c. 
Terms; for C the third, fixth &c. and the fums of thofe 
Terms will be the refpeQive Expe&ations of A, B, C; or be- 
caufe the Stake is fix’d, thefe fums will be proportional to 
their refpeftive Probabilities of winning. 

Now to apply this to the prefent cafe, make » = 
a = 4, b = 8, and the general Series will become 

■S- + 4P+^a+fR + |S+AT + -}.V + fX 

4* -- Y: Or multiplying the whole by 49 y, to take away 
the Fra&ions, the Series will be 

.165 -f- no + 84 4- 56 + + 2-0 + 10 4" 4 + *• 
Therefore aflign to A i6y + y*>+ 10 = 231; to B no 

+ 35 + 4 = 159 > to C 84 + ao + 1 = ioy, and their 
Probabilities of winning will be as 231, 159, 105, or as 

•77> 5b 35- 
If there be never fo many Gamefters A, B, C, D &c. whe¬ 

ther they take every one of them one Counter or more; or 
whether the fame or a different number of Counters; the 
Probabilities of winning may be determined by the fame ge¬ 
neral Series. 

REMARK I. 

TH E preceding Series may in any particular cafe be 
fliorten’d $ for if a is — 1, then the Series will be 

"7T X I + I+I + I + I + I+ I 
Hence it may be obferved, that if the whole number of 

Counters be exa£Uy divifible by the number of perfons con¬ 
cerned in the Play, and that there be but one fingle White 
Counter in the whole, there will be no advantage or difad- 
vantage to any one of them from the fituation he is in, in 
refpeft to the order of drawing. 

If 
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If a = i, then the Series will be 

2 9 

xn—~i XW~I + M*“"2 + Hr H—4 + 5 &c; 
If a = 3. then the Series will be 

■y„_,3' x,_, X »—I XM + K^2 X^ + «—3 x «^r4 &c: 

If ^ = 4. then the Series will be 

„x„-,x„‘Lix„-3 X K-1 X K^2 X ^ + ^2 X K- 3 X >7-4 &C. 

Wherefore rejefting the common Multiplicators; the fe- 
veral Terms of thefe Series taken in due order will be Pro¬ 
portional to the feveral Expeditions of any number of Game- 
fters. Thus in' the cafe of this Problem where n\s~ 12, 
and Az=zb j the Terms of the Series will be 

For A. 

11 x 10 X9 = 990 
8 x 7 x6— 336 
5 x 4 x 3 = 60 

138 6 

For B. 

10 X9 x8 = 

7 x6xy = 
4 X 3 X 2 = 

For C. 

720 *9x8x7 
210 6x5x4 
24 3x2x1 

95A 

504 
120 

6 
630 

Hence it follows, that the Probabilities of winning will be 
refpedlively as 1386, 954, 630; or dividing all by 18, as 77, 
53) 35? as had been before determined. 

REMARK II. 

BU T if the Terms of the Series are many, it wilfbe con¬ 
venient to fum them up, by means of the following me¬ 

thod, whofe Demon ft ration may be had from the Methodus 
Differentialis of Sir 1[aac Newton, printed in his AnaljJis. 

Subtract every Term, but the firft, from every following 
Term, and let the remainders be called firft Differences 3 lub- 
tradV in like manner every firft difference from the following, 
and let the remainders be called fecond Differences; fubtradl 
again every one of thefe fecond differences from that which 
follows, and call the remainders third Differences; and fo on, 
till thelaft differences become equal. Let the firft Term be 
called a. the fecond b\ the firft of the firft differences d\ the 

I firft 
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firft of the fecond differences d", the firft of the third diffe¬ 
rences d!" &c. and let the number of Terms which follow the 
firft be x, then will the fum of all thofe Terms be 

aJrXbJrJL x ^ cf + f X X + 
-f x x x &c. 

N. B. If the numbers whole Turns are to be taken are the 
Products of two numbers, the fecond differences will be equal; 
if they are the Produ&s of three, the third differences will 
be equal* and To on. Therefore the number of Terms, which 
are to be taken after the firft, is to exceed only by Unity 
the number of Factors that enter the compofition of every 
Term. 

It may alfo be obferved, that if thofe numbers are decrea- 
fing, it will'be convenient to invert their order, and make 
that the firft which was the laft. 

Thus, fuppofing the number of all the Counters to be ioo, 
and the number of White ones 4 : Then the number of all 
the Terms belonging to A, B, C will be 97, the laft of which 
3x1x1 will belong to A} fince 97 being divided by 3, the 
remainder is 1. Therefore beginning from the loweft Term 
3x1x1, and taking every third Term, as alfo the differen¬ 
ces of thofe Terms, we fhallhave the following Scheme 

3x2x1= 6 

6x5x4= 12.0 

9x8x7 = 504 

11 X II xio = 1310 

15x14x13 = 2730 
&c. 

From whence the Values of a, d\ d’\ in the ge¬ 
neral Theorem, will be found to be refpefrively 6,120, 384, 
432,161; and confequently the fum of all thofe Terms will 
be 

384 

431 
816 162 

59 4 
1410 
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6-]-x x iio-|- -f- xif-'x 384 + 4. x x x 431. 

+ -f x p-1 x ip X ip x 162, or 

<> + 3I-j-* + 50+xjt + 3i^-,xi + or 
* ^ 

-J— X X + I X X + 2 X 3 X 4* I X 3 X + 4. 

^ In like manner it will be found, that the fum of all the 
Terms which belong to B, the laft of which is ^X4X} 
is 

~P“ * X+I X X+2 X 3x4-5* X 3x4-8. 

And alfo that the fum of all the Terms belonging to C, the 
laft of which is 4X3X2, is 

x *4-i x *4-2 x 9XX4-27X4-16. 

Now x in each cafe reprefents the number of Terms want- 
ing one, which belong feverally to A, B, C; wherefore ma¬ 
king jc+i = />, their feveral Expectations will be refpeCtive— 
ly proportional to 

p X 7+i X 3^2 X 3/>+i 
P x />+i x 3/>+2 x_3^+5* 
P x X 9pp~\m9p~~m'^* 

Again, the number of all the Terms which belong to them 
all being 97, and A being to take firft, it follows, that p in the 
firft cafe is = 33, in the other two = 32. 

Therefore the feveral Expectations of A, B, C will be re- 
fpeCtively proportional to 41225*, 39592,, 38008. 

If the number of all the Counters were 500, and the num¬ 
ber of the White ones ftill 4; then the number of all the 
Terms reprefenting the Expectations of Ay B, C would be 497,.. 
Now this number being divided by 3, the Quotient is i6y, 
and the Remainder 2: From whence it follows, that the laft 
Term 3X2X1 will belong to B, the laft but one 4X3X2 
to A, and the laft but two to C; it follows alfo, that for B7 
and A, p muft be interpreted by 166, but for C by 165. 

The 
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The GAME of BASSETE. 

RVLES of the PLAT. 

TH E Dealer, otherwife called the Banker, holds a Pack 
of 52 Cards, and having fhuffled them, he turns the 

whole Pack at once, fo as to difcover the laft Card; after 
which he lays down by Couples all the Cards. 

The Setter, otherwife called the Ponte, has 13 Cards in his 
hand, one of every fort, from the King to the Ace, which 
13 Cards are called a Book; out of this Book he takes one 
Card or more at pleafure, upon which he lays a Stake. 

The Ponte may at his choice, either lay down his Stake 
before the Pack is turned, or immediately after it is turned; 
or after any number of Couples are drawn. 

The firft cafe being particular fhall be calculated by it felf; 
but the other two are comprehended under the fame Rules. 

Suppofing the Ponte to lay down his Stake after the Pack is 
turned, I call 1, 2, 3, 4, y See. the places of thofe Cards which 
follow the Card in view, either immediately after the Pack 
is turned, or after any number of Couples are drawn. 

If the Card upon which the Ponte has laid a Stake comes 
out in any odd jalace, except the firft, he wins a Stake equal 
to his own. 

If the Card upon which the Ponte has laid a Stake comes 
out in any even place except the fecond, he lofes his Stake. 

If the Card of the Ponte comes out in the firft place, he 
neither wins nor lofes, but takes his own Stake again. 

If the Card of the Ponte comes out in the fecond place, he 
does not lofe his whole Stake, but only a part of it, viz,, a half; 
which to make the calculation more general we will call y. 
In this cafe the Ponte is faid to be Faced. 

When the Ponte chufes to come in after any number of 
Couples are down; This Card happens to be but once in the 
Pack, and is the very laft of all, there is an exception from 
the general Rule: for tho’ it comes out in an odd place which 
fhould intitle him to win a Stake equal to his own, yet he 
neither wins nor lofes from that circumftance, but takes back 
Iiis own Stake. 

PRO- 
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PROBLEM XIL 

33 

TO EJlimate at BafTete the lofs of the Ponte under any cir* 
cum fiances of Cards remaining in the Stock, when he lays 

his Stake, and of any number of times that his Card is repeated 
in it. 

The Solution of this Problem containing Four Cafes, viz. 
of the Ponts Card being once, twice, three or four times in 
the Stock; we will give the Solution of all thefe Cafes feve- 
rally. 

SOLUTION of the fir ft Cafe. 

THe Ponte has the following Chances to win or lofe, ac¬ 
cording to the place his Card is in. 

i 

2, 
3 
4 
5 
6 

* 

i Chance for winning o 
i Chance for lofing y 
i Chance for winning i 
i Chance for lofing i 
i Chance for winning i 
i Chance for lofing i 
i Chance for winning o 

It appears by this Scheme that he has as many Chances 
to win i as to lofe i, and that there are two Chances 
for neither winning nor lofing, viz. the firft and laft, and 
therefore that his only Lofs is upon account of his being 
Faced: From which ’tis plain that the number of Cards co¬ 
vered by that which is in view being called his Lofs will 

be -i’ or ~vT ftppofing y —4-. 

SOLUTION of the fecond Cafe. 
By the firft Remark belonging to the XIth Problem it appeal's 

that the Chances which the Ponte has to win or lofe are 
proportional to the numbers, n—i, n—2, n—3 &c. There¬ 
fore his Chances for winning and lofing may be expreffed 
by the following Scheme. 

1 K 
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I 

X 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
* 

»—i Chances for winning o 
n—i Chances for lofing y 
n— 3 Chances for winning i 
n—4 Chances for lofing i. 
n—$ Chances for winning i 
n—6 Chances for lofing ,r 
n—7 Chances for winning i 
n—8 Chances for lofing i 

9 Chances for winning i 
x Chance for lofing i 

Now fetting afide the firft and fecond number of Chan¬ 
ces, it will be found that the difference between the 3d 
and 4th is= 1, and that the difference between the 5'th and 
6th is — 1. The difference between the yth and Bth alfo 
is = 1, and fo on. But the number of differences is ~3, and 

the fum of all the Chances is . Wherefore the Gain 
of the Ponte is ■ but his Lofs upon account of the Face 

is 71- 2 x y divided by 3l x ~.f or : Hence it may be 
concluded that his Lofs upon the whole is 

2n —or —i— fuppofing y = —. 
nxn — 1 1 nxn — i * * O J 2 

That the number of Differences is i~3 will be made evi- 
2 

dent from two confiderations. 
Firft, the Series n—3, n—4, 5 &c. decreafes in Arith¬ 

metic Progreflion, the difference of its Terms being Unity, 
and the laft Term alfo Unity, therefore the number of its 
Terms is equal to the firft Term n—3 : But the number of 
Differences is one half of the number of Terms, therefore the 
number of Differences will be 

2 

Secondly, It appears by the XIth Problem, that the num¬ 
ber of all the Terms including the two firft is always b-\-i ; 
But b in this cafe is = i. Therefore the number of all the 
Terms is n—1, from which excluding the two firft, the num¬ 
ber of remaining Terms will be 3, and confequently the 
number of Differences will be ^3. 

2 

That the fum of all the Terms is ~ x n-=-1i is evident alfo 
from two different confiderations. Firft, 
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-Firft, In any Arithmetic ProgrefRon whereof the firft Term 
is n—1, the difference Unity, and the laft Term alfo Unity, 
the fum of the ProgrefRon will be JLx!LzJ. 

Secondly, the Series x w — 1 -j- n — 2 + » — 3 &c. 
belonging to the preceding Problem, expreffes the fum of 
the Probabilities of winning, which belong to the feveral 
Gamefters in the cafe of two White Counters, when the num¬ 
ber of all the Counters is n. It therefore expreffes likewife 
the fum of the Probabilities of winning, which belong to the 
Ponte or Banker in the prefent cafe: But this fum muff al¬ 
ways be equal to Unity, it being a certainty that the Ponte 
or Banker muff win; fuppofing therefore that n—1, n—2, 
»—3 &c. is — S. we fhall have the Equation a i — 1. 
Therefore S = 

SOLUTION of the third Cafe. 

By the firft Remark of the Xlth Problem it appears that 
the Chances which the Ponte has to win and lofe, may be 
exprefled by the following Scheme. 

1 

2, 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
* 

n—1 x n—2 for winning 
n—*2 x n—3 for lofing 
n—3 x n—4 for winning 
n—4 x n—S f°r lofing 
n—5 x n—6 for winning 
n—6 x n—7 for lofing 
n—7 x n—8 for winning 
n—8 x n—9 for lofing 

2 x i for winning 

o 
y 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Setting afide the firft, fecond and laft number of Chances; 
it will be found that the difference between the 3d and 4th 
is 2n—8 ; the difference between the 5'th and 6th 2n— 12, 
the difference between the 7th and 8th xn—16. 8cc. Now 
thefe differences conftitute an Arithmetic ProgrefRon, where* 
of the firft Term is 2n—8, the common difference 4, and 
the laft Term 6, being the difference between 4x3 and 3 xi> 
Wherefore the fum of this ProgrefRon is ^ x to which 

adding the laft Term 2 N'i, which is favourable to the 
Ponte 
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Ponte, the fum total will beirix~L But the fumof all the 
jChances is ~ x x ,l-y i as may be concluded from the firft 
Remark of the preceding Problem: Therefore the Gain of 

die Pome is But Ilis LofsuPon account of 

the Face is Confequently his Lofs upon the 

3 » — 9 whole will be or x ix. 
ax«x» - ix»- 2 

Suppofmg j> = -U 

SOLUTION of the fourth Cafe. 

The Chances of the Ponte may be expreffed by the fol¬ 
lowing Scheme. 

i 
x 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
* 

n—i x#—i y>n— 3 for winning o 
—$x»—4 for lofing j 

«—3 x»—4X»—5 for winning i 
n—4X»—5 x»—6 for lofing i 
n—jx«—6x»—7 for winning i 
n—6x»~7 x»-8 for lofing i 
«^*7X»—8x»—9 for winning i 

3 x 2 x i for lofing i 

Setting afide the firft and fecond numbers of Chances, and 
taking the differences between the 3d and 4th, $th and 6th 7 
jth and 8tb7 the laft of thefe differences will be found to be 18. 
Now if the number of thefe differences be />, and we begin 
from the laft 18, their fum, from the fecond Remark of the 
preceding Problem, will becollefled to be p*p -}-i'X4p-\-5: 
And the number p in this cafe being the fum of thefe 

differences will be 5(x—‘i. But the fum of all the 

Chances is JL x —x —x —; wherefore the Gain of the 
I I 14' 

Ponte is . now his Lofs upon account 

of the Face is -v.z? * ”T4. Y*y and therefore his Lofs 
a x t? — 1 x »—a K n—3 

upon the whole is *~i or —’ »-<’■., 
* a X n—\ X »—2 aXa—1 a» — z* 

makings =££-. There 
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There (till remains the Tingle Cafe to be confidered, viz. what 
the Lofsof the Ponte is, when he lays aStake before the Pack is 
turned up ; but there will be no difficulty in it after what we 
have faid, the difference between this Cafe and the reft being 
only that he may be Faced by the firft Card difcovered, which 
will make his Lofs to be-. that is, aboutpart 
of his Stake. 

Thofe who are defirous to try, by a kind of Mechanical 
Operation, the truth of the Rules which have been given for 
determining the Lofs of the Ponte in any'Cafe, may do it in the 
following manner. Suppofe for Inftance it were required to 
find the Lofs of the Ponte when his Card is twice in the Stock, 
and there are five Cards remaining in the hands of the Ban¬ 
ker beftde the Card in View. Let them be difpofed accor¬ 
ding to this Scheme. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

2, 
* 

* 

* 

* 

3, 
* 

4, 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Where the places filled with Afterifcs fhew all the Various 
Pofitions which the Ponte’s Card may obtain; it is evident that 
the Ponte has four Chances for neither winning nor lofing, three 
Chances for the Face or for lofing _L, two Chances for winning 

i, and one Chance for lofing i; and confequently that his Lofs 
is -j- to be diftributed into io parts, the number of all the 

Chances being io, which will make his Lofs to be Like- 
2 O 

wife if the number of Cards that are covered by the firft were 
feven, it would be found that the Ponte would have fix Chan¬ 
ces for neither winning nor lofing, five Chances for the Face, 
four Chances for winning i, three Chances for lofing i, two 
Chances again for winning I, and one Chance for lofing i, 
which would make his Lofs to be And the like may be 

done for any other Cafe whatfoever. 
From 
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From what has been faid, a Table may eafily be compo. 
fed, fhewing the feveral Lofles of the Ponte in whatever cir 
cumftance he may happen to be. 

A TABLE for B ASSET E. 

N X 2 3 4 

52 * * * * * * * * * 866 

SI * * * * * * 173s 867 

49 98 23S2 1602 801 

47 94 2162 . *474 737 

4S 90 1980 13SI 67S 

4? 86 1806 1234 617 

4i 82 1640 1122 S61 

39' 78 1482 1019 S07 

37 74 1332 914 4S7 

3S 7° 1190 818 409 

33 66 1056 727 I,J
J 

is
l 1 

I 
1 

3i 62 930 642 321 

29 S8 812 762 281 

27 S4 702 487 243 

27 So 600 418 209 

23 46 506 3S4 177 
21 42 420 29s 147 

19 ~3S 342 242 121 

17 34 272 194 

1 1 1 
r'- 

1 
o

n
 

1 1 

IS 30 210 ISI 7S 

13 2 6 IS6 114 S7 

11 22 no 82 4i 

9 18 72 f $6 ‘ 28 

7 14 42 3S 17 

The Ufe of this Table will be beft explained by one or 
two Examples. * Exam- 
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EXAMPLE I. 

LET it be propofed to find the Lofs of the Ponte when 
there are 26 Cards remaining in the Stock, and his Card 

is twice in it. 
In the Column N find the number 2y, which is lefs by 

one than the number of Cards remaining in the Stock: Over 
againft it, and under the number 2, which is at the head of 
the fecond Column, you will find 600; which is the Denomi¬ 
nator of a Fra&ion whofe Numerator is Unity, and which 
iliews that his Lofs in that circumftance is one part in fix 
hundred of his Stake. 

EXAMPLE II. 

TO find the Lofs of the Ponte when there is eight Cards re¬ 
maining in the Stock, and his Card is three times in it. 

In the Column N find the number 7, lefs by one than 
the number of Cards remaining in the Stock : Over againft 7, 
and under the number 3 in the third Column, you will find 
35*; which denotes that his Lofs is one part in thirty five 
of his Stake. 

Corollary I. ’Tis plain from the conftru&ion of the Table, 
that the fewer Cards are in the Stock, the greater is the Lofs 
of the Ponte. 

Corollary II. The leaft Lofs of the Ponte, under the fame 
circumftances of Cards remaining in the Stock, is when his 
Card is hut twice in it; the next greater when three times; 
fiill greater when four times, but his greateft Lofs when ’tis 
but once. 

If the Lofs upon the Face were varied, ’tis plain that in all 
the like circumftances, the Lofs of the Ponte would vary ac¬ 
cordingly, but it would be eafie to compofe other Tables to an- 
fwer that Variation, fince the quantity y, which has been af- 
iumed to reprefent that Lofs may be interpreted at pleafure. 
For inftance,when the Lofs upon the Face is -i-, it has been found 

in the Cafe of 7 Cards covered remaining in the Stock, and the 
Card of the Ponte being twice in it, that his Lofs would be } 

but upon fuppofition of its being it will be found to be 

The 
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The GAME of PHARAON. 

THE Calculation for Vha.ra.on is much like the prece¬ 
ding, the reafonings about it being the fame; there¬ 

fore I think it will be fufficient to lay down the Rules of 
the Play, and the Scheme of the Calculation. 

RVLES of the PLAT. 

Firfi, The Banker holds a Pack of 52 Cards. 
Secondly, He draws the Cards one after the other, laying 

them alternately to his right and left hand. 
Thirdly, the Ponte may at bis choice fet one or more Stakes 

upon one or more Cards either before the Banker has begun 
to draw the Cards, or after he has drawn any number of 
Couples, which are commonly called Pulls. 

Fourthly, The Banker wins the Stake of the Ponte, when 
the Card of the Ponte comes out in an odd place on his 
right hand; but lofes as much to the Ponte when it comes 
out in an even place on his left hand. 

Fifthly, The Banker wins half the Ponte’s Stake, when in 
the fame Pull the Card of the Ponte comes out twice. 

Sixthly, When the Card of the Ponte, being but once in 
the Stock, happens to be the laft, the Ponte neither wins 
nor lofes. 

Seventhly, The Card of the Ponte being but twice in the 
Stock, and the two laft Cards happening to be his Cards, 
he then lofes his whole Stake. 

PROBLEM XIII. 

TO Find at Pharaon the Gain of the Banker, in any Or- 
cumfiance of Cards remaining in the Stock, and of the 

number of times that the PonteJs Card is contained in it. 
This Problem, containing four Cafes, that is, when the 

Card of the Ponte^ is once, twice, three or four times in the 
Stock; we fhall give the Solution of thefe four Cafes feve- 
rally. 

SOLU- 
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SOLUTION of the firft Cafe; 

The Banker has the following number of Chances for win¬ 
ning and lofing, viz. 

i 

X 

3 
4 
5 
* 

i Chance for winning i 
i Chance for lofing i 
i Chance for winning i 
i Chance for lofing i 
i Chance for winning i 
i Chance for lofing o 

Therefore the Gain of the Banker is -L. Suppofing n to 

be the number of Cards in the Stock. 

SOLUTION of the fecond Cafe. 

The Banker has the following Chances for winning and 
lofing, viz. 

w f n—z Chances for winning i 
X 

C i Chance for winning y 
X -x Chances for lofing i 

2 f 4 Chances for winning i 
J c i Chance for winning y 
4 n—4 Chances for lofing i 

5 n—£ Chances for winning i 
5 C i Chance for winning y 
6 n—6 Chances for lofing i 

c n—$ Chances for winning i 
7 *1 i Chance for winning y 
8 8 Chances for lofing i 

* i Chance for winning i 

Therefore the Gain of the Banker is ? or 
fuppofing y = 

M The 
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The only thing that deferves to be explained here, is this; 
how it comes to pafs that whereas at Bajfete the fir ft num¬ 
ber of Chances for winning was reprefented by n—i, here 
’tis reprefented by z. To anfwer this it muft be remem¬ 
ber’d, that according to the Law of this Play, if the Ponte’s 
Card comes out in an odd place, the Banker is not thereby 
entitled to the Ponte’s whole Stake: For if it fo happens that 
his Card comes out again immediately after, the Banker wirfs 
but one half of it. Therefore the number n—i is divided 
into two parts n—z and i, whereof the firft is proportional 
to the Probability which the Banker has for winning the 
whole Stake of the Ponte; and the fecond is proportional to 
the Probability of his winning the half of it. 

SOLUTION of the third Cafe. 

The number of Chances which the Banker has for win¬ 
ning, and lofing are as follow; 

i 

z 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

* 

{ 

I 
I 

I 

n*—z x n—5 Chances for winning 
z x n—z Chances for winning 

n—z x n—3 Chances for lofing 
—W— ■ ■ I wrn • - ■ ■ — * 

n—4 x n—5 Chances for winning 
z x »«—4 Chances for winning 

n—4 x »—$ Chances for lofing 

n—6 x n—7 Chances for winning 
z x —6 Chances for winning 

n—6 x n—7 Chances for lofing 

n—8 x n—9 Chances for winning 
z x n—8 Chances for winning 
z x i Chances for lofing 

i 

y 
i 

i 
y 
i 

i 

y 
i 

i 

y 
i 

Therefore the Gain of the Banker is or — 
_ _ 2x »— i ? 4xn-j 
fuppofing y = -L-. 

The number of Chances for the Banker to win is divided 
into two parts, whereof the firft exprefles the Chances he 
has for winning the whole Stake of the Ponte, and the fe¬ 
cond for winning the half thereof. 

•> 
Now 
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Now for determining exa&ly thefe two parts, it may be 
confidered, that in the firft Pull the number of Chances for 
the firft Card to be the Ponte’s is 1 x n—2 ; alfo that 
the number of Chances for the fecond to be the Ponte’s but 
not the firft, is n—2 x n—3: Wherefore the number of Chan¬ 
ces for the firft to be the Ponte’s and not the fecond, is like- 
wife n—2 x 0—3. Hence it follows, that if from the num¬ 
ber of Chances for the firft Card to be the Ponte’s, viz, from 
n—1 x n—2 there be fubtra&ed the number of Chances for 
the firft to be the Ponte’s and not the fecond, viz, n—2 x n—3, 
there will remain the number of Chances for both firft and 
fecond Cards to be the Ponte’s, viz, 2 x n—2 and fo for the 
reft. 

SOLUTION of the fourth Cafe. 

The number of Chances which the Banker has for win— 
ning and lofing, are as follows; 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

* ! 

{ «-2x»—3 x # —4 Chances for winning 1 
3 x 2 x n—3 Chances for winning y 

n—2 x#~3 xn—4 Chances for lofing 1 

{w—4 x x n— 6 Chances for winning 1 
3 x n—4 x n—5* Chances for winning y 

n—4 x n—y x 6 Chances for lofing 1 

{ 
«—6x»—7x»—8 Chances for winning 1 

3 X n—6 x 7 Chances for winning y 
n—6 xn—7 xn—8 Chances for lofing 1 

{ 
n—8 xn—9 xn—10Chances for winning 1 

3 xn—8 xn—9 Chances for winning y 
n—8 xn— 9 xn— xo Chances for lofing 1 

2x1x0 Chances for winning 1 
3x2x1 Chances for winning 1 
2 x 1 X o Chances for lofing 1 

Therefore the Gain of the Banker is ~~~y^ or 
• 1 * “ - y * 2 X » —I xn —3 

fuppofing y = i-.. 

A TA- 
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A TABLE for PHARAOH. 

N- I 2 3 4 
52 * * * * * * * * * 70 

SO ^ >jc 4c 94 67 48 

48 48 90 62 46 

4 6 46 ' 86 60 44 

' 44 

! 
4-

 1 

82 77 42, 

42 42 78 ' 74 40 

40 

38 

40 74 72 ?8 " 

38 7° 49 36 

36 36 66 46 34 

34 34 62 44 32 

32 32 58 4i 30 

“30 30 74 38 r 28 

28 28 50 3^ 26 

26 26 46 33 24 

24 24 42 30 22 

22 22 VX
> 

i 
C

O
 

28 20 

20 20 34 ' 27 18 

18 18 30 22 16 

16 16 26 20 ?4 

14 14 22 17 12 

12 12 18 J4 10 

IO 10 14 12 8 

8 8 11 9 6 

The numbers of the foregoing Table, as well as thofeof the 
Table for Bajfete, are fufficiently exaft to give at firfl: view an 
Idea of the advantage of the Banker in all circumftances: But 
if an abfolute degree of exaftnefs be required, it will be eafily 
obtained from the Rules given at the end of each Cafe. 

P R O- 
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PROBLEM XIV, 

IF A, B, C throw in their turns a regular Ball, having four 
White Faces and eight Black ones; and he he to be reputed to 

win who (hall frft bring up one of the White Faces: It is demand¬ 
ed what is the proportion of their refpe clive Probabilities of win* 
ning ? 

SOLUTION. 

THe method of reafoning in this Problem is exa&iy the 
fame with that which we made ufe of in the Solution of 

the XI^ Problem : But whereas the different throws of the. 
Ball do not diminish the number of its Faces; in the room of 
the Quantities b—i, x, b—3 See. n—1, n~~z, 3 &c, 
employed in the Solution of the aforefaid Problem, we muff 
fubftitute b and n refpeclively, and the Series belonging to 
that Problem will be changed into the following, viz. 

«... I ah- 1 I jtL . I - -«*4 I L 
a T" nn ^ »3 T" r *r „6 cxc- 

which is to be continued infinitely : Then taking every third 
Term thereof, the refpeCtive Expectations of A, B, C will 
be expreffed by the three following Series. 

a 

n 1 1 ab9 

n4 + 
ab6 

nl + aV> 

n'° + 
ab" 

n" 
&c. 

nb 

nn ■ + 
ab4 

a* + 
ah'1 

"IT + 
ab" 

n'l + 
ab" 

n" 
&C. 

abb 

M5 4* 
abf 

n6 + • a9 + 
ab** 

n" + 
ab" 

n" 
&c. 

But the Terms of which each Series is compounded are in 
Geometric Progreflion, and the Ratio of each Term to the 
following the fame in each of them $ Wherefore the Sums of 
thefe Series are in the fame proportion as their firff Terms, 

viz. as —!—, or as nn, bn, bb; that is, in the pre- 
n nn 7 * 

fent Cafe, as 144,96,64, or as 9, 6, 4. Hence the refpe&ive 
Probabilities of winning will be likewife as the numbers 9, 
6, 4* 

Corollary I. If there be any other number of Gameffers 
A, B, C, D &c. playing on the fame conditions as above ; 

N take 
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take as many Terms in the Ratio of n to b as there are 
Gamefters, and thofe Terms will refpe&ively denote the fe- 
veral Expectations of each Gamefter. 

Corollary II. If there be any number of Gamefters A, B, 
C, D &c. playing on the fame conditions as above; with this 
difference only, that all the Faces of the Ball are mark’d by 
particular Figures, i, i, 3, 4 &c. and that a certain number p 
of thofe Faces (hall intitle A to be the winner ; and that like- 
wife any other number of them, as qy r, j, t &c. fhall refpe- 
Ctively intitle B, C, D, E &c. to be winners : Make n —p— a, 
n—q — b, n—r — cy n—s — d} n—t — e &c. then in the fol¬ 
lowing Series, 

p 1 q a 1 rab , sabc » t abed 
n i nn * w3 »4 • nf * 

the Terms taken in due order fhall reprefent the feveral 
Probabilities of winning. 

For if the Law of the Play be fuch, that every Man ha¬ 
ving once play’d in his turn, (hall begin again regularly in 
the fame manner, and that continually till fuch time as one 
of them wins: Then take as many Terms of the Series as 
there are Gamefters, and thofe Terms fhall reprefent the re- 
fpeCtive Probabilities of winning. 

And if it were the Law of the Play, that every Man 
fhould play feveral times together, for inftance twice: Then 
taking for A the two firft Terms, for B the two following, 
and fo on; each Couple of Terms fhall reprefent their refpe- 
Clive Probabilities of winning j obferving that now p and q 
are equal, as alfo r and /. 

But if the Law of the Play fhould be Irregular, then you 
muft take for each Man as many Terms of the Series as will 
anfwer that Irregularity, and continue the Series till fuch time 
as it gives a fumcient Approximation. 

Yet, if at any time the Law of .the Play having been Ir¬ 
regular fhould afterwards recover its Regularity, the Proba¬ 
bilities of winning will (with the help of this Series) be de¬ 
termined by finite expreflions. 

Thus, if it fhould be the Law of the Play, that two Men 
A and R, having play’d irregularly for ten times together, 
fhould afterwards play alternately each in his turn: Diftri- 
bute the ten firft Terms of the Series between them, accord¬ 

ing 
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ing fo their order of playing; and having fubtra&ed the fum 
of thofe Terms from Unity, divide the remainder of it be¬ 
tween them, in the proportion of the two following Terms, 
which add refpe&ively to the fhares they had before: Then 
fhall the two parts of Unity which A and B have thus ob¬ 
tained, be proportional to their refpe&ive Probabilities of 
winning. 

Of Permutations and Combinations. 
Permutations are the Changes which feveral things can re¬ 

ceive in the different Orders in which they may be placed, 
being confidered as taken two and two, three and three, four 
and four, &c. 

Combinations are the various Conjunftions which feveral 
things may receive without any refped to Order, being ta¬ 
ken two and two, three and three, four and four, &c. 

LEMMA. 
T F the Probability that an Event (hall Happen be -I-, and if that 

Event being fuppofed to have Happened, the Probability of 
anothers Happening be the Probability of both Happening will 

be -y * -j- or —i—. This having been already Demonfirated in 

the Introduction, will not require any farther proof. 

PROBLEM XV. 
ANT number of Things a, b,c, d, e, f being given, out of 

which Two are taken as it happens: To find the Probability 
that any one of them, as a, (hall be the fir ft taken, and any 

other, as b, the fecond. 

SOLUTION. 

H E number of Things in this Example being Six, it fol¬ 
lows that the Probability of taking a in the firft place 

is JL-: Let a be confidered as taken, then the Probability of 

taking b will be -i-; wherefore the Probability of taking firfi: 

a and then b 

T 

is ^X|= 
3° 

QoroU 
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Corollary. Since the taking of 4 in the firft place and b 
in the fecond, is but one Tingle Cafe of thofe by which 
Six Things may change their Order, being taken two and 
two; it follows, that the number of Changes or Permutations 
of Six Things taken two and two mud be 30. 

Generally, Let n be any number of Things; the Probabili¬ 
ty of taking a in the firft place and b in the fecond, will 
be —--and the number of Permutations of thofe Things 

taken two by two will be n x«—1. 

PROBLEM XVI. 

ANT number n of Things a, b, c, d, e, f being given, out 
of which Three are taken as it Happens: To find the Proba¬ 

bility that a /ball be the firjl taken, b the fecond and c the third. 

SOLUTION. 

HpHe Probability of taking a in the firft place is JL: Let a be 
confidered as taken; the Probability of taking b will be JL: 

Suppofe both a and b taken, the Probability of taking c will 
be -L.. Wherefore the Probability of taking firft 4, then b, 

and^hirdly c> will be J- x~- X-^-. = 
Corollary. Since the taking of a in the firft place, b in the 

fecond, and c in the third, is but one fingle Cafe of thofe 
by which Six Things may change their Order, being taken 
three and three; it follows, that the number of Changes or 
Permutations of Six Things, taken three and three, muft be 
6x5x4 = no. 

Generally, If n be any number of Things; the Probabili¬ 
ty of taking a in the firft place, b in the fecond and c in the 
third will be J-X —— x -hr- And the number of Permu- 

n n-i n—2 

rations of three Things will be n x n— 1 X n—2. 

General COROLLARY. 

The number of Permutations of n Things, out of which 
as many are taken together as there are Units in p, will be 
n X n—t x n—2 x n—3, See. continued to fo many Terms as 
there are Units in p. 

Thus, 
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Thus, the number of Permutations of Six Things taken 
four and four, will be 6*5X4X3= 360. Likewifethe num« 
ber of Permutations of Six Things taken all together will be 
6 X 5 X 4 X 3 X z X I = 710. 

PROBLEM XVII. TO Find the Probability that any number of Things > whereof 
fome are repeated feveral times, foall all be taken in any 

Order propofed: For Inf ante, that aabbbcccc foall be taken 
in the Order wherein they are written. 

SOLUTION. 

r I 'He Probability of taking* in the fir ft place is Sup* 

pofing one * to be taken; the Probability of taking the 
other is Let now the two firft Letters be fuppofed to 
be taken, the Probability of taking h will be Let this 

alfo be fuppofed taken, the Probability of taking another h 
will be : Let this lrkewife be fuppofed taken, the Proba¬ 
bility of taking the third b will be after which there 

remaining nothing but the Letter f, the Probability of taking 
it becomes a certainty, and confequently is equal to Unity. 
Wherefore the Probability of taking all thofe Letters in the 
Order given is x x _v 

7 

2 
6 

Corollary. Therefore the number of Permutations which 
the Letters aabbbcccc may receive, being taken all together 

will be , 
ixixjxjxi 

Generally. The number of Permutations which any num* 
ber n of Things may receive, being taken all together, 
whereof the firft fort is repeated p times, the fecond q 
times, the third r times, the fourth s times, 8rc. will be the 
Series nxn—iTan——4, &c. continued to fo 
many Terms as there are Units in p-\-q-\-r or n—sy divided 
by the Product of the following Series, viz,, px p—1 x p—i,8rc. 
xq x q—i x q—ay Stc. x rxr—I'xr—z, &c. whereof the 
firft muft be continued to fo many Terms as there are Units 
in p\ the fecond, to fo many Terms as three are Units in q % 
the third, to fo many Terms as there are Units in r &c. 

O P R O B- 
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PROBLEM XVIII. 
NT number of Things a, b, c, d, e, f being given: To\ 
find the Probability that, in taking two of them as it may 

Happen, both a and b fhall be taken independently, or without 
any regard to Order. 

SOLUTION. 

THE Probability of taking a or b in the firft place 
will be -j—; fuppofe one of them taken, as for In- 

ftance a, then the Probability of taking b will be —L. Where¬ 
fore the Probability of taking both a and b will be x -i- 
_ 2 _ I 

3° 15 
Corollary. The taking of both a and b is but one Engle 

Cafe of all thofe by which Six Things may be combined 
two and two; wherefore the number of Combinations of 
Six Things taken two and two will be _i- x == i y. 

Generally. The number of Combinations of n Things, 
taken two and two, will be x . 

7 X ” 2 

PROBLEM XIX. 
ANT number of Things a, b, c, d, e, f being given: Ta 

find the Probability, that in taking three of them as it 
Happens, they fhall be any three propofed, as a, b, c J no refpeff 
being had to Order. 

SOLUTION. 

TH E Probability of taking either a, or b, or c in the 
firlfc place will be _i-. Suppofe one of them as a to 

be taken, then the Probability of taking b, or c in the fecond 
place will be Again let either of them taken, as fup¬ 
pofe b; then the Probability of taking c in the third place 
will be -i-; wherefore the Probability of taking the three 
Things propofed, viz. ay b, e will be -3- x x _l_. x 

Corol- 
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Corollary. The taking of a, b, * is but one Tingle Cafe of 
all thofe by which Six Things may be combined three and 
three; wherefore the number of Combinations of Six Things 
taken three and three will be _i_x—5_ _4_—10. 

X 2 3 ’ 

Generali). The number of Combinations of n Things com¬ 
bined according to the number p, will be 

' ^C* Both Numerator and Denomi¬ 
nator being continued to fo many Terms as there are Units 
in p. 

PROBLEM XX. 
TO find what Probability there is, that in taking as it Hap-i 

pens Seven Counters out of Twelve, whereof four are White 
and eight Blacky three of them fhall be White ones• 

SOLUTION. 

FIrft, Find the number of Chances for taking three White 
ones out of four, which will be -±— x x — 4, 

Secondly, Find the number of Chances for taking four. 
Black ones out of eight; Thefe Chances will be found to be 

8*7xgx y 
3 4 =' 70. 

Thirdly, Becaufe every one of the preceding Chances may 
be joined with every one of the latter, it follows, that the 
number of Chances for taking three. White ones and four 
Black ones, will be 4 x 70 = 280. 

Fourthly, Find’ the number of Chances for taking four 
White ones out of four, which will be found to be 

Fifthly, Find the number of Chances for taking three Black 
ones out of eight* which will be 56. 

Sixthly, Multiply thefe two lad numbers together, and the 
Produ£i 56 will fhew that there are 56 Chances for taking* 
four White ones and three Black ones; which is a Cafe not 
exprefled in the Problem, yet is implyed: For he who under¬ 
takes to take three White Counters out of eight, is reputed 
to be a winner tho’ he takes four; unlefs the contrary be ex«^ 
prefly Ihpulated. Seventhly3 
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Seventhly, Wherefore the number of Chances for taking 
three White Counters will be 2,80+ 56 = 33^* 

Eighthly, Seek the number of all the Chances for taking 
feven Counters out of twelve, which will be found to be 

11 x II X IQ*9X 8 X7 *6 _ 

7 X ($X J X4I3X2XI / 7 • 

Lafily, Divide the preceding number 336 by the lair 791, 
and the Quotient or will be the Probability re¬ 

quired. 
Corollary. Let n be the number of all the Counters, a the 

number of White ones, b the number of Black ones, c the 
number of Counters to be taken out of the number n; then 
the number of Chances for taking none of the White ones, 
or one (ingle White, or two White ones and no more, or 
three White ones and no more, or four White ones and no 
more, &c. will be expreft as follows. 

X b— 1 

&C. X -7- X 
a-1 d-2 

x-*?- &C. 

The number of Terms wherein b enters being always equal 
to c—a, and the whole number of Terms equal to c. 

But the number of all the Chances for taking a certain 
number c of Counters out of the number n, with one or 
more White ones, or'Without any, will be 

-2- X -2^1-XJLzi X H-5 

6 3 ” * 4 5 '' 6 " 7 

which Series mud be continued to fo many Terms as there 
are Units in c. 

R E M A R K. 

IF the numbers n and c were large, fuch as 40000 and 
8000, the foregoing method would feem impracticable, 

by reafon of the vaft number of Terms to be taken in both 
Series, whereof the firft is to be divided by the fecond: Tho’ 
if thofe Terms were actually fet down, a great many of 
them being common Divifors, might be expunged out of both 
Series. However to avoid the trouble of fetting down fo 
many Terms, it will be convenient to ufe the following The¬ 
orem, which is a contraction of that Method. 

Let therefore n be the number of all the Counters, a the 
number of White ones, c the number of Counters to be taken 

out 
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out of the number p the number of White Counters to 
be taken precifely in the number c: Then making n—cz=da 
I fay that the Probability of taking precifely the number p 
of White Counters will be 

c XC—1 xc—z xdxd—I —2 &C. X-f- X^ X 

n xn—1 xn—2 xn—3 x«~-3 X#—4X#—5 X»—6 &C. 

Here it is to be obferved, that the Numerator confifts of 
three Series, which are to be Multiplied together; whereof 
the firft contains as many Terms as there are Units in p, the 
fecond as many as there are Units in a— p, the third as many 
as there are Units p: And the Denominator as many as there 
are Units in a. 

PROBLEM XXI. 
IN A Lottery con ft fling of 40000 Tickets, among which are 

Three particular Benefits: What is the Probability that ta¬ 
king 8000 of them, one or more of the Three particular Benefits 
fhall be amongfl them l 

SOLUTION. 

Firft in the Theorem belonging to the Remark of the fore¬ 
going Problem, having fubftituted refpe&ively, 8000, 

40000, 32000, 3 and 1, in the room of c, n, d, a and p; 
it will appear, that the Probability of taking precifely one 
of the Three particular Benefits will be 

8000 x 11000 x 31999*1 or 48. _ nearly. 
4OOOO X 3 9 9 99 X 3 995)8 9 12$ J * 

Secondly, c, n, d, a being interpreted as before, let us fup- 
pofe p s= 2. Hence the Probability of taking precifely Two 
of the particular Benefits will be found to be 

8000 x 7999 v 32000 x 3 qj. yerv near. 
40000x39999x39998 12$ 3 

Thirdly, Making p = 3. The Probability of taking all the 
Three particular Benefits will be found to be 

8ooo * 7<?p9 x 7998 Qr very near. 
40000X 3S>9SSX39998 ’ 12$ 3 

P "Where- 
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Wherefore the Probability of taking one or more of the 

Three particular Benefits will be 48~j^ ——, or - ff- very 

near. 
N. B. Thefe three Operations might be contra&ed into 

one, by inquiring what the Probability is, that none of the 
particular Benefits may be taken; for then it will be found to 

125 
nearly; , 32000X 31999X 3199S _ 

40000X 39999x39998 125 “ 1 

traced from 1, the Remainder 1-^ 
i 2) 

the Probability required. 

which being fub- 

or will fhew 
125 

PROBLEM XXII. 
TO Find how many Tickets ought he taken in a Lottery con- 

fijiing of 40000, among which there are Three particu¬ 
lar Beneftsy to make it as Probable that one or more of thofe 
Three may be taken as not. 

SOLUTION. 
\ • • LET the number of Tickets requifite to be taken be x: 

It will follow therefore from the Theorem belonging 
to the Remark of the XXth. Problem, that the Probability 
of not taking amongft them any of the particular Benefits 
will be X n~l~ ^ But this Probability is = -L-, 
fince the Probability of the contrary is J- by Hypothefis . 

whence it follows that -^-x --~*T X = —— This 
Equation being folved, the value of x will be found to be 
nearly 8152. 

N. B, The Fa&ors, whereof both Numerator and Deno¬ 
minator are compofed being in Arithmetic Progreflion, and 
the difference being very fmall in refpeft of n ; thofe Terms 
may be confidered as being in Geometric Progreflion, where¬ 
fore the Cube of the middle Term may be fuppofed 

equal to the Produft of thofe Terms; from whence will a- 

rife the Equation =Li.T-^p? = — or JZlv = — (ne- 

gle&ing Unity in both Numerator and Denominator) and 

con- 
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CGnfequently x will be found to be n x 1—y-j., but n is 
3 

= 40000, and 1—v4 = 0.2063 ; Therefore jc = $252. 
In the Remark belonging to the Nth Problem, a Rule 

was given for finding the number 4of Tickets that were to 
be taken to make it as Probable that one or more of the 
Benefits fliould be taken, as not; but in that Rule it is fup- 
pofed that the proportion of the Blanks to the Prizes was 
often repeated, as it ufually is in Lotteries: Now in the 
Cafe of the prefent Problem, the particular Benefits being 
but Three in all, the remaining Tickets are to be confidered ; 
as Blanks in refpeft of them; from whence it follows, that 
the proportion of the number of Blanks to one Prize being > 
very near as 13331 to 1, and that proportion being repeat¬ 
ed but three times in the whole number of Tickets, the Rule 
there gi en would not have been fufftciently exaft in this 
Cafe; to fupply which it was thought neceffary to give the 
Solution of this Problem. 

PROBLEM XXIII. 
TO Find at Pharaon, how much it is that the Banker get? * 

per Cent of all the Money that is adventured, 

HTBOTH ESI S. 

ISuppofe, Fir ft, that there is but one (ingle Ponte: Second¬ 
ly, That he lays his Money upon one fingle Card at a 

time: Thirdly, That he begins to take a Card in the begin¬ 
ning of the Game : Fourthly, That he continues to take a 
new Card after the laying down of every Pull: Fifthly, That 
when there remains but Six Cards in the Stock, he ceafes to * 
take a Card. 

S O L U T I O N. 

WHEN at any time the Ponte lays a new Stake up¬ 
on a Card taken as it Happens out of his Book, 

let the number of Cards that are already laid down by the 
Banker be fuppofed equal to x. ; 

Now 
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Now in this circumftance, the Card taken by the Ponte 
has either pad four times, or three times, or twice, or once, 
or not at all. 

Fir fly If it has pafled four times, he can be no lofer upon 
that account. 

Secondly, If it has pafled three times, then his Card is once 
in the Stock 5 now the number of Cards remaining in the 
Stock being n—*, it follows by the firft Cafe of the' Xlllth 
Problem that the lofs of the Ponte will be —: But by the 
Remark belonging to the XXth Problem, the Probability 
that his Card has palled three times precifejy in x Card^ 

is ■ ± Now fuppofing the Denominator e- 

qual to Multiply the lofs he will fufler (if he has that 
Chance) by the Probability of having it, and the Product 

x-i x*-2 x» wiU be his abfolute lofs in that circum- < 
dance. 

Thirdly, If it has paflTed twice, his lofs by the fecond Cafe 

of the XlUth Problem will be but the Pro¬ 

bability that his Card has pafled twice in x Cards, is by the 

Remark of the XXth Problem, —* x * tx-”.t:*-TlX 6 . $ 

wherefore Multiplying the lofs he will fufFer (if he has that 
Chance) by the Probability of his having it, the Product 

x x x—i * t 1 x will be his abfolute lofs in that 
s 

circumftance. 
Fourthly, If it has pafled once, his lofs Multiplyed into 

the Probability that it has pafled, will make his abfolute lofs 

to be LL. 
s 

Fifthly, If it has not yet pafled, his lofs Multiplyed into 
the Probability that it has not palfed, will make his abfolute 

lofs to be n~x x n~- .. 

Now the Sum of all thefe lofles of the Ponte’s will be 

an(j this is the lofs he fuffers by 
venturing a new Stake after any number of Cards x are 
paft. 

But 
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But the number of Pulls which at any time are laid down, 
is always one half of the number of Cards that arc paft; 
wherefore calling t the number of thofe Pulls, the Lofs of the 

Ponte may be exprefled thus, ” ~~6 ^ 

Let now p be the number of Stakes which the Ponte adven¬ 
tures; let alfo the Lofs of the Pqnte be divided into two parts, 

. m5 — %nn-4"5w on A — 
VIZ. -—-anu -7-. 

And fince he adventures a Stake p times; it follows, that the 

fii-ft part of his Lofs will be £2. 

In order to find the fecond parr, let t be interpreted fuc- 
ceflively by o, 1, 2, 3 &c. to the laft Term p—1; Then in 
the room of 6t we fliall have a fum of numbers in Arith¬ 
metic Progreflion to be Multiplyed by 6; in the room of 
6 tt we (hall have a fum of Squares whofe Roots are in Arith¬ 
metic Progreflion to be Multiplyed by 6; and in the room 
of 241* we fliall have a fum of Cubes whofe Roots are in 
Arithmetic Progreflion to be Multiplyed by 24: Thefe feve- 
ral fums being collected, according to the lid Remark on 

the yilth Problem, will be found to be 6p,~ H£±*£ 

and therefore the whole Lofs of the Ponte will be 
pn' — Tpnn-\-Spn-\-6p* — 1413T4“ 2P 

Now this being the Lofs which the Ponte fuftains by adven¬ 
turing the fum p, each Stake being fuppofed equal to Unity, 
it follows, that the Lofs per Cent of the Ponte, or the Gain per 

Cent of the Banker is x ioo, V 

or 2 n — ? 
2 X « — I X 71 

p — i x 6 pp — 8 p — 2 
n x tt — i x « — z x 7t — 3 

x ioo. Let 

now n be interpreted by 52, and p by 23; and the Gain of 
the Banker will be found to be 2.99151, that is 2 L 19s11' 10d. 

per Cent. 
By the fame Method of arguing, it will be found that the 

Gain per Cent of the Banker, at Bajfete, will be 

3 ”~~~9 q. 4p x t ~~1 N? x 100. Let n be 
— 2 1 tt x n — r x tt—2 x tt—3 

interpreted by ji, and p by ir, and the foregoing expreflion 
Q. will 
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will become 0.790581, or 15s11- cyd. half-penny. The consi¬ 
deration of the firft Stake, which is adventured before the 
Pack is turned, being here omitted as being out of the ge¬ 
neral Rule: But if that Cafe be taken in, and the Ponte ad¬ 
ventures 100/. in 14 Stakes, the Gain of the Banker will be 
diminilhed, and becomes only 0.76145', that is, 15 sh> 3 d. ve¬ 
ry near: And this is to be estimated, as the gain per Cent of 
the Banker when he takes but half Face. 

Now whether the Ponte takes one Card at a time or fe- 
veral Cards, the Gain per Cent of the Banker continues the 
fame: Whether the Ponte keeps conftantly to the fame Stake, 
or fome times doubles or triples it, the Gain per Cent is {till 
the fame: Whether there be but one fingle Ponte or fevp. 
ral, his Gain per Cent is not thereby altered. Wherefore the 
Gain per Cent of the Banker of all the Money that is adven¬ 
tured at Pharaon is 2 /. 19s11, 10 d. and at BaJJete 15s1’' 3d. 

PROBLEM XXIV. 

Supposing A and B to play together, the Chances they have re¬ 
spectively to win being as a to b, and B obliging himfelf to 

Set to A, fo long as A wins without interruption: What is the 
Advantage that A gets by his Hand ? 

SOLUTION. 

Irjl, If A and B each Stake One, the Gain of A on 

the firft Game is n~~b 
a 4" 

a—b 

F 
Secondly, His Gain on the fecond Game will alfo be -j ^ 

provided he fhould happen to win the firft : But the Proba¬ 

bility of A\ winning the firft Game is jfpj, Wherefore 

his Gain on the fecond Game will be —x • 
n-\-b a-yb 

Thirdly, His Gain on the third Game, after winning the two 

firft, will belikewife Probability of A's winning 

Wherefore his Gain on the 
' third 

the two firft Games is 
an 

a -f - b\ ‘ 
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third Game, when it is eftimated before the Play begins, 

is X a — b 
&C. 

Fourthly, Wherefore the Gain of the Hand of A is an in- 

*4 See, finite Series, viz. + TR 1 TR 

to be Multiplyed by But the fum of that infinite 

Series is • Wherefore the Gain of the Hand of A 

• <j-f- b 
X 

a — b a — b 

b a -p b b 

Corollary I. If A has the advantage of the Odds, and 3 
Sets his Hand out, the Gain of A is the difference of the 
numbers exprefling the Odds divided by the lefler. Thus 
if A has the Odds of Five to Three, then his Gain will 

be 
5 - 3 __ 

3 

Corollary II. If B has the Difad vantage of the Odds, and 
A Sets his Hand out, the Lofs of B will be the difference 
of the number exprefling the Odds divided by the greater: 
Thus if B has but Three to Five of the Game, his Lofs will 

be—§-• 

Corollary III. If A and B do mutually engage to Set to 
one-another as long as either, of them wins without inter¬ 

ruption, the Gain of A will be found to be aa~hhb- • That 

is the fum of the numbers exprefling the Odds Multiplyed 
by their difference, the product of that Multiplication being 
divided by the Product of the numbers exprefling the Odds. 
Thus if the Odds were as Five to Three, the fum of 5 and 
3 is 8, and the difference z \ Multiply 8 by 2, and the 
Produft 16 being divided by 15 (Produft of the number 

exprefling the Odds) the Quotient will be 16 

which therefore will be the Gain of A. 
15 5 or 15 » 

PROBLEM XXV; 

ANT given number of Letters a, b, c, d, e, f &c. all of them 
different, being taken promifcuoujly, as it Happens: To find 

the Probability that fome of them fie all be found in their places, 
according 
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according to the rank they obtain in the Alphabet; and that others 
of them fhall at the fame time be found out of their places. 

SOLUTION. 

LE T the number of all the Letters be = n; let the num 
ber of thofe that are to be in their places be = />, and 

the number of thofe that are to be out of their places = q. 

Suppofe for Brevity fake —L- = —1—- = s. -l-- 
rr J n 9 nxn-i nxn— ixn — 2 

s= t -1-= v &c. then let all the Quantities 
n x n - i x n — 2 x n — 3 

I, r, j, t, v 8tc. be written down with Signs alternately po- 
fitive and negative, beginning at i, if p be = o; at r, if 
p = 1 ; at s, if p = 7. &c. Prefix to thefe Quantities the re- 
fpe&ive Coefficients of a Binomial Power, whofe Index is = q: 
This being done, thofe Quantities taken all together will ex- 
prefs the Probability required; thus the Probability that in 
Six Letters taken promifeuoufly, two of them, viz,, a and b 
fhall be in their places, and three of them, viz. c} d, e out of 
their places, will be 
_? 4. ?_I_11 

6x5 6x5x4 T <5x 5X4x3 6X5X 4x3x2 720 9 

And the Probability that a fhall be in its place, and b, c9 
d, e out of their places, will be 

JL __4-« -*-4-1-1-- 53 1 
6 6X5 ‘ 6x5x4 6X5X4X3 ‘ 6X5X4X3X2 ~ 720* 

The Probability that a fhall be in its place, and b, r, d, e, 
f out of their places, will be 

1 
6 6xy + 10 10 

6x5x4 

6x5 x 4x 3 x 2X i 

6 x 5 x 4 x 3 

44 -- 11 

+ 
6x 5X4X3X2 

720 
or 180 

The Probability that a, by cyd, e, / fhall be all difplaced is? 

j__ 20_ri .. _* — 

6 1 6x5 6X5X4 r 6X5X4X3 6X5X4X3X2 

•4. _V- or ,__ . _i_l_1_l_i_ 
' 6X5X4X3X2XO “ 2 6 ~ 24 120 

4_L_ ~ S3 
~ 720 720 144''* 

Hence 
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Hence it may be concluded that the Probability that one or 

more of them will be found in their places is i — __\ T 

• -i- + -4-= -T-; an(^ that ttie Odds tJiat one 24. » 120 720 144. j ww 

or more of them will be fo found are as 91 to 53. 
N. B. So many Terms of this laft Series are to be taken 

as there are Units in n. 

DEMONSTRATION. 

^THE number of Chances for the Letter a to be in the 
firft place contains the number of Chances, by which a 

being in the firft place, b may be in the fecond, or out of it: 
This is an Axiom of common Senfe, of the fame degree of 
Evidence as that the Whole is equal to all its Parts. 

From this it follows, that if from the number of Chances 
that there are for a to be in the firft place, there be fub- 
ftratted the number of Chances that there are for a to be in 
the firft place, and b at the fame time in the fecond, there 
will remain the number of Chances, by which a being in the 
firft place, b may be excluded the fecond. 

For the fame reafon it follows, that if from the number 
of Chances that there are for a and b to be refpe&ively in 
the firft: and fecond places, there be fubtra&ed the number 
of Chances by which a, b and c may be refpe&iveJy in the 
firft, fecond and third places; there will remain the number 
of Chances by which a being in the firft and b in the fe¬ 
cond, c may be excluded the third place : And fo of the 
reft. 

Let 4 a’ denote the Probability that a (hall be in the 
firft place, and let — a denote the Probability of its being 
out of it. Likewife let the Probabilities that b fhall be in the 
fecond place or out of it be refpe&ively exprefl: by 4 V’ 
and —b". 

Let the Probability that, a being in the firft place, b fhall 
be in the fecond, beexpreft by a'4 b": Likewife let the Pro¬ 
bability that a being in the firft place, b fhall be excluded the 
fecond, be expreft by a — b’\ 

Generally. Let the Probability there is, that as many as are 
to be in their proper places, fhall be fo, and at the fame time 
that as many others as are to be out of their proper places 

R fhall 
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fhall be fo found, be denoted by the particular Probabilities 
of their being in their proper places, or out of them, written 
all together: So that for Inftance d b" c"—d""— e""'. 

may denote the Probability that b and c {hall be in their 
proper places, and that at the fame time both d and e (hall 
be excluded their proper places. 

Now to be able to derive a proper conclufion by vertue of 
this Notation, it is to be obferved, that of the Quantities 
which are here con fide red, thofe from which the Subtraction 
is to be made, are indifferently compofed of any number of 
Terms connected by + and —,• the Quantities which are to 
be fubtradted do exceed by one Term thofe from which the 
fubtraCtion is to be made; the reft of the Terms being alike 
and their figns alike: And the remainder will contain all the 
Quantities that are alike with their own fignsj and alfo the 
Quantity Exceeding, but with its fign varied. 

It having been demonftrated in what we have faid of 
Permutations and Combinations, that d = -i—, d 4- b" 

m»- i d + b" + c"' = 
mu-1 x » — 2 

let -i_, —i—&c 
n 7 nxn — i 

be refpeCVively called r, f, ty v Sec. This being fuppofed, wo 
may come to the following conclufions. 

b" = *- 

^11*lzLl_ 
Therefore W—d — r—s 

c/n + b" = s for the fame reafon that d + y= ? 
d" + b"+a' = t 

2® ThereF. d" + V'—d = s — t 

d"—a' = r — s By the firft Conclufion. 
d"—d + b" = s—t By the 2d. 

3° Theref. d"—d— b" = r — 2 s 4-1 

dT^md'rTVr 
Hm4- d" 4-^4- «' = v 

4® Theref. IT' 4- v 

4- d"— a' = j — t By the 2d. Conclufion^ 
d,m 4- d"- d 4* b" = t - v By the 4th. 

5! Theref. d""4-V"—V — b" = s—214- v 
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iZ~ = r-s 1 + * , By the 3i. Cone. 
d— b'~ a'+ d" = 5—2 t-f v By the 5^. 

<5° Theref. *" — a' — d" = r— 3 * 

By the fame procefs, if no Letter be particularly affigned 
to be in its place, the Probability that fuch of them as are 
affigned may be out of their places will likewife be found- 
thus- 

— a' ~ 1—r For-f a'and—together make 
— «'+ b" = r—s fUnity, 

70 Theref. —a'— b" =■ 1 —2 r-\-s 

— ar— b" =1 — 2r + j By the -jtb. Conc^-! 
— <*'— b" + c" = r— 2 s 4 t By the id. Cone, 

8° Theref. —a(— b" — d' = 1 — 3 r— 3 j — t 

Now examining carefully all the foregoing Conclufions, it 1 
will be perceived, that when the Queftion runs barely upon 1 
the difplacing any given number of Letters without requiring ; 
that any other lhould be in its place, but leaving it wholly* 
indifferent, then the vulgar Algebraic Quantities which lie : 
on the right hand of the Equations, begin conftantly with 
Unity: It will aifo be perceived, that when one fingle Letter 
is affigned to be in its place, thenthofe Quantities begin with r; 
and that when two Letters are affigned to be in their places,, 
they begin with s, and fo on. Moreover 7tis obvious, thatr 
thefe Quantities change their figns alternately, and that the 
Numerical Coefficients which are prefixt to them are thofs 
of a Binomial Power, whofe Index is equal to the number ’ 
of Letters which are to be difpiaced. 

PROBLEM XXVI; 

ANT given number of different Letters a, b, c, d, e, f dre* 1 
being each of them repeated a certain number of times, and 

taken promt]cuoufy as it Happens: To find the Prob ability that of 
fome of thoje Sorts, fome one Letter of each may be found in its 
proper place, and at the fame time that of fome other Sorts, no one 
Letter be found' in its place. 

SOL U- 
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SOLUTION. 

SUppofe n be the number of all the Letters, / the number 
of times that each Letter is repeated, and confequently 

_jl the number of Sorts: Suppofe alfo that p be the num¬ 
ber of Sorts that are to have one Letter of each in its place; 
and q the number of Sorts of which no one Letter is to be 
found in its place. Let now the prefcriptions given in the 
preceding Problem be followed in all refpe&s, faving that r 
mnft here be made — —— s = ———, t =-—-. &c. 
and the Solution of any particular Cafe of the Problem will 
be obtained. 

Thus if it were required to find the Probability that no Let¬ 
ter of any fort fhall be in its place, the Probability thereof 
would be 

I — q r —L X *-&C. 

But in this particular Cafe q would be equal to 
wherefore the foregoing Series might be changed into this, 
'viz, ____ 

1 71 — l 1 71 — 1x71 — 1.1 . 1 » — Ixn — rlxn — 3/ 1 

T *71—1 <5 »«—1X7;— z * 24 n — 1 Xn — 2X»— 3 * 

8cc. 
Corollary I. From hence it follows, that the Probability that 

one or more Letters indeterminately taken may be in their 
places will be 

1 n—l . 1 n——1 l 1 7t — /x«—2/xw — Xl 
j - - y.. —— v -- mmmm - y--—l—. 

z 7i—x * 6 7i— xx»— 2 24 n—iX»—2X8 — 3 

&C. 
Corollary II. The Probability that two or more Letters 

indeterminately taken may be in their places will be expreft 
as follows, 

jl v -~ -2 
2 ^ n - x ' ' 1 x 3 

n-zl 4 

T=T A + —L. y t> 
2 X4 A ti - 3 

.4x6' -Sf D&c. 

4 y p 
3x5 n - 4 V# 

Corollary III. The Probability that three or more Letters 
indeterminately taken may be in their places will be as fol¬ 
lows, 
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n — Ixn — zl 

n — i x n — 2 * — 3 
Ad- 4 

zx 5 X 

? n— 51 p , 6 v n — 6l 

3*6* »—5 ^ ' 4x7 « —£ D &c. 

*s 

»HD R 
« — 4 

Corollary IV. The Probability that four or more Letters* 
indeterminately taken, may be in their places will be thus 
expreft, 

*\ 

24 x 
n — 2 

n — 3 / 

» — 3 

6 ^ w — 61 
3x7 * rt — 7 C &c. 

ix y X ^•A + » — 4 ‘ 2X6 
X ^'B « — ? 

The Law of the continuation of thefe Series being mani- 
feft, it will be eafy to reduce them all to one general Se¬ 
ries. 

From what we have faid it follows, that in a common Pack 
of 5*2 Cards, the Probability that one of the four Aces may 
be in the firft place; one of the four Duces in the fecond ; 
or one of the four Traes in the third ; or that fome one of 
any other fort may be in its place (making 13 different places 
in all ) will be expreft by the Series exhibited in the firft 
Corollary. 

It follows likewife, that if there be two Packs of Cards, 
and that the Order of the Cards in one of the Packs be the 
Rule whereby to eftimate the rank which the Cards of the 
fame Suite and Name are to obtain in the other; the Pro¬ 
bability that one Card or more, in one of the Packs, may be 
found in the fame Pofition as the like Card in the other Pack, 
will be expreft by the Series belonging to the firft Corol¬ 
lary, making n = 52 and / = 1: Which Series will in this 

Cafe be 1--—u -4-_1—u —-— &c. whereof 

52 Terms ought to be taken. 
If the Terms of the foregoing Series are joined by couples, 

the Series will become, 
* 1 __i_l —L_ _i_1 jl_l_ 
2 * 2x4 • 2x3x4x6 ‘ 2X3X4X5X6X8 ‘ 2x3x4x5x6x7x8x10 

&c. of which x6 Terms ought to be taken. 
But by reafon of the great Convergency of the aforefaid 

Series, a few of its Terms will give a fufficient approxima- 
S tion 
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tion in all Cafes required; as appears by< theiollowing Ope¬ 
ration,, 

2x4 

2 X 3 X 4 X <5 

_I_ 

2x3x4x516x8 

2x-3x4x5xdx7x8 xio 

O.JOOOOO 

0.12500a 

0.0069444- 

o. o o o i 7 4 -k 

0.00000Z + 

Sum = o. 6 3 2.1 2 9 + 

Wherefore the Probability that one or more like Cards in 
two different Packs may obtain the fame Pofition, will be in 
all Cafes very near 0.632; and the Odds that this will Hap¬ 
pen once or oftner, as 632 to 368, or as 12 to 7 very 
near. 

But the Odds that two or more like Cards in two diffe¬ 
rent Packs will not obtain the fame Pofition, are very nearly 
as 736 to 264 or 14 to y. 

Corollary V. If A and B, each holding a Pack of Cards* 
pull them out at the fame time one after another, on con¬ 
dition that every time two like Cards are pulled our, A fhall 
give B a Guinea; and it v/ere required to find what confi- 
deration B ought to give A to Play on thofe terms: The 
Anfwer will be, One Guinea, let the number of Cards be what 
it will. 

Corollary VI. If the number of Packs be given, the Proba¬ 
bility that any given number of circumftances may Happen 
in them all, or in any of them, will be found eafily by our 
method. Thus, if the number of the Packs be ky the Proba¬ 
bility that one Card or more of the fame Sute and Name, in 
every one of the Packs, may be in the fame Pofition, will be 
expreft as follows. 

2 4 X » XB -1 X B— 2 X » — 3^ 2 

PRO- 

+ ~ 2 ". 2xbx»- 1)^ 2 6xr»x»-i xn-2] ^ 2 

See. 
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PROBLEM XXVII. 

IF A and B flay together, each with a certain number of Bowls 
= n: What are their refpeffive Probabilities of winning, 

juppoftng that each of them want a certain number of Games of 
being up ? 7 

SOLUTI ON. 

Fir ft, the Probability that Tome Bowl of B may be nea¬ 
rer the Jack than any Bowl of A is 

Secondly, SuppoAng one of his Bowls nearer the Jack than * 
any Bowl of A, the number of his remaining Bowls is »—i,, 
and the number of all the Bowls remaining between them * 
is xn— 1: Wherefore the Probability that fome other of 
his Bowls may be nearer the Jack than any Bowl of A will 
be-2"~-i) from whence it follows, that the Probability of his - 

winning two Bowls or more is -i-* ff-\' • 
Thirdly, Suppofing two of his Bowls nearer the Jack than ; 

any Bowl of A, the Probability that fome other of his 
Bowls may be nearer^ the Jack than any Bowl of A wit! 
be Wherefore the Probability of winning three 

Bowls or more is x -*~2~: The continuation 
of which procefs is manifeft. 

Fourthly, The Probability that one Angle Bowl of B (hall 
be nearer the Jack than any Bowl of A is -rx \ a 

or -i- x ~2nns~r; P°r5 T fr°m ^ie Probability that one or 
more of his Bowls may be nearer the jack than any Bowl 
of A, there be fubtra&ed the Probability that, two or more • 
may be nearer,* there remains the Probability of one Angle 
Bowl of B being nearer : In this Cafe B is faid to Win ) 
one Bowl at an End. 

Fifthly, The Probability that two Bowls of B, and not 
more, may be nearer the Jack than any [Bowl of A, will 
be found to be x -1- - x —-—, in which Cafe B is faid 

2 2l» — X 2 « — 2 ' 

to. win two Bowls at an End, 

Sixthly) , 
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Sixthly, The Probability that B may win three Bowls at 
an End will be found to be —L. x n-~-T— x ~ ■ x—-—. 
The procefs whereof is manifeft. 

The Reader may obferve, that the foregoing Expreflions 
might be reduced to fewer Terms; but leaving them 
unreduced, the Law of the procefs is thereby made more 
confpicuous. 

Let it carefully be obferv’d, when we mention henceforth 
the Probability of winning two Bowls, that the Senfe of it 
ought to be.extended to two Bowls or more; and that when 
we mention the winning two Bowls at an End, it ought to 
be taken in the common acceptation of two Bowls only: 
The like being to be obferved in other Cafes. 

This Preparation being made ; fuppofe, Firfl, that A wants 
one Game of being up, and B two; and let it be required, 
in that circumftance, to determine their Probabilities of win¬ 
ning. 

Let the whole Stake between them be fuppofed = i. Then 
either A may win a Bowl, or B win one Bowl at an End, 
or B may win two Bowls. 

In the firft Cafe B lofes his Expectation. 
In the fecond Cafe he becomes intitled to -4— of the Stake. 

But the Probability of this Cafe is —x wherefore his 
Expectation arifing from that part of the Stake he will be 
intitled to, if this Cafe fhould Happen, and from the Proba¬ 
bility of its Happening, will be —i_ x 

In the third Cafe B wins the whole Stake i. But the Pro¬ 
bability of this Cafe is —i_x -*n~~ •' wherefore the Expecta¬ 

tion of B upon that account is —L x—-~ 1 
* 2 2/2 — 1* 

From this it follows that the whole Expedition of B is 

2/2 —I 

or y~1 ; which 

being fubtra&ed from Unity, the remainder will be the Ex¬ 
pectation of A, viz. „ It may therefore be concluded, 

that the Probabilities which A and B have of winning are 
refpeCtively as y n — x to *3 n *— z. 

’Tis remarkable, that the fewer the Bowls are, the grea¬ 
ter is the proportion of the Odds; for if A and B play with 

Tingle 
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ftngle Bowls, the proportion will be as 3 to 1; if they play 
with two Bowls each, the proportion will be as 2 to 1; if 
with three Bowis each, the proportion will be as 13 to 7: 
yet let the number of Bowls be never fo great, that proportion 
will not defcend fo low as 5 to 3. 

Secondly, Suppofe A wants one Game of being up, and B 
three; then either^ may win a Bowl, or B win one Bowl 
•at an End, or two Bowls at an End, or three Bowis. 

In the firft Cafe B lofes his Expedation. 
If the fecond Cafe Happens, then B will be in the circum- 

Jlance of wanting but two to A's one; in which Cafe his 
Expedation will be ~ as it has been before determined : 
but the Probability that this Cafe may Happen is jl x . 

wherefore the Expedation of B, arifing from the profped of 
this Cafc, will be-L x —-— x • f - —2-. 

If the third Cafe Happen, then B will be intitled to 
one half of the Stake : but the Probability of its Happening 
is JL y -2"*. x ~~nz 2-; wherefore the Expedation of B ari¬ 

fing from the Profped of this Cafe is x -—17 x -2"~ 

If the fourth Cafe Happen, then B wins the wiiole Stake 1: 
but the Probability of its Happening is JL % x 2”-—-» 

*)r __I_ x wherefore the Expedation of B arifing from 
the profped of this Cafe will be found to be -JL. % . 

From this it follows, that the wiiole Expedation of B 

will be ; which being fubtraded from Unity, 

the remainder will be the Expedation oL4, viz.' ~ 

It may therefore be concluded, that the Probabilities which A 
and B have of winning are refpedivcly as z 3 nn— 1 9 # 4. 4 
to 9 nn — 1 3 n 4 4. 

N. B. If A and B play only with One Bowl each, the 
Expedation of B deduced from the foregoing Theorem 
would be found = o. which we know from other principles 
ought to be =_i_. The reafon of which is that the Cafe of 

winning Two Bowls at an End, and the Cafe of winning 

T Three 

1 
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Three Bowls at an End, enter this conclufion, which Cafes 
do not belong to the fuppofition of playing with fingle Bowls: 
wherefore excluding thofe two Cafes, the Expe£tation of B 

will be found to be X X --3% = -~} which will 

appear if n be made = i. Yet the Expectation of B, in the 
Cafe of two Bow's, would be rightly determined, tho’ the 
Cafe of winning Three Bowls at an End enters it: The rea- 
fon of which is, that the Probability of winning Three Bowls 
at an End is =, -A_ x which in the Cafe of Two 
Bowls becomes = o, fo that the general Expreilion is not 
thereby difturbed. 

After what we have faid, it will be eafy to extend this 
way of Reafoning to any circumftance of Games wanting 
between A and B; by making the Solution of each fimpler 
Cafe fubfervient to the Solution of that which is immediately 
more compound. 

Having given formerly the Solution of this Problem, pro- 
pofed to me by the Honourable Frances Roharts, in the Philo¬ 
sophical Tranfaclions Number 539 ; I there faid, by way of 
Corollary, that if the proportion of Skill in the Gamefters 
were given, the Problem might alfo be Solved; fince which 
time Mr de Monmort, in the fecond Edition of a Book by 
him Publifhed upon the fubjeftof Chance, has thought it worth 
his while to Solve this Problem as it is extended to the con- 
fideration of the Skill, and to carry his Solution to a very 
great number of Cafes, giving alfo a Method by which it 
may hill be carried farther: I very willingly acknowledge 
his Solution to be extreamly good, and own that he has in 
this, as well as in a great many other things, fliewn himfelf 
entirely mafter of the doTrine of Combinations, which he 
has employed with very great Induftry and Sagacity. 

The Solution of this Problem, as it is retrained to an e- 
quality of Skill, wfas in my Specimen deduced from the Me¬ 
thod of Combinations; but the Solution which is given of 
it in this place, is deduced from a Principle which has more of 
fimplicity in it, being that by the help of which I have De- 
monftrated the Do&rine of Permutations and Combinations: 
Wherefore to make it as familiar as poTible, and to fhew 
its valt extent, I fhall now apply it to the general Solution 

of 
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of this Problem) taking in the confideration of the Skill of the 
Gamefters. 

Bat before I proceed I think it neceflary to define what 
I call Skill: viz, That it is the proportion of Chances which 
the Gamefters may be fuppofed to have for winning a Tin¬ 
gle Game with one Bowl each. 

* 

PROBLEM XXVIII. 

IF A and B, whofe proportion of Skill is as a to b, play to¬ 
gether, each with a certain number of Bowls: What are their 

ref peel ive Probabilities of winning, fuppofing each of them to want 
a certain number of Games of being up ? 

SOLUTION. 

Fir ft, The Chance of B for winning one fingle Bowl be¬ 
ing b, and the number of his Bowls being n, it follows 

that the Turn of all his Chances is nb \ and for the fame rea- 
Ton the fum of all the Chances of A is na \ wherefore the 
fum of all the Chances for winning one Bowl or more is 
na nb'-> which for brevity fake we may call s. From 
whence it follows, that the Probability which B has of win¬ 
ning one Bowl or more is -^L, 

Secondly, Suppofing one of his Bowls nearer the Jack than 
any of the Bo.wls of A, the number of his remaining Chan¬ 
ces is n — ixb; and the number of Chances remaining be¬ 
tween them is s — b\ wherefore the Probability that fome 
other of his Bowls may be nearer the Jack than any Bowl 

of A will be 1 I From whence it follows, that the Pro- 
s — b _ 

bability of his winning Two Bowls or more is -y-x-”1 

Thirdly, Suppofing Two of his Bowls nearer the Jack than 
any of the Bowls of A, the number of his remaining Chan¬ 
ces is n^2\b ; and the number of Chances remaining be¬ 
tween them is s~zb: wherefore the Probability that fome 
other of his Bowls may be nearer the Jack than any Bowl 

of A will be From whence it follows, that the 
S —" 2 0 

Proba- 
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Probability of his winning Three Bowls or more is AlL X 

the continuation of which procefs is n — T x b ^ x A 
s — b 

manifeft. 
— 2 b 

Fourthly, If from the Probability which B has of winning 
One Bowl or more, there be fubtraded the Probability which 
he has of winning Two or more, there will remain the Pro¬ 
bability of his winning One Bowl at an End : Which there¬ 

fore will be found to be ALL-* /L*/ or-—*- * nb 
s —b 

or 
n b a n 

— b 
Fifthly, For the fame reafon as above, the Probability which 

B has of winning Two Bowls at an End will be found to 
a n beJLLy.»—L*k X 

f S — b S — 2 b 

Sixthly, And for the fame reafon likewife, the Probability 
which B has of winning Three Bowls at an End will be 

found to be x—r. The con- 

.tinuation of which procefs is manifeft. 
N. B. The fame Expectations which denote the Probabi¬ 

lity of any circumftance of B, will denote likewife the Pro¬ 
bability of the like circumftance of A, only changing h into a 
.and a into b. 

Thefe Things being premifed, Suppofe Fir(l, that each of 
them wants one Game of being up; 'Ms plain that the Expecta¬ 

tions of A and B are refpectively AJL and Let this Ex¬ 

pectation of B be called P. 
Secondly, Suppofe A wants One Game of being up and B 

Two, and let the Expectation of B be required : Then either 
A may win a Bowl, or Bwin One Bowl at an End, or B 
win Two Bowls. 

If the firft Cafe Happens, B lofes his Expectation. 
If thefecond Happens, he gets the Expectation P; but the 

Probability of this Cafe is JLi. x wherefore the Ex¬ 

pectation of B arifing from the poftibility that it may fo Hap- 

pen is x x p. 

If 
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If the third Cafe Happens, he gets the whole Stake 1; but 
the Probability of this Cafe is jlL- x wherefore the 

Expectation of B arifing from the Probability of this Cafe 

From which it follows that the whole Expectation of B 

will be -2/-x -~rf P -F -—x—y* Let this Expectation 
be called Q 

Thirdly, Suppofe A to want One Game of being up, and B 
Three. Then either B may win One Bowl at an End, in which 
Cafe he gets the Expectation Q; or Two Bowls at an End, 
in which Cafe he gets the Expectation P; or Three Bowls 
in which Cafe he gets the whole Stake 1. Wherefore the 

Expectation of B will be found to be ~~~ x ~ x <2. 

+ ft b n — I X b ,, an 

, s-b * s-2b 
XP + w b n—ixi n— 

t s — b X zb • 

An infinite number of thefe Theorems may be formed in 
the fame manner, which may be continued by infpeClion, ha¬ 
ving well obferved how each of them is deduced from the 
preceding* 

If the number of Bowls were unequal, fo that A had m 
Bowls and B n Bowls; Suppofing ma + nh = s, other Theo¬ 
rems might be found to anfwer that inequality: And if that 
inequality Ihould not be conftant, but vary at pleafure; c~ 
ther Theorems might alfo be formed to anfwer that Varia¬ 
tion of inequality, by following the fame way of arguing. 
And if Three or more Gamefters were to play together un¬ 
der any circumftance of Games wanting, and of any given 
proportion of Skill, their Probabilities of winning might be 
determined after the fame manner. 

PROBLEM XXIX. 

TO find the Expectation of A when with a Die of any gi¬ 
ven number of Faces he undertakes to fling any determi- 

■nate number of them in any given number of Cafls. 

U S O L U- 
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SOLUTION. 

LET pi be the number of all the Faces in the Die, 
n the number of Cads, / the number of Faces which 

he undertakes to Hing. 

The number of Chances for an Ace to come up once or 
more in any number of Calls n, is — yn: As has 
been proved in the Introduction. 

Let the Duce, by thought, be expunged out of the Die, and 
thereby the number of its Faces reduced to p, then the num¬ 
ber of Chances for the Ace to come up will at the fame time 
be reduced to pn—•/>—i,B. Let now the Duce be reftored* 
and the number of Chances for the Ace to come up without 
the Duce, will be the fame as if the Duce were expunged. 
But if from the number of Chances for the Ace to come up 
with or without the Duce, viz, from y-\-1:" — />" be fubtraCled 
the number of Chances for the Ace to come up without the 
Duce, viz. pn — f'1, there will remain the number of 
Chances for the Ace and Duce to come up once or more, 
which confeq.uently will be p+T" — 2xpn 4y—1K 

By the fame way of arguing it will be proved, that the 
number of Chances for the Ace and Duce to come up 
without the Trae will be pn—2 xy—i]n -py—4”, and con- 
fequently, that the number of Chances for the Ace, the Duce 
and Trae to come up once or more, will be the difference 
between y-\-T,rt— 2 x pn -{■ y—il" and pn — 2 xy— 1" + p—2 
which therefore is p-j-f "— $.x pn + 3 * y^- 

Again it may be proved that the number of Chances for 
the Ace, the Duce, the Trae and Quater to come up, is 
pTr”— 4 xp11 + 6xp— 1" — 4xp^2n + p^^n; the conti¬ 
nuation of which Procefs is manifeft. 

Wherefore if all the Powers p-F 1 ”, /•”,£—f”, 
&c. with the Signs alternately Pofitive and Negative, be 
written in Order, and to thofe Powers there be prefixt the re- 
fpedive Coefficients of a Binomial raifed to the Power f; the 
turn of all thofe Terms will be the Numerator of the Ex¬ 
pectation of A, of which the Denominator will be y-\"1!*. 

EXAM, 
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EXAMPLE I. 

T ET Six be the number of Faces in the Die, and let 
A undertake in Eight Cads to fling both an Ace and 

a Duce : Then his Expectation will be —2 x ?8 + 48 

___ 9 & 4 5 O a _ _± 
1680216 * 7 

6 -8 

= A- nearly* 

EXAMPLE IT. 

EXAMPLE in.. - 
IF A with a Die of 36 Faces undertake to fling two given 

Faces in 43 Cafls; or, which is the fame thing, if with 
two common Dice he undertake in 43 Cafts to fling Two 
Aces at one time, and Two Sixes at another time, his Ex¬ 

pectation will be 3<$ 43 ~~"~X31-—3^-4-3 = - nearly. 

N, B. The parts of which thefe Expectations are com¬ 
pounded, are eafily obtained by. the help of a Table of Lo¬ 
garithms. 

PROBLEM XXX. 
TO find in how many Trials it will be probable that A with 

a Die of any given number of Faces /ball throw any 
propofed number of them. 

SOLUTION. 

LET p+ i be the number of Faces in the Die, and / 
the number of Faces which are to be thrown. Divide 

the Logarithm of f. by the Logarithm of jAll, and 
* y £ t 

the 
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the Quotient will exprefs nearly the number of Trials requi- 
fite, to make it as probable that the propofed Faces may be 
thrown as nor. 

demonstration. 

SUppofe Six to be the number of Faces which are to be 
thrown, and n the number of Trials: Then by what has 

been demonftrated in the preceding Problem, the Expecta¬ 
tion of A will be, 

-  ' —r~in 
H-1' 

Let it be fuppofed that the Terms p+i, p,p—r, p—zfk c. 
‘are in Geometric Progreffion ( which fuppofition will 
very little err from the truth, efpecially if the propor¬ 
tion of p to i be not very fmall). Let now r be writ¬ 

ten inftead of - ^ and then the Expectation of A will be 

changed into i — -~r + -~ar — “Tir + —fr — 
’ r ' t - e r r r 

- 
or i — * But ^is Expectation of A ought to be made 

equal to _i_, fince by fuppofition he has an equal Chance to 

win or lofe: Hence will arife the Equation i — ~6 = —- 

or r"= from which it may be concluded that 
i-Vi 

n x Log. r, or nxLog. P-W. ~ Log. 6>,and confequent- 
p i—V|- 

ly that n is equal to the Logarithm of T divided by the 

Logarithm of -y == aAlL . And the fame Demonftration will 

hold in any other Cale. 

EXAMPLE I. 

TO find in how many Trials A may with equal Chance 
undertake to throw all the Faces of a common Die. 

The 
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The Logarithm of - 0.96117 73 ; the Loga¬ 

rithm of 1 or —= 0.0 791811: Wherefore « 

"o^ygi'si; = >»+'■ From hence it may be concluded 

that in 12 Cafts A has the worft of the Lay, and in 12 
thebeftofit. 3 

EXAMPLE i£ 

TpO find in how many Trials, A may with equal Chance, 
with a Die of Thirty-fix Faces, undertake to throw 

Six determinate Faces; or, in how many Trials he may with 
a Pair of common Dice undertake to throw all the Dou¬ 
blets. 

The Logarithm of Lr~ being o. 9621753, and the 

Logarithm of or -jf- being o.o 111347; it follows 

that the number of Cafts requifite to that effeft is -°^gll7n 
o. 0122345 

or 79 nearly. 
But if it were the Law of the Play, that the Doublets 

muft be thrown in a given Order, and that any Doublet 
Happening to be thrown out of its turn fhould go for no¬ 
thing ; then the throwing of the Six Doublets would be like 
the throwing of the two Aces Six times; to produce which 
effect the number of Cafts requifite would be found by Mul¬ 
tiplying 35 by 5.668, as appears from our VHth. Problem, 
and confequently would be about 198. 

N. B* the Fraction 7T~ may be reduced to — v V2— 
1 — vf J 

V 2 - 1 

which will Facilitate the taking of its Logarithm. 

PROBLEM XXXI. 

IF A, B, C Flay together on the following conditions; Fir ft, that 
thty fJjii.ll each of them Stake 1 1. Secondly, that A and B ft?all 

begin the Play ; Thirdly, that the Lofer ftjall yield his place to the 
third Many vohich is to be objerved conflantly afterwards \ Fourthly, 

X that 
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that the Lofer [haft he fined a certain Sum p, which is- to 
ferve to increafe the common Stock ; Laftly, that he fhall Win the 
whole Sum depofited at fir ft, and increafed by the feveral Finesy 
who fhall fir ft heat the other two fucceftively; ’Tis demanded 
what is the Advantage 0} A and B, whom we fuppoje to begin 
the Play. 

SOLUTION. 
«. * **«► v*- LE t B A fignifie that B beats A, and A C that A beats C ; 

and let always the firft Letter denote the Winner* and 
the fecond the Lofer. 

Let us fuppofe that B beats A the firft time: Then let us 
inquire what the Probability is that the Set fhall be ended 
in any given number of Games; and alfo what is the Proba¬ 
bility which each Gamefter has of winning the Set in that 
given number of Games. 

Firft, If the Set be ended in two Games, B muft necefla- 
rily be the winner; for by Hypothecs he wins the firft time: 
Which may be exprefted as follows. 

1 1 BA 
^ I BC 

Secondly, If the Set be ended in Three Games, C muft be 
the winner $ as appears by the following Scheme. 

1 
z 

3 

BA 
CB 
CA 

Thirdly, If the Set be ended in Four Games, A muft be 
the winner; as appears by this Scheme. 

1 
z 

3 
4 

BA 
CB 
AC 
AB 

Fourthly, If the Set be ended in Five Games, B muft be 
the winner; which is thus exprefted, 

1 1 BA 
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I 
2, 

BA 

3 
4 
5 

CB 
AC 
BA 
BC 

Fifthly, If the Set be ended in Six Games, C muft be the 
winner; as will appear by (till following the fame Procefs^ 
thus, 

BA 
CB 
AC 
BA 
CB 
CA 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 

And this Procefs recurring continually in the fame Order 
needs not be profecuted any farther. 

Now the Probability that the firft Scheme (hall take place ‘ 
is _l_> in confequence of the fuppofition that B beats A the 

firft time; it being an equal Chance whether B beat C, or 
C beat A, 

And the Probability that the fecond Scheme (hall take place 
is -i_ : For the Probability of C beating B is -i—, and that 

being fuppofed, the Probability of his beating A will alio 
be -i-; wherefore the Probability of B beating C, and then A, 

will be -i- x -j- or 

And from the fame confiderations the Probability that the 
Third Scheme (hall take place is —1_: and fo on. 

Hence it will be eafie to compofe a Table of the Proba¬ 
bilities which B, C, A have of winning the Set in any given 
number of Games; and alfo of their Expectations: Which 
Expectations are the Probabilities of winning Multiplyed by 
the Stock Three depofited at firft, and increafed fucceflively 
by the feveral Fines. 

T A B L E .I 
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TABLE of the Probabilities, &C. 

B c A 

2 a * 3 + 1? 

3 Hr * 3+?? 
* 

4 • • • . • • 4 • • • ~r“* 3+4P 

$ ~rrx 3 + 9? 
6 Hr* 3+6? 

7 64 x 3 + 7/> 
8 128 X 3 

9 Hr* 3 + 9? 
IO 77T * 3+10p 
I I 1024 x 3 + 11/ 

Now the feveral Expectations of B, C, A may be fum- 
med up by the following Lemma. 

LEMMA. 

-r+ 44+ J4rL + 4^ + 44 ^ *** mtum b ' bb ' b3 ' ** * b 

• 71 y ^ 
is equal to -r ' 

Let the Expectations of B be divided into two Series, viz. 

_3 i _ 

16 ‘ 128 ‘ 1024 

11_L. 8P . 
16 128 ~ 1024 

8cc; 

&c. 

The firft Series conflitutes a Geometric Progreflion con¬ 
tinually decreafing, whofe fum will be found to be _i!_ 

The fecond Series may be reduced to the form of the Se¬ 
ries in our Lemma, and may be thus expreft, 
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~T~X "T" + -§- 4——l-p—\-~r“ Wherefore 

dividing the whole by and laying alide the Term 2, we 

lhall have the Series -V 4- -§V + -§4-> &c- which 

has the fame form as the Series of the Lemma, and may be 
compared with it : Let therefore n be made = y, d = 3 and 
b = 8, and the fum of this Series will be -i- j_2—. or 

. to this adding the firft Term 2, which had been laid 

alide, the new fum will be . and that being Multi¬ 

plied by -L_, the Produft will be -^—p, which is the fum 

of the fecond Series expreffing the Expectations of B: From 
hence it may be concluded, that all the Expectations of B 
contained in both the abovementioned Series will be equal 

to 7 4? V* 
And by the help of the foregoing Lemma it will be 

found likewife that all the Expectations of C will be equal 
6 * 43 j. 

to 7 + 4? T' 
It will alfo be found that all the Expectations of A will 

be = -f- + 
Hitherto we have determined the feveral Expectations of 

the Gamefters, upon the fum by them depofited at firft, as 
alfo upon the Fines by which the common Stock is increa- 
fed: It remains now to Eftimate the feveral Risks of their 
being Fined; that is to fay, the fum of the Probabilities of 
their being Fined multiplyed by the refpeCtive Quantities of 
the Fine. 

Now after the fuppofition made of A being beat the firft 
time, by which he is obliged to lay down his Fine p, B and C 
have an equal Chance of being Fined after the fecond Game, 
which makes the Risk of each to be = as appears 

by the following Scheme. 

BA 
C B 

or BA 
BC 

Y In 
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In the like manner, it will be found that both C and A 
have one Chance in four for their being Fined after the 
Third Game, and confequently that the Risk of each is 

according to the following Scheme. 

BA BA 
CB or cB 
AC CA 

And by the like Proeefs it will be found' that the Risk of 
B and C after the fourth Game is -i- p- 

Hence it will be eafie to compofe the following Table which 
expreffes the Risks of each Gamefter. 

TABLE of RISKS. 

B c A 

2 -rf -T-t m mt m m m m m 

3 -i-P : p 
4 -rf -i-P 
5 -st -tP 
6 irP 32 P 
7 -tt -brP 
8 128 t 128 V ....... 
9 

istc. 
2* P 2* P 

In the Column belonging to J3, if the vacant places were 
filled up, and the Terms -i- />, p, ~~~p &c. were 
Interpoled, the Sum of the Risks of B would compofe one 
uninterrupted Geometric Progreffion, whofe Sum would be 
= p; But the Terms interpoled conftitute a Geometric Pro- 
grefiion whofe Sum is = -2— p: Wherefore, if from p there 
be fubtraffed -2_ p} there will remain -5- p for the Sum of 
the Risks of Bl 

In like manner it will be found that the Sum of the Risks 
of c will be = -j-p. And 
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And the Sam of the Risks of A, after his being Fined the firft 
time, will be = 

Now if from the feveral Expectations of the Gamefters 
there be fubtraCted each Man’s Stake, as alfo the Sam of his 
Risks, there will remain the clear Gain or Lofs of each of 
them. 

Wherefore, from the Expectations of B = —— 
Subtracting firft his Stake = 1 

Then the Sum of his Risks = ~~Tp 

There remains the clear Gain of B = -5—l 
7 T -V? r 

Like wife, from the Expectations of C = 
Subtracting firft his Stake = 
Then the Sum of his Risks ~ 

There remains the clear Gain of C = — JL-a_* ,-k 
___7 ~ 4? P 

In like manner, from the Expectation of A = 

Subtracting, Firft, his Stake = 
Secondly, the Sum of his Risks = 

Laftly, the Fine p due to the 7 __ 
Stock by the Lofs of the firft Game £ 

There remains the clear Gain of A = — 

But we have fuppofed in the beginning of the Game that 
A was beat; whereas A had the fame Chance to beat #,.as B 
had to beat him: Wherefore dividing the Sum of the Gains 
of B and A into t wo equal Parts, each part will be. _L-. 

which confequently mult be reputed to be as the Gain of each 
of them. 

Corollary I. The Gain of C being — ~—p p9 Let 
that be made = o. Then /> will be found = -j—. If there¬ 
fore the Fine has the fame proportion to each Man’s Stake 
as 7 has to 6, the Gamefters play all upon^equal Terms: 
But if the Fine bears a lefs proportion to the Stake than 7 
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to 6, C has the difadvantage : Thus, Suppofing p = i, his 
Lofs would be But if the Fine bears a greater pro¬ 
portion to the Stake than 7 to 6, C has the .Advantage. 

Corollary II. If the Stake were conftant, that is, if there 
were no Fines, then the Probabilities of winning would be 
refpe&ively proportional to the Expectations; wherefore fup- 
pofing p = o, the Expectations of the Gametlers, 01 their Pro¬ 
babilities of winning, will be as -Ji—, —1-, or, as 4, z, 1 : 

But the increafe of the Stock caufes no alteration in the Pro¬ 
babilities of winning, and confequently thofe Probabilities 
are, in the Cafe of this Problem, as 4, z, 1; whereof the firft: 
belongs to B after his beating A the firft time; the fecond 
to C, and the third to A : Wherefore ’tis Five to Two, before 
the Play begins, that either A or B wins the Set; and Five 
to Four that one of them, that lhall be fixt upon, wins ir. 

Corollary III. If the proportion of Skill between the Game- 
fters A, By C be as 4, b, c refpeCtively, and that the refpeCt- 
ive Probabilities of winning, in any number of Games after 
the firft, wherein B is Suppofed to beat Ay be denoted by 
B'y B""y BV"y BX &C, U'y CVy CV,"y CiC. A'\ AV'y A'Xy 
AX/\ &c. it will be found, by the bare infpe&ion of the 
Schemes belonging to the Solution of the foregoing Problem, 
that 

B' = 

c" = 

A" = 

BT = 

e = 

A" = 

b-\- c 

X C 
c-\-b t-\-a 

■ ‘ y * v a 
c-f'b a-f c a"4 ^ 

a b b 
X —TT  X 

c*4b a-\-c b + a * b\-c 

_£_*_*_ x - b v c v . < 
c\b ac b -\-a c+b c ~\-a 

b 
c *——X—c—x—T—X — 

C’f-b a-\~c b’b-a c-f-b A a-\-c a-\-b 

. 6rc. 

Let ~f^a- x —* TTT mat*e = m > then it will 
plainly appear that the feveral Probabilities of winning will 
compofe each of them a Geometric Progreftion, for 

Br// = 
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:g"' = mg 

g" = » g" 
BK = m g" 
&C. 

cv =* w C7 
CV/" =mCV 
c" = *» C" 

&c. 

= » A" 
A'x = » ^ 
Aw = » i** 
&c. 

Hence a Table of Expectations and Risks may eafily be 
formed as above j and the reft of the Solution carried on by 
following exa&Iy the fteps of the former. 

When the Solution is brought to its conclufion, it will be 
neceflary to make an allowance for the fuppofition made that 
B beats A the firft time, which may be done thus. 

Let P be the Gain of B, when expreft by the Quantities 
by cy and the Gain of Ay when expreft by the fame: 

Change a into b and b into a, in the Quantity then the 
Quantity refulting from this Change will be the Gain of B, in 
cafe he be tappofed to lofe the firft Game. Let this Quan¬ 
tity therefore be caJled B, and then the Gain of B, to be efti- 

mated before the Play begins, will be . 

P R Q BLEM XXXII. 

IF Four Gamefers A, B, C, D Play on the conditions of the 
foregoing Problemy and he be to be reputed the Winner, who 

jhall beat the other Three fucceffively: What is the Advantage of 
A And B, whom we Suppofe to begin the Play.? 

SOLUTION. 

LET BA denote, as in the preceding Problem, that B 
beats Ay and AC that A beats C*, and generally let the 

firft Letter always denote the Winner and the fecond the 
Lofer. 

Let it be Suppofed alfo that B beats A the firft time: Then 
let it be inquired what is the Probability that the Play fhall 
be ended in any given number of Games; as alfo what is the 
Probability which each Gamefter has of winning the Set in 
that given number of Games. 

Firfy Z 
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Firft, If the Set be ended in Three Games, B muft necef-f 
farily be the winner: Since by Hypothefis he beats A the . 
firft Game, which is exprefled as follows. 

BA 
BC 
BD 

Secondly, If the Set be ended in Four Games, C mull be 
the winner; as it thus appears. 

i 

2, 

3 
4 

BA 
C B 
CD 
CA 

Thirdly, If the Set be ended in Five Games, D will be 
the winner ; for which he has two Chances, as it appears by>, 
the following Scheme. 

BA BA 
CB BC 
DC or DB 
DA, DA 
DB DC 

Fourthly, If the Set be ended in Six Games, A will be 
the winner; and he has three Chances for it, which are thus , 
collected, 

i 

2, 
3 
4 
5 

BA BA BA 
CB CB BC 
DC CD DB 
AD AC AD 
AB AB AC 
AC AD AB 

Fifthly, If the Set be ended in Seven Games, then B will : 
have three Chances to be the winner, and C will have two;. 
thus, 

i I BA 
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I BA BA BA BA BA 
2 CB CB CB BC BC 

3 DC DC CD DB DB 

4 AD DA AC AD DA 
5 BA BD BA CA CD 
6 BC BC BD CB CB 
7 BD BA BC CD CA 

Sixthly, If the Set be ended in Eight Games, then D will 
have two Chances to be the Winner, C will have three, and • 
B alfo three, thus 

1 BA BA BA BA BA BA BA BA 
2 CB CB CB CB CB BC BC BC 

3 DC DC DC CD CD DB DB DB > 
4 AD AD DA AC AC AD AD DA 
5 BA AB BD BA AB CA AC CD 
6 CB CA CB DB DA BC BA BC 
7 CD CD CA DC DC BD BD BA 
8 , CA CB CD DA DB BA BC BD 

Let now the Letters by which the winners are denoted be 
written in Order, prefixing to them the Numbers which > 
exprefs their (everal Chances for winning; in this manner*., 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8' 
9 
10. 
&c. 

1 B' 
1 C 
2 D 

3 A 
3 B -f 2 C 
3 C+2D-L3B 
3 D + 2A + 3C + 3D+2A 
3 A + 2B + 3D+3A+2B + 3A‘f2C'l'3D 

Then 
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Then Examining the formation of thefe Letters, it will 
appear; Firft, that the Letter B is always found fo many 
times in any Rank, as the Letter A is found in the two pre¬ 
ceding Ranks: Secondly ^ that C is found fo many times in 
any Rank, as B is found in the preceding Rank, and D in the 
Rank before that. Thirdly, that D is found fo many times 
in each Rank, as C is found in the .preceding, and B in the 
Rank before that: And Fourthly, that A is found fo many 
times in each, as D is found in the preceding Rank, and C 
in the Rank before that. 

From whence it may be concluded, that the Probability 
which the Gamefter B has of winning the Set, in any gi¬ 
ven number of Games, is —i- of the Probability which A 
has of winning it one Game fooner, together with —r- of the 

Probability which A has of winning it two Games foo¬ 
ner. 

The Probability which C has of winning the Set, in any 
given number of Games, is JL- of the Probability which B 
has of winning it one Game fooner, together with —of the 
Probability which D has of winning it two Games fooner. 

The Probability which D has of winning the Set, in any 
given number of Games, is of the Probability which C 

has of winning it one Game fooner, and alfo _i_ of the 

Probability which B has of winning it two Games -foo¬ 
ner. 

The Probability which A has of winning the Set, in any 
given number of Games, is _i- of the Probability which D 
has of winning it one Game fooner, and alfo _i_ of the 

Probability which C has of winning it two Games foo¬ 
ter. 

Thefe things being obferved, it will be eafie to compole 
a Table of the Probabilities which P, C, D, A have of win¬ 
ning the Set in any given number of Games; as alfo of their 
Expectations, which will be as follows. 

4 
A TA- 
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TABLE of the Probabilities, See. 

B . c D A 

f 
3 4 ><4 +?p 

// 
4 8 ><4i-4P 

/// 
s -^*4+5? 

//// 6 32 * 44 

V 7 447P 64 A 44 Jl’ 

V' 8 TfrX4+8f 128 x 44 8/7 128 *448/7 

ytt 9 .66 *44 9P 
2 - -^6 X4+9P 256 *449P 

Vttf IO ITT X 44iop 

* 4+1 Ip 

512“ * 441 pp 512 *4410/7 ”512 * 4 A 10/7 

'X I I 1024 x 44ii/7 t^x^ii/? Sn *4+1V 

X I 2 204**4+1^ 200 *4412/7 2048 * 4412/7 2048 * 4412/7 
&c. &c. 

The Terms whereof each Column of this Table is com- 
pofed, being not eafily fummable by any of the known Me¬ 
thods, it will be convenient, in order to find their Sums, to 
tife the following Analyjis. 

Let B' 4 B" + B"' 4 B"" 4* BA &c. reprefent the 
refpe&ive Probabilities which B has of winning the Set, in 
any number of Games, anfwering to 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 &c. 
and let the fum of thefe Probabilities Adwfinitum be fuppo- 

fed = y. 
In the fame manner, let C 4 C" -+ Cu 4 C"" 4- Cv 4 

Cr/ &c. reprefent the Probabilities which C has of winning, 
which fuppofe = s. 

Let the like Probabilities which D has of winning be re- 
prefented by D' 4 D" 4 4 D"" 4 £>r4 Dv/ &c. which 
fuppofe = v. 

Laftly, Let the Probabilities which A has of winning be 
reprefented by A' 4 a!' 4 A!"4 Alm 4 A* 4 A1 &c» which 
fuppofe = x. 

Now from the Obfervations fet down before the Table 
of Probabilities, it will follow, that 

A a B' ™ 
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B' - B' 
B" = B" 

B" = -i-A" +-j-A' 
Bm = -^-A"' + -^A" 
By = ^-A"" + -i-A"' 
BT = -tAr*-t-AM 
Sec. 

From which Scheme we may deduce the Equation follow¬ 
ing, y = -~ : For the Sum of the Terms in the • 
firft Column is equal to the Sum of the Terms in the other 
two. But the Sum of the Terms in the firft Column is y by 
Hypothefis; wherefore y ought to be made equal to the Sum 
of the Terms in the other two Columns. 

In order to find the Sum of the Terms of the fecond Co¬ 
lumn, I argue thus, 

A' 4- A" + A”' + A,m + Av + A* is =* by Hypoth. 
or A*+A'"'+ A"" + Av + Av/ is = * — A' 

and -L.Ar'+-±-A'"+-£-A""+JrAy+ -L-Av' is =-ijt—~LA' 

Then adding S' + B" on both fides of the Iafl Equation, 
we fhall have 

S' + B" + -J- A" + 4 A'" + 4 A""+ 4 ^+4^ 8fci 

= -!-^'+ S' + B". 
2 2 1 1 

But ^4' = o, B' = -i-, B" = o, as appears from the Ta¬ 
ble : Wherefore the Sum of the Terms of the fecond Column 
is equal to x 4 -i-. 

The Sum of the Terms of the third Column is by 
Hypothefis; and confequently the Sum of the Terms in the 
fecond and third Columns is as -i- * 4- -J-. From whence 

it follows that the Equation y == 4 * had been 
rightly determined. 

In 
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In the fame manner, if we write 

c = c 
c" = c" 
cr = -~b" ;+ & 

c"" = 4- B" + 4 p" 
c1' =fr+4-r 
c1' = 4 p" :+ 4 p'"" 
8cc. 

By a reafoning like the former we lhall at length come at 
the Equation * =4 y +4®. 

So likewife if we write- 

to' = P' 
If' = g' 

t p-=4C"+4B' 
P"" = 4 C"' + 4 B" 
If = 4 C"" + 4 B" 
to1' = 4 C1' +4 B" 
&C. 

We {hall deduce the Equation v =z -±- z, 4 -1.^, 

Laftly, if after the fame manner we write 

4 = A' 
= A" 

A" = 4P" c' 
4" = 4P"' + “T~ C" 
A' = 4 £>"" 4 -L- c 

=■ 
&c. 

4 P1' + -i- 
r 4 

C" 

We {hall obtain the Equation * -i-sl 
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Now thefe Four Equations being refolved, it will be found 
that 

£' + £"+ B'" + B"” + Bv+ Br' &c. = y = 
c + c" + C" + c."" + C" + O" &c. = « = JL, 
D! + D" + U" + D"" + Dv + m &c. = V = _12_, 

4. 4. A” 4- Am 4- ^ 4- &c. = * = _2L_. 
t N • , 

Thefe Values being once fourid, let c, d, 4, which are 
commonly employed to denote known Quantities, be refpeCl- 
ively fubftituted in the room of them 5 to the end that the 
Letters j, x may now be employed to denote other 
unknown Quantities. 

Hitherto we have been determining the Probabilities of win¬ 
ning: But in order to find the Expectations of theGamefters, 
each Term of the Series exprefiing thefe Probabilities, is to 
be multiplyed by the refpedive Terms of the following Se¬ 
ries; 44-VS 4+4/S 4+5?, 44-fys &Q 

The firit part of each ProduCt being no more than a 
Multiplication by 4, the fums of all the firft parts of thofe 
Products are only the.fums of the Probabilities multiplied 
by 4; and confequently are 4?, 4c, 4dy and 4^ refpeCtive- 

iy- 

But to find the Sums of the other parts, 

Let 3 B'p + 4 B!'p + $ B!"p 4- 6 B""p &:c. be = pjt 
3 C'p 4- 4 d'p 4- 5 d"p 4- 6 dmp &c. = p z, 
3 D'p 4- 4 D"p + 5 D"'p 4- 6 D""p &c. = p v, 
3 ^ P 4~ 4 d'p + 5 ■d p 4* 6 A"'p &c. s= p jc, 

Now Since 3 B' = 3 
4 2J/7 = 4 
y 4- 
6 B"" = \-A"+\A' 
y Bv = A-A" 
8 Br' =-i-Ar +1/' 

- 2 . » ^ 

It 
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It follows, that y s= -i- 4- x + For the firft Co¬ 
lumn is = j, by Hypothecs. 

A gain, 3 A 4- 4 A" 4- y ^ 4- 6 A”" 4- 7 ^4r&c. = x by 
got he (is. 

But A’ 4- 4- A” 4- A'” 4- Av &c. has been found = a, 
Wherefore adding thefe two Equations together, we fhall 

have 4 A AS A"-\- 6 A" 4- 7 J''v4- 8 Av&c.=z x + a. 
or ■^//4r -f -f .+ -f- A? &c. = 4- * 4- ^ 

Now the Terms of this laft Series, together with 3 B' 4- 
4 B \ compofe the fecond Column: But 3 B' = _i-, and 

4 B" = o, as appears from the Table. Confequently the 
lum of the Terms of the fecond Column is 2= _i—u Jt—x 4 *■ 2 

4“ ■" -• d. ‘ 1 2 

By the fame Method of proceding, it will be found, that 
the lum of the Terms of the third Column is = — a* 

4 
4—1~ a‘ 

F rom whence it follows that y = ~ 4- -j-x 4- -4* 4- -Lx 4- 4*, 

or y = -2- + -J“x + 

In the fame manner if we write 

3 C' = 3 c 
4 C" = 4 C" 
5 r = f js" + 4- d" 

c"" = 4- c" + 4 p" 
7C? = 4 4 4- D" 
8 Cw =-i-F +4 D"" 
&C. 

We (hall from thence deduce the Equation s == J-j> 4. jLy 

+ 4'1' + 4-rf- 

B b So 
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So likewife in the fame manner, if we write 

2 D' = 5 D' 
4 5" = 4 I>" 

5 IT = 4- C" + -f B’ 
6 D"" = -f r + -f B" 

7 D' =-j-D"" +-j-B'" 
8 Dn = 4- £>' +4- Jf" 
&C. 

Laftly, if after the fame manner we write 

3 < 
= 3 ^ 

4 < = 4 A" 
'+■ -5- c' 5 A = -i-D" 

<J J"" = •4-D'" ^J
<>

v 

7 ^ = • 7 Dw/ + -^C7" 
8 /Z7' 
See. 

= ' -Mf + 4- r 

We fhall deduce the two following Equations, w*. 
^ + And + -L& 

-4- 
- * 2 

Now the foregoing Equations being Solved, and the values 

of b, c, ^ reftored, it will be found that y = —4-5-?~3- - 
177 7 J 22201 

* __ 3 87 24 _ 3 7600 w _ 3 3 5 47 
22201 ' 22201 7 22201 * 

From which we may conclude, that the feveral Expe&ations 
of Bf C, D, <4 are refpecif ively, Fir/?, 4 x -AA- 4—lillL-p, 

SecW/;,4x -i*- + -3-8734-/>. Third/?,4x-^-+ -*7<So°-j>. 
^ 149 2 2 2 0 1 -T J149 » 22101 * 

Fourthly, ax -2i- 4. _LL1±1-Z> 
7 449 - 2 2 20* <* 

The 
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The Expectations of the Gamefters being thus found, it 
will be neceffary to find the Risks of their being Fined, or 
otherwife what fum each of them ought juflly to give to 
have their Fines Infured. In order to which, let us form fo 
many Schemes for exprefling the Probabilities of the Fines 
as are fufficient to find the Law of their Procefs. 

And Firfi, we may obferve, that upon the fuppofition of 
B beating A the firft Game, in confequence of which A is 
to be Fined, B and C have one Chance each for being Fined 
the fecond Game, as it thus appears 

1 BA BA 
z\ CB BC 

Secondly, that C has one Chance in four for being Fined '* 
the third Game, B one Chance likewife, and D two j ac¬ 
cording to the following Scheme, 

1 I BA BA BA BA 
2 \ CB CB BC BC 
3 1 DC CD DB BD 

Thirdly, that D has two Chances in eight for being Fined 
the fourth Game, that A has three and C one; according to 
the following Scheme, 

I BA BA BA BA BA BA 
z CB CB CB CB BC BC 

3 DC DC CD CD DB DB 

4 AD DA AC CA AD DA 

N. B. The two Combinations BA, BC, BD, AB, and BA, 
BC, BD, BA are omitted in this Scheme, as being fuperfiu- 
ous ; their difpofition fhewing that the Set muff: have been 
ended in three Games, and confequently not affeCting the 
Gamefters as to the Probability of their being Fined the fourth 
Game ; Yet the number of all the Chances muft be reckoned 
as being Eight; fmee the Probability of any one circum- « 
fiance is but 

5 

Thefe • 
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Thefe Schemes being continued, it will eafily be perceived 
that the circumftances under which the Gamefters find them- 
felves, in refpeft of their Risks of being Fined, (land related 
to one another in the fame manner as were their Probabilities 
of Winning; from which confideration a Table of the Risks 
may eafily be compofed as follows. 

A TABLE of RISKS &cc. 

Wherefore fuppofing B' 4- B'' 4- B"! &rc. C 4- C” 4- C,u 
Sic. D' 4- D" 4- Dn! A.' 4- A" 4- A" &c. to reprefent 
the feveral Probabilities j and fuppofing that the feveral fums 
of thefe Probabilities are refpeftively equal toj, z> v, we 
fhall have the following Schemes and Equations 

B' = B' 
B" = B" 
B'" = -A* +-7-J' 
Bf/" = -f- A" 4- 4- A" 
Bv - 4-^4-jl-A"' 
Bv/ « -±Ar 

Ax. 

Hence y = + -±-x. 

C! s 
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C = C 
C" = c" 
C" = 4- B" 4 4- D; 
C"" = 4- r + 4- D" 
<7=4- IT + 4- Dw 

C" = 4- Br 4 4- D'w 
&c. 

Hence a = -f. 4 -i-> 4 4- 4 

D' = D' 
D" = D" 
Dw = 4- C" 4 — B 

P" =4~C"+4- B 
P = 4- c 4 4- B" 
D" = 4- C 4 4- ir¬ 
ate. 

Hence ^ = 4+4~ + 4 > 

^4" = A" 
A" — 4- D" 44-C' 
A"" = 4- D" 44-C" 
vf = 4- D"" + 4(T 

^ ' = 4- D 4 -4- C"" 
&TC. 

Hence jc = _l_ v 4. _i_ z. 
2 1 A 

C c The 
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The foregoing Equations being refolved, we (hall have 
2 4 3 

149 
Z, = 

252 
x 49 

V = 224 
1 4 9 

X = I 7 ■> 
1 4 9 

Let every one of thofe Fractions be now multiplied by />, 
and the Products 2 4 3 

X 4? 

2 5 2 
149 A 

224 
x 4 9 

1 7 5 
149 

p will exp refs 
the refpeCtive Risks of B, Cy D, A, or the l'ums they might 
juftly give to have their Fines Infured. 

But if from the feveral Expectations of the Gamefters there 
be fubtraCted, Firfty the Turns by them depofited in the be¬ 
ginning of the Play, and Secondly, the Risks of their Fines, 
there will remain the clear Gain or Lofs of each. Wherefore 

From the Expectations of B = 4 x 
Subtracting his own Stake = 

and alfo the fum of the Risks = 

56 
149 
1 

+ 

There remains his clear Gain = 

_4_55_3_£- 
2 220 1 jP» 

-1U-P ' 
1 4 9 i* 

75 
149 

9329 
22201 A 

From the Expectations of C = 

Subtracting his own Stake = 
and alfo the Sum of his Risks = 

4 x _2i-u 1 149 1 

There remains his clear Gain = — 

49 

5 
149 

3 % 7 2 4 . 

iox P> 2 2 2 < 

2 5 2 . 
U9 n 

+ * i 7 6 
22201 /'• 

From the Expectations of D 

Subtracting his own Stake 
and alfo the fum of his Risks 

=* 4 * 
32 
149 

1 

-p -J. 7 6 O o—. 
2 2 2 0 1 //J 

There remains his clear Gain = •— _2t 

224 
149 

149 + 22201 

2 5 

1 4 9 

1 

From the Expectations of A = 4 x 

Subtracting his own Stake = 
and alfo the Sum of his Risks = 

Laftly, the Fine due to the Stock p __ 
by the lofs of the firft Game. 3 

There remains his clear Gain =— —4i_ 

4-3-15 4 7 
‘ 2 2 2 O X 

.175 

*94 A 

h 

149 
. 14729 

22201 

The 
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The foregoing Calculation being made upon the fuppofi- 

tion of B beating A in the beginning of the Play, which fup- 
pofition neither aifefts C nor D, it follows that the fum of 
the Gains between B and A ought to be divided equally; 
and their feveral Gains will Hand as follows, 

Gain of 

Sum of the Gains 

13 
2700 ft 

14 9 22201 Z7 
1 3 2 7 0 ° 

14 9 2 2 2 0 1 

«; !. 1176 -fj 
14? 

T- 
2 2 2 0 1 if-) 

— 21 
■ -4- - 4224 . 

14 a, r 2220 1 jf ) 

s= 0 O 

If —is-?7-0.-- p which is the Gain of A or B, be 

made = o; then /> will be found = J 9*7— • From which 

it follows, that if each Man’s Stake be to the Fine in the 
proportion of 2700 to 1937, then A and B are in this cafe 
neither winners nor lofers ; but C wins —-—. which D lo- 

225' 

fes. 
And in the like manner may be found what the proportion 

between the Stake and the Fine ought to be, to make C or 
D play without Advantage or Difadvantage; and alfo what 
this proportion ought to be, to make them play with any 
Advantage or Difadvantage given. 

Corollary I. A fpedtator R might at firft in confide- 
ration of the Sum 4+7/> paid him in hand, undertake to 
furnifh the four Gameliers with Stakes, and to pay all their 
Fines. 

Corollary II. If the proportion of Skill between the Game- 
fters be given, then their Gain or Lofs may be determi¬ 
ned by the methods ufed in this and the preceding Pro¬ 
blem. 

Corollary III. If there be never fo many Gamefters play¬ 
ing on the conditions of this Problem, and the propor¬ 
tion of Skill between them all be fuppofed equal, then the ? 
Probabilities of winning, or of being Fined, may be deter~ 
mined as follows. 

Let 
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Let /P, C', D\ E\ F\ A' denote the Probabilities which 
By C, D} Ey Fy A have of winning the Set, or of being Fined, 
in any number of Games; and let the Probabilities of winning 
or being Fined in any number of^Games lefs bv one than the 
preceding, be denoted by B" C" W W F" A": And fo on. 

Then I fay that, 

7- J' + 4- F" 

ir c/7 + -r‘5^ + -h F* + -ir F 
f ^ + Hr cr + 4- F* + Hr p 

P + F7 + -i-W'* -{?(? 

Corollory IV. If the Terms AyB, Cy D, £, F&c. of a Se¬ 
ries be continually decreafing, and that the Relation which 
each Term of the Series has to the fame number of preceding 
ones be conftantly expreft by the fame number of given 
Fractions -*-> -*•, &c. For Example, if E be equal 
to J.- D 4- j_ C q- ~ By and F be alfo equal to -L. E 4- J.D 
q- JL Cy and fo on: Then I fay that all the Terms Ad 
infinitum of fuch Series as this, may be eafily fummed up, 
by following the fteps of the Analyfis ufed in this Prob¬ 
lem ; of which feveral Inflances will be given in the Prob¬ 
lem relating to the duration of Play. 

And if the Terms of fuch Series be multiplyed refpeft- 
ively by any Series of Terms, wbofe laft differences are equal, 
then the Series refulting fiom this multiplication is exactly 
fummable. 

And if there be two fuch Series or more, and the Terms 
of one be refpe&ively multiply ed by rhecorrefponding Terms 
of the other, then the Series refulting from this multiplica¬ 
tion will be exa&ly fummable. 

Laftly, If there be feveral Series fo related to one another, 
that each Term in the one may have to a certain number 
of terms in the other certain given porportions, and that the 
order of thefe proportions be conftant and uniform, then will 
all thofe Series be exaftly fummable. The 

B' = 

C' = 

F = 

F = 

F = 

A' — 
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The foregoing Problem having been formerly Solved by 
me, and Printed in the Fbilofophical Tranfattions N° 341. Dr. 
Brook Taylor, that Excellent Mathematician, Secretary to the 
Royal Society, and my Worthy Friend, foon after communi¬ 
cated to me a very Ingenious Method of his, for finding the 
Relations which the Probabilities of winning bear to one- 
another, in the cafe of an equality of Skill becween the Game- 
fters. The Method is as follows. 

Let BACD reprefent the four Gamefters; let alfo the two 
firft Letters reprefent that B beats A the firft Game, and 
the other two the order of Play. 

This being fuppofed, the circumftances of the Gamefters 
will be reprefented in the next Game by BCD A or CBDA. 

Again, the two preceding Combinations will each of them 
produce two more Combinations for the Game following, 
fo that the Combinations for that Game will be four in all, 
viz. BDAC1 DBAC, and CDAB, DCAB; which may be fitly 
reprefented by the following Scheme. 

BACD 

'BCDA ' CBDA' 

rBDAC DBAc' CDAB ~DCAB 

It appears from this Scheme, that if the Combination CBDA 
Happens, which muft be in thefecond Game, then B will be 
in the fame Circumftance wherein A was the Game before ; 
the conformity of which Circumftances lies in this, that B is 
beat by one who was juft come into Play when he engaged 
him. It appears likewife, that if the Combination DBAC 
Happens, which muft be in the third Game, then B is again 
in the fame Circumftance wherein^ was two Games be¬ 
fore. 

But the Probability of the firft Circumftance is -j-t and 

the Probability of the fecond is 
Wherefore the Probability which B has of winning the 

Set, in any number of Games taken from the beginning, is 4- 
of the Probability which A has of winning it in the fame 
number of Games wanting one, taken from the beginning; as 

D d alfo 
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alfo ~~ of the Probability which he has of winning in the 
fame number of Games wanting two. From which it fol¬ 
lows, that if the Probability which B has of winning the Set, 
in Five Games for inftance, and the Probabilities which A 
has of winning it in Four and Three, be refpe&ivdy denoted 
by Bv9 A!!Uy A/u, we fhall have the Equation, Bv = ±. A"" 

q. _j__ a"[ which is conformable to what we had found 

before. And from the Infpedion of the fame Scheme may 
likewife be deduced the Relations of the Probabilities of win¬ 
ning, as they lye between the other Gamefters. And other 
Schemes of this nature for any number of Gamefters may 
eafily be made in imitation of this, by which the Probabi¬ 
lities of winning or being Fined may be determined by bare 
Infpe&ion. 

PROBLEM XXXIII. 
TW 0 Gamefters A and B, whofe proportion of Skill is as 

a to b, each having a certain number of Pieces, play to- 
gether on condition that as often as A Wins a Game, B [hall 
give him one Piece, and that as often as B Wins a Game, A [hall 
give him one Piece; and that they ceafe not to Play till fuch time 
as either one or the other has got all the Pieces of his adverfary. 
Now let us fuppoje two Spectators R and S to lay a Wager a- 
bout the Ending of the Play, the firft of them laying that the Play 
will be Ended in a certain number of Games which he affigns; 
the other laying to the contrary. What is the Probability that S 
has of Winning his Wager ? 

SOLUTION. 

CASE I. 
LET Two be the number of Pieces which each Game- 

fter has, let alfo Two be the number of Games about 
which the Wager is laid: Now becaufe two is the number 
of Games contended for, let a-\-b be raifed to its Square, 
viz. aa q- zab -f bb; and it is plain that the Term zab favours 
Sy and that the other two are againft him, and confequently 

that the Probability he has of Winning is -==^. 

CASE IL 
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CASE II. 
T ET Two be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, 

but let Three be the number of Games upon which 
the Wager is laid: Then a-\-b being raifed to its Cube 
'viz,. 4s 4 344^4 3abb + b1, it is plain that the two Terms 
4? and fa are contrary to S, fince they denote the number of 
Chances for winning three times together; ’tis plain alfo that 
the other Terms 3aab 4 yabb are partly for him, partly againft 
him. Let thefe Terms therefore be divided into their proper 
parts, viz. ^aab into aab, aba, baa, and 3abb, into abb, bab, bba. 
Now out of thefe Six parts there are four which are favou¬ 
rable to Sj viz: aba, baa, abb, bab or 2aab 4 2abb; from whence 
it follows that the Probability which S has of winning his 

Wager will be ~**^“**—i Or dividing both Numerator 

and Denominator by 44^, it will be found to be 

which is the fame as before. 

CASE III. 

LET Two be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, 
' and Four the number of Games upon which the Wager 

is laid: Let therefore 4 4 b be raifed to the fourth Power, 
which is 44 4 4 a>b 4 6 a abb 4 44^ 4 b\ The Terms 
44 4 4 a*b 4 44^ 4 b* are wholly againft S, and the only 
Term 6 aabb is partly for him, partly againft him: Let this 
Term therefore be divided into its Parts, viz. aabb, abab, 
abba, baab, baba, bbaa ; and Four of thefe Parts abab, abba, baab, 
baba, or 4aabb will be found to favours S;. from which it 

follows, that his Probability of winning will be 
«4 bV 

CASE IV. 

IF Two be the number of Peices of each Gamefter, and 
Five the number of Games about which the Wager 

is laid; the Probability which S has of Winning his Wager 
will be found to be the fame as in the preceding Cafe, 

VIZ. 
OfCtabb ' 

V+14 ‘ 
GENE- 
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GENERA L LE. 

Let Two be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, and 
a-l-d the number of Games about which R and 5 contend, 
and it will be found that the Probability which 6" has of 

TIP 
Winning will be But if d be an odd Number, 

a-\-W 2"b d 

fubftitute d — i in the room of it. 

CASE V. 

LET Three be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, 
and 34-^ the number of Games upon which the Wa¬ 

ger is laid ,* and the Probability which S has of Winning 
iTt^ 

will be r But if d be an Odd Number, you are 
2 ' 

to fubftitute in the room of it. 

CASE VI. 

IF the number of Pieces of each Gamefter be more than 
Three, the Expe&ation of Sy or the Probability there is 

that the Play will not be Ended in a given number of Games, 
may be determined in the following manner. 

A General RV LE for Determining what V rob ability there 
is that the Play will not be Ended in a given number of 
Games. 

LET n be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter; let 
alfo n-\-d be the number of Games given. Raife a+b 

to the Power n, then cut off the two extream Terms, and 
multiply the remainder by aa 4- zab 4- bb : then cut off again 
the two Extreams, and multiply again the remainder by 
aa 4- zab 4- bb, ftill reje&ing the two Extreams, and fo on, 
making as many Multiplycations as there are Units in ~-d; 
Let the laft Product be the Numerator of a Fra&ion whofe 

.Denominator is anc* Fra&ion will exprefsthe 
Proba- 
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Probability required, or the Expedation of S. Still obferving 
that if d be an Odd Number, you write d—i in the room 
of it. 

EXAMPLE I. 

LET Four be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, and 
Ten the number of Games given: In this Cafe n = 4, 

and #4- d = 10. Wherefore d == 6, and —i- d = 3. Let 
therefore a-\-b be raifed to the Fourth Power, and rejecting 
continually the Extreams, let three Multiplications be made 
by aa 4~ lab 4- bb. thus, 

ad) -p 4cflb + 6aabb -p 4ab* * (-p b* 
act -p lab -p bb 

4a^b) -p 6a*bb -p 4alb* 
-p 8a*bb -p 12^3^3 4- Saab* 

-p 40*b* 4“ 6aab* (4* 4ab> 

j\a*bb -p 20aib3 -p l^aab\ 
aa -p 2 ab -p bb 

U ■ ■ n ■ * ■ ■ 1 1 ■■ 1 1 11 '■'»■■■■ 1 1 

i^a6bb)-\- 20a^b* -p 140^4 
-p 28^5^3 4- ^oaib* -p.28^^5 

4- 14^4^4 4* 20aib$ ( -P 14aab6 
MVMMMU »*■ ■ " 1 1 11 

48u'bi *p 6%a*b* -p 48aib$ 
aa 4" 2<*b 4" bb 

48a^bty -p 6$a6b* -p a^Sa^b^ 
4-96^4+ J7,6a^b5 4- y6d*b6 

4- 48a^bs 4* 68a*b6 (4-48aibi 
wmmmmmmmjrn I « mm* l—■ .n—mmrnmmmrnm 

> 1640^4 4- 232^^5 4“ 164^4^. 

Wherefore the Probability that the Flay will not be ended 

in Ten Games will be ■ ■16-, which ex- 
*-p*V 

predion will be reduced to —5-^°. or —2J_, if there be an e- * . 1024 <$4 
quality of Skill between the Gamefters. Now this Fraction 
being fubtraded from Unity, the remainder will be 

which will exprefs the Probability of the Play Ending in 
E e Ten 
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Ten Games: And confequently it is 3y to 29, that two e- 
qual Gamefters playing together, there will not be Four Stakes 
loft on either fide in Ten Games. 

N. B. The foregoing Operation may be very much con¬ 
tracted by omitting the Letters a and b, and reftoring them 
after the laft Multiplication ; which may be done in this man¬ 
ner. Make n 4- J~~d — 1 = />, and ~ d 4- 1 = q: Then an¬ 

nex to the refpeCtive Terms refulting from the laft Multipli¬ 
cation the literal Products a*bvy at-'bi*1, a^~2b^+2 dec. 
Thus in the foregoing Example, inftead of the firft Multi¬ 
plicand 4 alb 4- 6 aabb 4- 4 ab*y we might have taken only 
^464 4, and inftead of Multiplying Three times by 
ax 4- 2 ab 4- bb9 we might have Multiplyed only by 1 4- 2 4- 1, 
which would have made the laft Terms to have been 164 + 
2324 164. Now fince that n is == 4 and d = 6, will 
be == 6, and q = 4; and confequently the literal Produces 
to be annext to the Terms 164 4- 232 4- 164 will be re- 
fpe&ively a6b\ a’b5, a*br’, which will make the Terms refult¬ 
ing from the laft Multiplication to be 164 a6 b* 4- 232 a>b\ 
4- 164 at b6, as they had been found before. 

EXAMPLE IT. 

LET Five be the number of Pieces of each Gamefter, and 
Ten the number of Games given. Let alfo the propor¬ 

tion of Skill between A and B be as Two to One. 
Since n is = 5, and n 4- d = 10, it follows that d is = y. 

Now d being an odd number muft be leftened by Unity, 
and fuppofed = 4, fo that -~d = 2. Let therefore a-\~b be 
raifed to the fifth Power; and always reje&ing the extreams. 
Multiply twice by aa 4- zab 4- bby or rather by 14241; 
thus, 
0 + 5 +10+104-s(+r 204- 35 4-35 + 20 

1 + 2 + 1 1+2+1 

5) + io + 10+5 
+ 10 + 20 + 20 + 10 

+ 54-10 + lo(+ 5 

i > t 5> -r m 
40 + 70 +704- 40 

2o + 35 + 35(+20 

20 + 35 + 35 + 20 75+125+125+75 

Now 
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Now to fupply the literal Products that are wanting, let 
n + ~d— 1 be made = />, and d 4- 1 = q, then p will 

be = 6 and q = 3. Wherefore the Products to be annext, 
viz. a? fa, &c. will become a6b*y a*b*9 a*b\ a*b6 \ 
and confequently the Expectation of S will be found to be 

7 fa6 b} -f- X 2 $ a* b* -f- I 2 ; a4 bs -f- 7 $ a^b6 

N. B. When n is an odd number, as it is in this Cafe, 
the Expectation of S will always be divifible by a-\-b. Where¬ 
fore dividing both Numerator and Denominator by a-\-by the 
foregoing Expreffion will be reduced to 

—HillI± 5° *W±1L2**L1 or 2 - ai ft x 3«*+ 2*6+ %bb 

*+6'8 ? 8 
Let now a be interpreted by 2 and b by i, and the Ex¬ 

pectation of S will become...?'800 » . 

PROBLEM XXXIV. 

THE fame Things being given as in the preceding Problem a9 
to find the Expectation of R, or otherrvife what the Probabi¬ 

lity is that the Play will be Ended in a given number of Games*. 

SOLUTION.- 

FIrfi, It is plain that if the Expectation of S, obtained by 
the preceding Problem, be fubtraCted from Unity, there 

will remain the Expectation of R. 
Secondly, Since the Expectation of S decreafes continually 

as the number of Games increafes, and that the Terms we 
rejected in the former Problem being divided by aa -f vab -f bb 
are the Decrement of his Expectation ; it follows, that if thofe 
rejected Terms be divided continually by a-\-bz they will be 
the Increment of the Expectation of R. Wherefore the Ex¬ 
pectation of R may be exprefied by means of thofe rejected 
Terms. Thus, in the fecond Example of the preceding Pro¬ 
blem, the Expectation of R exprefled by means of the re¬ 
jected Terms will be found to be 

a' +bt 
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»* 4-v 

a f 4" b * 

+ $ a6b 4~ $ ab6 
+ 

2 0 a"1 bb 4* 2 o a a 

' 

a-\~o' 
XI + 

5 ab 

a-4 
+ 

20 nabb 

a 

In the like manner, if Six were the number of the Pieces 
of each Gamefter, and the number of Games were Fourteen; 
it would be found that the Expectation of R would be 

lie a3 b* ! 429 a* b* # 

'Tp6 ^ ~Tpsr~ ’ 

And if Seven were the number of the Pieces of each Game- 
fler, and the number of Games given were Fifteen,* then 
the Expectation of K would be found to be 

^A-b'' . “T 7*6 , -Haabb , l $ 4 «3 ~ ~ 6 ? 7 

“iqp? XI+ + ^fb\6 ^ TWl1 

N. B. The number of Terms of thefe Series will always 
be equal to _J_ d 4 i, if d be an even number, or to ~i_ 

if it be odd. 
Thirdly, All the Terms of thefe Series have to one another 

certain Relations; which being once difcovered, each Term 
of any Series refulting from any Cafe of this Problem, may 
be eafily generated from the preceding ones. 

Thus in the firft of the two laft foregoing Series, the Nu¬ 
merical Coefficient belonging to the Numerator of each Term, 
may be derived from the preceding ones, in the following 
manner. Let /(,, L, M be the Three laft Coefficients, and 
let N be the Coefficient of the next Term wanted; then it 
will be found that N in that Series will conftantly be equal 
to 6 M—9 L + i /(,. Wherefore if the Term which would 

follow — ILLC---4— , in the Cafe of Sixteen'Games given, 
a-\-b' 

were defired; then make M := 419, T = 110, /C = i7» 
and the following Coefficient will be found 1638. From 

whence it appears that the Term it felf would be -1 « 

Likewife, in the fecond of the two foregoing Series, if the 
Law by which each Term is related to the preceding ones 

were 
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were demanded, it might be thus found. Let /£, L, M, be 
the Coefficients of the three lafl Terms, and N the Coefficient 
of the Term defired; then N will in that Series, conftantly 
be equal to 7 M— 14 L + 7 or to M—2 L~^~K x 7. 
Now this Coefficient being obtained, the Term to which it 
belongs is formed immediately. 

But if the general Law, by which each Coefficient is ge¬ 
nerated from the preceding ones, be demanded, it will be 
expreft as follows. Let n be the number of Pieces of each 
Gamefter : Then each Coefficient contains 

n times the lafl:, 

— n times the lafl: but one, 

4. n x x times the lafl: but two, 

— n x x x times the lafl: but three, 
2 ? 4 

4- n x x x ~_L. x -2^2- times the lafl: but four, 

&c. 3 

Thus the number of Pieces of each Gamefter being Six, 
the firft Term n would be = 6, the fecond Term n x -ini 
would be = 9, the third Term n x x -iz* would be = z; 

the reft of the Terms vanilhing in this Cafe. Wherefore if 
/£, L, M are the three laft Coefficients, the Coefficient of the 
following Term will be 6 M — 9 L 4- * 

Fourthly, The Coefficient of any Term of thefe Series may 
be found, independently from any relation they may have 
to the preceding ones: In order to which it is to be obfer- 
ved that each Term of thefe Series is proportional to the 
Probability of the Plays Ending in a certain number of Games 
precifely : Thus in the Series which exprefles the Expe&ation 
of R, when each Gamefter is fuppofed to have Six Pieces, 
viz. _ 
a6 + b6 ^ , 6ab , 27 atibb , no a* b* , 429 a* b* 

IP" 1 + + » 
the laft Term, being multiplied by the common Multipli- 

cator fet down before the Series, that is the Pro- 
a~\- o' ' 

du£t > denotes the Probability of the Plays 

F f End- 
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Ending in Fourteen Games precifely. Wherefore if thatTernr 
were defired which expretfes the Probability of the Plays End¬ 
ing in Twenty Games precifely, or in any number of Games 
denoted by n-\-d} I fay that the Coefficient of that Term will 
be, 

_J_ x -2— x -nJrd'~— x nJr.d—— x ”dr.4-TJ. &c. continued 
ill 3 4 

to fo many Terms as there are Units in -±-d + *• 

-L*±d~} &c.conti- 
II 2 3 4 

nued to fo many Terms as there are Units in —~-d 4- 1 — n. 

4 _J_ X -12- X ”+<*-'■ x X &c.continu- 
1 i i 2 3 4 

ed to fo many Terms as there are Units in -L-d 4. 1 — z n. 

-l-x-H- X x x &c. con- 
112 3 4 

tinued to fo many Terms as there are Units in -L-d 4- 1.— 3 n.. 

&c. 

Let now n 4* d be fuppofed = 20, n being already fup- 
pofed = 6, then the Coefficient demanded will be found from 
the general Rule to be, 

= 23256 

= 18 

Wherefore the Coefficient demanded will be 232^6— 18 
— 23238: And then the Term it felf to which this Co¬ 

efficient does belong, will be Confequently the 
O' 

Probability of the Plays Ending in Twenty Games precifely 

will be a6A-b6 z 3 2 3 8*7 P 
jqp t * T+P*,4' 

Fifthly, By the help of the two Methods explained in this 
Problem ( whereof the firft is for finding the relation which 
any Term of the Series refulting from the Problem, has to a 
certain number of preceding ones ; and the fecond for find¬ 
ing any Term of the Series independently from any other 
Term) together with the Method of fumming up any given 

num- 
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number of Terms of thefe Series, (which fhall be explained 
in its place); the Probability of the Plays Ending in any gi¬ 
ven number of Games, will be found much more readily than 
can be done by either of the two firft Methods taken 
fingly. 

PROBLEM XXXV. 
SVppofing A and B to pixy together, till fuch time as Tour 

Stakes are Won or Loft on either fide: What muft be their pro¬ 
portion of Skilly to make it as Probable that the Play will be End¬ 
ed in Four Garnesy as not ? 

S O L U T I O N. 

•"T^HE Probability of the Play Ending in Four Games, is 

by the preceding Problem ; Now becaufe, by. 

Hypothefisy it is to be an equal Chance whether the Play 
Ends or Ends not in Four Games; let this expreflion of the 
Probability be made equal to And we lhall have this 

Equation which, making by a: : i, *, is re¬ 

duced to — . or*.4 — 4**— 6 zz— 4z +i=o.' 

Let iizz be added on both Tides the Equation, then will 
— 4 z* 6 zz — 4*4-1 be = 12**5 and extradfing 

the fquare Root on both Tides, it will be reduced to this 
Quadratick Equation**;— iz + i = zVu, whofedouble 
Root is *.= c, z74 and —i—. Wherefore whether the Skill- 

of A be to that of B as 5.174m 1, or as 1 to 5 274, there 
will be an equality of Chance for the Play to be Ended or 
not Ended in Four Games.. 

PROBLEM XXXVI. 

SVppofwg that A and B Play till fuch time as Four- Stakes 
are Won or Loft : What muft be their proportion of Skilly 

to make it a Wager of Three to One} that the Play will be End¬ 

ed in Four Games f 

SOLU- 
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SOLUTION. 

TH E Probability of the Plays Ending in Four Games, 
arifing from the number of Games Four, from the 

number of Stakes Four, and from the proportion of Skill 

is • The fame Probability arifing from the odds of 

Three to One, is -!-• Wherefore and fup- 

pofing b, a :: 1, z, the foregoing Equation will be changed 

into -*V*V4- = —L- or z4— 12 zs —• 18 — i^z4-1=0. 
z-f-11 4 

Let 5 6zz be added on both Tides the Equation, then we 
lhall have z* — 12 z* 4 38 zz — 12 z 4 1 = 56zz. And 
Extracting the fquare Root on both fides, we (hall have 
2;^ — 4 1 = 56) the Roots of which Equation will 
be found 13.407 and _i_. Wherefore, whether the Skill 
of A be to that of B as 13.407 to 1, or as 1 to 13.407,^5 
a Wager of Three to One, that the Play will be ended in 
Four Games. 

PROBLEM XXXVII. 

SVppofing that A and B Play till fuch time as Four Stakes 
are Won or Lojl; What mufi be their proportion of Skill, 

to make it an equal Wager that the Play will be Ended in Six 
Games ? 

SOLUTION. 

TH E Probability of the Plays Ending in Six Games, arifing 
from the given number Six, from the number of Stakes 

Four, and from the proportion of Skill, is ■ x 1 4. 

The fame Probability arifing from an equality of Chance for 
Ending or not Ending in Six Games, is equal to from 

whence refults the Equation -=p“rr *1 + — X which 

by making by a : : i, z may be changed into the following, 
viz. **46^ —13^ — 20^— 13^4 6*4- i = o. 

In 
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In this Equation, the Coefficients of the Terms equally 
diftant from the Extreams being the fame, let it be fuppofed 
that the Equation is generated from the Multiplication of two 
other Equations of the fame nature, viz, zz—yz q- i = o, 

and z* q- pz3 q- qzz q- pz i = o. Now the Equation 
refulting from the Multiplication of thefe two will be 

—y + i + i 4/> 
z6 z* —- py z* q- z3 — py zz z q- i =r o, 

4 P 4 2 ~ — $y 4 i —y 

which being compared with the firft Equation, we (hall have 
p — y= 6, I —py 4 q = — I 3, zp—W = — ao. 

From hence will be deduced a new Equation, viz, y3 q- 
—167 —31 = o, one of whofe Roots will be 1.9644; 
which being fubftituted in the Equation zz—yz +1=0, 

we fhall at lalt come to the Equation zz — 1.9644 z q- 1 = o, 
of which the two Roots will be 1.576 and —1— It follows 

therefore, that if the Skill of either Gamefter be to that of 
the other as 1.576 to 1; there will be an equal Chance for 
Four Stakes to be Loft, or not to be Loft, in Six Games. 

Corollary. If the Coefficients of the Extream Terms of an 
Equation, and likewife the Coefficients of the other Terms 
equally diftant from the Extreams, be the fame, that Equa¬ 
tion will be reducible to another, in which the Dimenfions 
of the higheft Term will not exceed half the Dimenfions of 
the higheft Term in the former. 

PROBLEM XXXVIII. 
SVppofng A anti B, rvhofe proportion of Skill is as a to b, to 

Play together till fuch time as A either Wins a certain num¬ 
ber q of Stakes, or B fome other number p of them: What is 
the Probability that the Play will not be Ended in a given num¬ 

ber of Games ? 

SOLUTION. 

TAKE the Binomial a+b, and reje&ing continually thofe 
Terms in which the Dimenfions of the quantity a ex¬ 

ceed the Dimenfions of the quantity b by rejecting alfo 
G g thofe 
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thofe Terms in which the Dimenfions of the quantity b ex¬ 
ceed the Dimenfions of the quantity a. by p; multiply con- 
ftantly the remainder by *-p£, and make as many Multipli¬ 
cations, as there are Units in the given number of Games 
wanting one. Then fhall the laft ProduCt be the Numerator 
of a Fradlion exprefling the Probability required; the Deno¬ 
minator of which Fraction always being the Binomial a -p b 

raifed to that Power which is denoted by the given num¬ 
ber of Games. 

\ * 

EXAMPLE. 

LET p be = 3, q = 2, and let the given number of 
Games be = 7. Let the following Operation be made 

according to the foregoing dire&ions. 

a -P b 
aJrb 

aa') -p 2ctb -p bb 
a-\-b 

2 aab -P 3 abb -p ( -p 
a -p b 

2 a*b) -p $aabb + 3 ab* 
a -p b 

5 aibb -p 8 aab3 -p (3 ab+ 
a -p b 

$a*bb) -p 13 a>fo -p 8 aab* 
a *p b 

l%a*bi -p 21 alb* (-p 8 aab*. 

From this Operation we may conclude, that the Proba¬ 
bility that the Play will not be Ended in Seven Games 

is equal to —*-? *3 h* % Now if an Equality of Skill 

be fuppofed between A and B} the Expreflion of this Proba¬ 
bility 
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bility will be reduced to —or -EL-: Wherefore the 

Probability that the Play will End in Seven Games will 
be -|2_; from which it follows that ’tis 47 to 17 that in Se¬ 

ven Games, either A wins two Stakes or B wins three. 

PROBLEM XXXIX. 
THE fame Things being [appos'd as in the preceding Problem, 

to find the Probability of the Plays being Ended in a gi¬ 
ven nuniber of Games. 

SOLUTION. 

FIrfl, If the Probability of the Plays not being Ended in 
the given number of Games be fubtratted from Unity, 

there will remain the Probability of its being Ended in the 
fame number of Games. 

Secondly, This Probability may be exprefled by means of 
the Terms rejetted in the Operation belonging to the prece¬ 
ding Problem; Thus, if the number of Stakes be Three and 
Two, the Probability of the Plays being Ended in Seven 
Games may be exprefled as follows. 

a a 

'+ a-\-b\ 

I 4- ■ 
2 a b 

‘ + ‘ 
a abb 

a 4~ b a-\~b) * 

1 + - 

3 a b 
1 ‘ 4" 

8 a a bb 

Suppoflng a and b both equal to Unity, the fum of the 
firft Series will be = and the fum of the fecond will 

be = which two fums being added together, the ag¬ 

gregate -iz. exprefles the Probability that in Seven Games 

either A (hall win Two Stakes or B Three. 
Thirdly, The Probability of the Plays being Ended in a 

certain number of Games, or fooner, is always compofed of a 
double Series, when the Stakes are unequal; which double 
Series is reduced to a Angle one, in the Cafe of equality 
of Stakes. 

The firfl; Series always exprefles the Probability there is that 
Ay in a given number of Games, or fooner, may win of B the 

num- 
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number q of Stakes, excluding the Probability there is, that 
B, before that time, may be in a circumftance of winning 
the number p of Stakes. Both which Probabilities are not 
inconfiftent together; for A in Fifteen Games, for Inftance, 
or fooner, may win Two Stakes of B, though# before that 
time may have been in a circumftance of winning Three 
Stakes of A. 

The fecond Series always expreffes the Probability there is 
that By in that given number of Games or fooner, may win 
of A a certain number p of Stakes, excluding the Probability 
there is that Ay before that time, may win of B the number 
q of Stakes. 

The firft Terms of each Series maybe reprefented refpeft- 
ively by the following Terms. 

c,ab qXc[-\-l%a«bb , ?X?-)-4X^;X^ n J 

^ TR* ^ 1X2xa-Hl* ^ iX2X3X*-{-^6 OCU ana 

1 +■ 
p a b 

\ t 
a T 

pxp + 3Xaabb -{-^aWo 

IX2XTFP4 ‘ 1X2X3X411° 

Each of thefe Series continuing in that regularity, till fuch 
time as there be a number p of Terms taken in the firft, and 
a number q of Terms taken in the fecond; after which the 
Law of the continuation breaks off. 

Now in order to find any of the Terms following in either of 
thefe Series, proceed thus ; let p + q — 2 be called l; let the 
Coefficient of the Term defired be T; let alfo the Coefficients 
of the preceding Terms taken in an inverted order be S, R, 
Qs P &c. Then will T be equal to IS — ±ll x±z*_R 4- izl 

X Izlx-kii-fi.— ±z2-x±iLxliJLxlztP&c. Thus if/>be=3, 

and q = 2, then l will be 3 4- z — 2 = 3. Wherefore / S —. 
izL x izl x B would in this Cafe be equal to 3 S — R; 

which Ihews that the Coefficient of any Term defired would 
be conftantly three times the laft, minus once the laft but one. 

To apply this, let it be required to find what Probability 
there is, that in Fifteen Games or fooner, either A lhall win 
two Stakes of #, or B three Stakes of A; or which is all one, 
to find what Probability there is, that the Play Lhall end in 
Fifteen Games or fooner, A and B refolving to Play, till fuch 
time as A either wins three Stakes, or B two. 

Let 
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Let Two and Three, in the two foregoing Series, be fub- 
ftituted refpe&ively in the room of q and p\ then the three 
firft Terms of the firft Series will be, fetting afide the com- 

mon Multiplicator, i -p • Likewife the two 

firft Terms of the fecond will be i 4- ■ Now becaufe 
a-\- bi 

the Coefficient of any 1'erm defired in each Series, is re* 
fpedtively three times the laft, minus once the laft but one, 
it follows, that the next Coefficient in the firft Series will 
be 15, and by the fame rule the next to it 34, and fo on. 
In the fame manner the next Coefficient in the fecond Se¬ 
ries will be found to be 8, and the next to it 11, and fo on. 
Wherefore, reftoring the common Multiplicators, the two Se¬ 
ries will be 

a* t 2 ab . naabb , i^a^b^ , 34 a* b* 1 89 b> 

t+t* 1 jL2±I_" *-h14 + ^ ‘t+bv9 
. 213 a6 b6 

+ hF* 

—-AL_vt JL _ 3 a b 1 8 aabb , 21 a3b* _j_ 5 5 a* b* , 144^^^ 
^3 ' a-\-l,)x~ *T 5 ^4^8 *+7^ 

1 311^ b6 

a + bV* * 

If we fuppofe an equality of Skill between A and JJ, the 
fum of the firft Series will be -lizi® the fum of the fecond 

^2760 

will be and the aggregate of thefe two fums will 

be which will exprefs the Probability of the Plays 
Ending in Fifteen Games or fooner, This laft Fraction be¬ 
ing fubtra&ed from Unity, there will remain -■5 97 ■, which * ^276^ 
exprefles the Probability of the Plays continuing for Fifteen 
Games at leaft : Wherefore ’tis 31171 to 1597, or 39 to z 
nearly, that one of the two equal Gamefters, that lhall be 
pitcht upon, fhall in Fifteen Games, or fooner, either win Two 
Stakes of his adverfary, or lofe Three to him. 

N. B. The Index of the Denominator in the laft Term of 
each Series, and the Index of the common Multiplicator pre- 

H h fixe 
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fixt to it, being added together, mud either equal the num¬ 
ber of Games given, or be lefs than it by Unity. Thus, in 
the firft Series, the Index n of the Denominator of the laft 
Term, and the Index 2 of the common Muitiplicator being 
added together, the fum is 14, which is lefs by Unity than 
the number of Games given. So likewife in the fecond Series, 
the Index ix of the Denominator of the lad: Term, and the 
Index 3 of the common Muitiplicator being added together, 
the fum is 15, which precifely equals the number of Games 
given. 

It is carefully to be obferved, that thefe two Series taken 
together, exprefs the Expectation of one and the fame Perfon, 
and not of two different Perfons; that is properly the Ex¬ 
pectation of a fpeclator who lays a Wager that the Play will 
be Ended in a given number of Games. Yet in one Cafe 
they may exprefs the Expectations of two different Perfons: 
For Inltance, of the Gamefters themfelves, provided that both 
Series be continued infinitely; for in that Cafe, the firft Se¬ 
ries infinitely continued will exprefs the Probability that the 
Gamefter A may fooner win two Stakes of B, than that he 
may lofe three to him: Likewife the fecond Series infinitely 
continued will exprefs the Probability that the Gamefter B 
may fooner win three Stakes of A, than that he may lofe 
two to him. And it will be found, when we come to treat 
of the method of fumming up thefe Series, that the firft Series 
infinitely continued will be to the fecond infinitely continued, 
in the proportion of 44 x aa-^ab-ybb to a-\~b ; that is9 
in the Cafe of an equality of Skill, as three to two; which 
is conformable to what we have faid in our IXth. Problem. 

Fourthly, Any Term of thefe Series may be found indepen¬ 
dently from any of the preceding ones: For if a Wager be laid 
that A (hall either win a certain number of Stakes denomina¬ 
ted by q\ or that B fhall win a certain number of them deno¬ 
minated by />, and that the number of Games given be exprefled 
by qJfd; then I fay that the Coefficient of any Term in the 
firft Series, anfwering to that number of Games, will be 

q—x _jl_ x jJr.d~±. x efJrd~~J=- x . Scc. conti- 
1 1 2 3 4 

nued to fo many Terms as there are Units in — d 4- x. 
2 
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x 7+f-tULy x±£^i &c. conti- 
- 1 2 3 4 

nued to fo many Terms as there are Units in ~—d •+ i —■/>. 

+ -px x 2±1=lL x -1+^. x d±±zx See continu- 

ed to fo many Terms as there are Units in-i-^4-1 —p — <]' 

-1_ x U±*L x 2±^x x &c. conti- 
412 3 4 

nued to fo many Terms as there are Units in _i_ i -f i — zp_q» 

+ ^xJi^xH^xj±p.xi4^zl. &c. continued 

to fo many Terms as there are Units in ±-d -p i — zp— zq. 

- - xJLkJFL ^J±T^X &c.continu. 

ed to fo many Terms as there are Units in -L.d 4. 1—3p — iq. 

+ -i-x &c. conti- 
— •# r 

nued to fo many Terms as there are Units in J-d 4- 1 — 3 p—3^, 
&c. 

And the fame Law will hold for the other Series, calling 
the number of Games given, and changing q into p, 

and p into q, as alfo d into A 
But when it Happens that d is an odd number, fubfti- 

tute d—1 in the room of it, and the like for A 

PROBLEM XL. IF A and B, ivhofe proportion of Skill is fuppofed as a to b, 
play together: What is the Probability that one of them, jup~ 

pofe A, may in a number of Games not exceeding a number given, 

win of B a certain number of Stakes ? Leaving it wholly indiffe- 
rent whether B before the expiration of thofe Games may or may 
not have been in a circumfiance of winning the fame, or any other 

number oj Stakes of A. 

SOLUTION. 

SUppofing n to be the number of Stakes which A is to 
win of B, and n-\-d the given numbe- of Games ; let a-^b 

be raifed to the Power whoie Index is »^d : Then if d be 
an 
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an odd Number, take fo many Terms of that Power as there 
are Units in take alfo as many of the Terms next 

following as have been taken already, but prefix to them, in 
an inverted order, the Coefficients of the preceding Terms. 
But if d be an even number, take fo many Terms of the faid 
Power as there are Units in -i—^4* 1; then take as many of 
the Terms next following as there are Units in —d^ and 

prefix to them, in an inverted order, the Coefficients of the 
preceding Terms, omitting the laft of them ; and thofe Terms 
taken all together will compofe the Numerator of a Fradtion 
expreffing the Probability required, its Denominator being 

T+T, ?l+d> 

EXAMPLE I. 

CUppofing the number of Stakes which A is to win to be 
& Three, and the given number of Games to be Ten; let 
a-\-b be raifed to the tenth Power, viz,. a'° 4-10 a9b-\- 45- a*bb 
4- 120 tfb1 4- 210a*b+ 4- 252 a5bs 4- 210 a4b6 4- 120alb7 
4- 45 axb% 4- 10 ab9 4- bla. Then by reafon that n is = $ 
&nd n\d =r 10, it follows that d is = 7, and = 4. 

Wherefore let the Four fir ft Terms of the faid Power be 
taken, viz. a,!® 4- 1 o a9b 4- 45 a% bb110 ^b\ and let the 
Four Terms next following be taken likewife, without re¬ 
gard to their Coefficients ,* then prefix to them, in an Inverted 
order, the Coefficients of the preceding Terms: Thus the Four 
Terms following with their new Coefficients, will be 120 a6 b* 
4- 44- 10 a* b6 4 1 43 K And the Probability which 
A has of winning Three Stakes of B in Ten Games, or foo« 
ner, will be exprefted by the following Fraction, 

.&l*-irloa9bArASa%bb'\-izoa°ibi> 4* izca6b4 ^tfct'b’ -\-\ocnb6 4-a^bi 

~~ 

which, in the Cafe of an equality of Skill between A and B, 
will be reduced to .ill.. nr 

l024 j 2 
. 

E X- 
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EXAMPLE II. 

CUppofing the number of Stakes which A is to win to be 
^ Four, and the given number of Games to be Ten ; let 
A-^rb be raifed to the tenth Power, and by reafon that n is = 4, 
and n-\-d = 10, it follows, that d — 6 and —L~d -4-1=4; 
wherefore let the Four firft Terms of the faid Power be ta¬ 
ken, viz,. al° -4- io a9 b -4— 4$ *8 bb -4- 120 a7 bl ; take alfo 
Three of the Terms following, but prefix to them, in an in- 
veiled order, the Coefficients of the Terms already taken, 
omitting the laft of them. Hence the Three Terms following 
with their new Coefficients will be 45* a6 b* -4- 10 a* bs -4-1 a♦ b°a 
And the Probability which A has of winning Four Stakes of 
B, in Ten Games or fooner, will be exprelfed by the follow¬ 
ing Fra&ion 

a10 *p 10a? b 4" 4? tf8 bb 4- 120 a? bl 4* 45 a6b* + 4- 1 ^bc 

which, in the Cafe of an equality of Skill between A and B, 
will be reduced to 0r 

Another SOLUTION. 

CUppofing, as before, that n be the number of Stakes which 
^ ^ is to win, and that the given number of Games be n-\-d 
the Probability which A has of winning will be exprefled by 
the following Series, viz. 

an 
x 1 + 

n a b 

a-\-bY + 
t X n -f- 3 X aa bb 

1 x 2 x «4 n 

»X«4'5X»4~6V-»4~7X^4^4 1 -- - - f 1 » / 

1X2X3 X 4 Xfl-f J\l 

+ 
»X»4-4X»4-y £3 

1 X 2x3 X 

which Series ought to be continued to fo many Terms as 
there are Units in -L-d 4- 1 ,* always obferving to fubfti- 

tute d—1 in the room of d, in cafe d be an odd number, or 
which is the fame thing, taking fo many Terms as there are 

Units in d 4- I 

I i 
2 

Now 
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Now fuppofing, as in the firft Example of the preceding 
Solution, that Three is the number of Stakes, and Ten the 
given number of Games, as alfo that there is an equality of 
Skill between A and B, the foregoing Series will become 

-4- x i -b —b ——b as before. 

REMARK. 

MOnfieur de Monmort, in the Second Edition of his 
Book of Chances, having given a very handfom So¬ 

lution of the Problem relating to the duration of Play, (which 
Solution is coincident with that of Monfieur Nicolas Bernotd- 

/y, to be feen in that Book ) and the Demonftration of it be¬ 
ing very naturally deduced from our firft Solution of the fore¬ 
going Problem, I thought the Reader would be well pleafed 
to fee it transferred to this place. 

Let it therefore be propofed to find the number of Chan¬ 
ces there are, for A either to win Two Stakes of B, or for B 
to win Three of A in Fifteen Games. 

The number of Chances required is exprefled by two Bran¬ 
ches of Series; all the Series of the firft Branch taken together 
exprefs the number of Chances there are for A to win Two 
Stakes of B, exclufive of the number of Chances there are 
for By before that time, to win Three Stakes of A. All the 
Series of the fecond Branch taken together exprefs the num¬ 
ber of Chances there are for B to win Three Stakes of A, 
exclufive of the number of Chances there are for A, before 
that time, to win Two Stakes of B. 

Firft Branch of SERIES. 

a'+b a'tb1 axlb^ allb+ al0b5 a9b6 a%bi cflb% a6b9 tfbl° a*bliaib^a'b1* 

l + i$ +105+455+13$$ +3003+ 5005+5005+ 3003+1365+4$$ +1054-1541 
— 1— 15 — 105 - 455 — 457 — 105— 15— 1 

+ 1+15+ 15+ 1 

1Second Branch of S E R I E S. 

b1* bl*ct bl^>^ blla> blla* bl0az b9a6 fflcP bb6a9 b^ct10 b*axl fact'* 
I +15 + 105+455+ 1365 + 3003 +5005+ 3003 +1365+455? +105+ 15+1 

— 1 — 15— 105 — 455 —1365-455- 105— 1 

+ 1+ 15+ 1 The 
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The literal Quantities, which are commonly annext to the 

numerical ones, are here written on the top of them; which 
is done, to the end that each Series being contained in one line, 
the dependency they have upon one another, may thereby be 
made the more confpicuous. 

The firft Series of the firft Branch exprefles the number of 
Chances there are for A to win Two Stakes of B, including 
the number of Chances there are for B, before the expira¬ 
tion of the Fifteen Games, to be in acircumftance of winning 
Three Stakes of A; which number of Chances may be de¬ 
duced from our foregoing Problem. 

The fecond Series of the firft Branch is a part of the firft, 
and exprefles the number of Chances there are, for B to win 
Three Stakes of A, out of the number of Chances there are 
for A in the firft Series, to win Two Stakes of B. It is to 
be obferved about this Series, Firft, that the Chances of B 
exprefled by it are not reftrained to Happen in any Order, 
that is, either before or after A has won Two Stakes of B. 
Secondly, that the literal Produ&s belonging to it are the fame 
with thofe of the correfponding Terms of the firft Series. - 
Thirdly, that it begins and ends at an interval from the firft 
and laft Terms of the firft Series equal to the number of Stakes 
which B is to win. Fourthly, that the numbers belonging to 
it are the numbers of the firft Series repeated in order, and 
continued to one half of its Terms; after which thofe num¬ 
bers return in an inverted order to the end of that Series, 
Which is to be underftood in cafe the number of its Terms 
fhould Happen to be even, for if it (hould Happen to be 
odd, then that order is to be continued to the greateft half, 
after which the return is made by omitting the laft number. 
Fifthly, that all the numbers of it are Negative. 

The Third Series of the firft Branch is a part of the fe¬ 
cond, and exprefles the number of Chances there are for A 
to win Two Stakes of B, out of the number of Chances 
there are in the fecond Series, for By to win Three Stakes of 
A; with this difference, that it begins and ends at an inter¬ 
val from the firft and laft Terms of the fecond Series, equal 
to the number of Stakes which A is to win; and that the 
Terms of it are all Pofitive. 
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It is to be obferved in general that, let the number 
of thefe Series be what it will, the Interval between the 
beginning of the firft and the beginning of the fecond, is to 
be equal to the number of Stakes which B is to win ; and 
that the Interval between the beginning of the fecond and 
the beginning of the third, is to be equal to the number 
of Stakes which A is to win; and that thefe Intervals re- 
curr alternately in the fame Order. It is to be obferved like* 
wife, that all thefe Series are alternately Pofitive and Nega¬ 
tive. 

All the Obfervations made upon the firft Branch of Series 
belonging alfo to the fecond, it would be needlefs to fay any 
more of them. 

Now the fum of all the Series of the firft Branch, being 
added to the fum of all the Series of the fecond, the aggre¬ 
gate of thefe fums will be the Numerator of a Fra&ion ex- 
preffing the Probability of the Plays terminating in the given 
number of Games; of which Fra&ion the Denominator is the 
Binomial a~\-b raifed to a Power, whofe Index is equal to 
that given number of Games. Thus, fuppofing that, in the 
Cafe of this Problem, both a and b aie equal to Unity, the 
fum of the Series in the firft Branch will be 18778, the fum 
of the Series in the fecond will be 12393; and the aggre¬ 
gate of both 31x71: And the Fifteenth Power of 2 being 
327685 it follows, that the Probability of the Plays termina¬ 
ting in Fifteen Games will be —which being fub- 

trafted from Unity, the remainder will be • From 
whence we may conclude, that Ms a Wager of 3117110 15*97, 
that either A in Fifteen Games fhall win Two Stakes of Bt 
or B win Three Stakes of A: Which is conformable to what 
we had before found in our XXXIXth, Problem. 

PROBLEM XLI. 
TO .Find whit Probability there is, that in a given number 

of Games, A may be winner of a certain number q of Stakes ; 
and at fome other time, B may l/kewife be winner of the number p 
of Stakes, Jo that both circumftances may Happen* 

S O L U- 
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SOLUTION. 

FIND, by our XL^ Problem, the Probability which A 
has of winning, without any Limitation, the number q of 

Stakes: Find alfo by our XXXIV/A Problem the Probability 
which A has of winning that number of Stakes before B may 
Happen to win the number p ; then from the firft Probability 
fubtra&ing the fecond, the remainder will exprefs the Probabi¬ 
lity there is, that both A and B may be in a circumftance of 
winning, but B before A. In the like manner, from the proba¬ 
bility which B has of winning without any Limitation, fub- 
tra&ing the Probability which he has of winning before A, the 
remainder will exprefs the Probability there is, that both A 
and B may be in a circumftance of winning, but A before B. 
Wherefore adding thefe two remainders together, their fum 
will exprefs the Probability required. 

Thus, if it were required to find what Probability there is, 
that in Ten Games A may win Two Stakes, and that at Tome 
other time B may win Three. The firft Series will be found 
to be, 

aa _ , 2 ab , 5 aabb , x 4 aJ b* , 4i«4i4 

The fecond Series will likewife be found to be 

a a 

4+01* 
x I 4- 

2 a b 
u 4- 

5 aabb 

ct 4" 4- 
1 3 a3b3 

a -p1} 6 
1_3 4 «4 
^ J+b}* 

The difference of thefe Series beingx 

expreffes the firft part of the Probability required, which, in 
the Cafe of an equality of Skill between the Gamefters, would 
be reduced to -V 

256 • 

The Third Series is as follows, 

b» 
x i 4-- 

3 ab gaab b 

The Fourth Series is 
8 aabb l _i_ .JJ.L 

The difference of thefe two Series being 

K k 

aabb , 

exprei- 
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expreffes the fecond part of Probability required, which, in 
the Cafe of an equality of Skill, would be reduced to 

Wherefore the Probability required would in this Cafe 
be _3— _i_ i_ — -2— Whence it follows, that 5tis a Wa- 

ger of 49y to 17, orot 29 to 1 very nearly, that in Ten Games, 
A and B may not both be in a circumftance of winning, viz*. 
A the number and B the number p of Stakes. But if, by 
the conditions of the Problem, it were left indifferent whether 
A or B fhould win the Two Stakes or the Three, then the 
Probability required would be increafed, and become as fol¬ 
lows, viz. ___ 

a a ^ a 3 b3 _j_8 a 4 b 4  

7+P[l * a-\-b6 7+b)S 

*3-\-b* ambb . 

x + *+*'6 * 

which, in the Cafe of an equality of Skill between the Game- 
fters, would be the double of what it was before. 

PROBLEM XLII. 
TO Bind what Probability there is, that in a given num¬ 

ber of Games, A may rvin the number q of Stakes ; with 
this farther condition, that B, during that whole number of Games f 
may never have been winner of the number p of Stakes. 

SOLUTION. 

FRom the Probability that A has to win without any limi¬ 
tation the number a of Stakes, fubtraft the Probability 

there is that both A and B may be winners, viz. A of the 
number and B of the number p of Stakes, and there will 
remain the Probability required. 

But, if the conditions of the Problem were extended to 
this alternative, viz. that either A fhould win the number 
q of Stakes, and B be excluded the winning of the number pj 
or that B fhould win the number p of Stakes, and A be ex¬ 
cluded the winning of the number the Probability that 
either the one or the other of thefe two Cafes may Happen, 
will eafily be deduced from what we have faid. 

LEM- 
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LEMMA I. 

IN any Series of Terms, whereof the firjl Differences are equal, 
the Third Term will he twice the Second, minus once the Firjl; 

and the Fourth Term like wife will be twice the Third, minus once 
the Second :■ Each following Term being always related in the fame 
manner to the two preceding ones. And as this relation is expref 
fed by the two Numbers 2— i, 1 therefore call thofe Numbers 
the Index of that Relation. 

In any Series of Terms, whofefecond Differences are equal, the Fourth 
Term will be three times the Third, minus three times the Second, 
plus once the Firfl : And each Term in Juch a Series is always re¬ 
lated in the fame manner to the three next preceding ones, ac¬ 
cording to the Index 3—3-1-1. Thus, if there be a Series of 
Squares, fach as 4,16,36,64,100, whofe fecond differences are known 
to be equal when their Roots have equal Intervals, as th y have 
in this Cafe, it will be found that the Fourth Term 64 is — 
3x36—3 xi6 -4- 1 X4, and that the Fifth Term 100 is = 
3 x 64— 3 x 36 -f- 1 x 16. In like manner, if there were a Se* 
ries of Triangular numbers, fuch as 3, 10, 21, 36, 55, whofe fe¬ 
cond Differences are known to be equal, when their fides have equal 
Intervals, as they have in this Cafe, it will be found that the Fourth 
Term i; = 3 x xi — 3x10*4-1x3, and that the Fifth Term 
is 7= 3 x 36 — 3x21-4-1x10; and Jo on. 

So likewife, if there were a Series of Terms whofe Third Diffe¬ 
rences are equal, or whofe Fourth Differences are — o; J'uch as is 
a Series of Cubes or Pyramidal numbers, or any other Series of num¬ 
bers generated by the Quantities ax3 -4- bxx -4- cx -4- d, when a, b, 
C, d being conflant Quantities, X is interpreted faccefjively by the 
Terms of any Arithmetic Prooreffion : Then it will be found that 
any Term of it is related to the Four next preceding ones, accor¬ 
ding to the following Index, viz,. 4 — 6 -4-4— 1, whoje parts are 
the Coefficients of the Binomial a—b raifed to the fourth Power, 
the firjl Coefficient being omitted. 

And generally, if there he any Series of Terms whoje la ft Diffe¬ 
rences are — o. Let the number denoting the rank of that diffe¬ 
rence be n; then the Index of the Relation of each Term to as 
many of the preceding ones as there are Units In n, will be ex- 
preffed by the Coefficients of the Binomial a b raifed to the 
Power n, omitting the firjl. But 
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But if the Relation of any Tenn of a Series to a con ft ant num¬ 
ber of preceding Terms, be exprejfed by any other Indices than thofe 
which are comprijed under the foregoing general haw ; or even if, 
thofe Indices remaining, any of their Signs or — be changed, 
that Series of Terms will have none of its differences equal to 
Nothing. 

lemma m. 

IF in any Series, the Terms A, B, C, D, E, F &c. be conti¬ 
nually deereaftng, and be fo related to one another that’each of 

them may have to the fame number of preceding Terms a certain 
given Relation, always expreffible by the fame Index ; I fay, that 
the fum of all the Terms of that Series ad infinitum may always 
be obtained. 

Fir ft, Let the Relation of each Term to the two preceding ones 
be exprejfed in this manner, viz. Let C be = mBr — nArr; 
and let D likewife be — mCr — n Brr, and fo on : Then will 

the fum of that Infinite Series be equal to ^ it mr-hn rf * 

Thus, if it be propofed to find the fum of the following Series, 

ABODE F G 
viz* i r -f- 3 rr -h 5 rJ -4- 7 r4 -4- 9 rJ 11 v6 -+- 13 r? &c. 

whofe Terms are related to one another in this manner, viz. C — 
x r B — 1 it A, D ■= i r C — 1 rr B&c. Let m and n be made 
refpetfively equal to x and 1, and thefe Numerical Quantities be¬ 
ing Subftituted, in the room of the literal ones, in the general 
Theorem, the fum of the Terms of the foregoing Series will be 

found to be equal to -ffr or to 

Let it be alfo propofed to find the fum of the following Series 

ABODE F G 
1 r -f- 3 rr -t- 4 rJ 4- 7 r4 -4- 11 r*-f- 18 r6 4- 29 r7 &cm 

whofe Terms are related to one another in this manner, viz. C 
1 Br -4- 1 A it 5 D = iCr 4-i Brr &c. Let m and n be re- 

fpeclively made equal to 1 and — 1, and then that Series will be 

found equal to * or t0 ‘ l-l-ti* 

DEMON- 
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DEMONSTRATION. 

Let the following Scheme be written down, viz. 

A = A 

B = B 

C r= m Br — n Ary 

D — m Cr — n Brr 

E m D r — n C rr 

F — m Er — n Drr 

&c. 
This being done, if the fum of the Terms A, B, C, D, £, 

F ad infinitum, compofing the firft Column, be fuppofed 
equal to x, then the fum of the Terms of the other two Co¬ 
lumns will be found thus: By Hypothefis, A B -h C -h D -h- E 
&c. — jc, or B -h C -i- D -h E See. — x — A; and Multi¬ 
plying both Tides of this Equation by m r, it will follow that 
m Br -4- mCr-\~m Dr-{-mEr &c. is — m r x — mr A. 
Again, adding A •+• B on both iides, we fhall have the fum 
of the Terms of the fecond Column, 'viz. A H- B -4- m Br 
-4- m Cr—h mDr &c. equal to A -y- B -\-mr x — mr A. The 
fum of the Terms of the third Column will be found by bare 
•infpe&ion to be — nr rx. But the fum of the Terms contain’d 
in the firft Column, is equal to the orher two fums contained 
in the other two Columns. Wherefore the following Equa¬ 
tion will be had, viz. x — A -4- B -4- mrx — mr A — nrr x; 
from whence it follows that the value of x, or the fum of all 
the Terms A -4- B -4- C -f- D E &c. will be equal to 

A 4~ B —• m r A 

i — m r 4" » rr 

Secondly, Let the Relation of each Term to the three next 
preceding ones be exprefied as follows, viz. let Dbe—mCr 
— n Brr -4-p A r* l, and let E likewife be = mDr — n Crr 
-4-pBA, and fo on: Then will the fum of all the Terms 
A-\-B-\-C-\-D-\-E &c. ad infinitum, be equal to 

— tnr A+nrrA 
— mrB 
— — .———I—m 

i — mr^rirr— Pr* 

L 1 To 
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To apply this Theorem, let it be propofed to find the fum 
of the following Series, 

A B C D E F G 

4^ -4- i6rr -4- 36 r34- 64 r4 4- ioot54- 144^4- 196 r7&C. 
vvhofe Numerical Quantities are related to one another accor¬ 
ding to the Index 3— 34-1, correfponding to m—n p: 
Let therefore 3, 3, 1 be fubftituted in the room of my p; 
let alfo 4 r, — 16 rr, 3 6 r5 be fubftituted in the room of A, B, C: 
Then the fum of the Terms of the foregoing Series will 

be found equal to ~ ± —> or 

4r -f 4- rr 

1 — r 13 * 

And in like manner the fum of the Terms of the following 
Series, viz, 
r 4- zrr 4- 4- 2.0 r4 4- 7zr* 4- 261 r6 4- 94 yr7 &c. whole 
Numerical Quantities are related to one another according to 
the Index 34-14-1, will by a proper fubftitution, be found 

to be equal to -r—~-rJLzrJ 

Thirdly, Let the Relation of each Term of a Series to four 
of the preceding Terms be exprelfed by means of the Inde» 
m — n and the Sum of that Series will be 

% 

rA\ b4- C'4" D — rnr aAt nrr A — pr* A 
— mr B -f- nrr B 1 
— m r C_ 

x—mr\ nrr— pr*-\-qr+ 

Fourthly, The Law of the continuation of thefe Theorems* 
being manifeft, they may be all eafily comprehended under 
one general Rule. 

Fifthly, If the correfponding Terms of any two or more 
Series, generated after the manner which we have above de- 
fcribed, be multiplyed by one another, the new Series refult- 
ing from that multiplication, will alfo be exa&ly fummable: 
Thus, taking the two following Series, viz, 

r 4- z rr 4- 3 r} 4- 5 r4 4- 8 r* 4- 13 r6 &c. 

r 4- 3 rr 4- 4 r\ 4- 7 r4 4- xxr5 4-18 r6 &c. in both of 
which 
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which each Numerical Quantity is the fum of the two preceding 
ones; the Series refulting from the multiplication of the cor- 
refponding Terms will be 

rr -f- &rr* -4- izr6 -h Jfr* -+- 88r10-+- 234rtz &c. 

in which each Numerical Quantity being related to the three 
preceding ones, according to the Index z -hi — 1, the fum 

of that Series will be found to be = —rz3:.Ar* — y6 __ . 
1 -zrr-zr' + r6 

as will appear, if in the room of m—n -h p there be fubfti* 
tuted 1 + 2 — 1, and rr be written inftead of r. 

When the Numerical Quantities belonging to the Terms of 
any Series are reftrained to have their laft differences equal 
to Nothing, then may the fums of thofe Series be alfo found 
by the following elegant Theorem, which has been commu¬ 
nicated to me by Mr. de Monmort. 

Let Ar be the firft Term of the Series, and let the firft, 
fecond and third differences, Sec. of the Numerical Quantities 
belonging to the Terms of the Series, be refpe&ively equal 
to d' d'f, d"'y Sec. Then will the fum of the Series be equal 
to 

rAT , rref -J_ r*d” , r*d'" + rid tiff 

l—r If 
&C. 

Thus, if it were propofed to find by this Theorem the 
funr of the following Series, viz. 

Ar -+- 16rr -4- 36r* -+- 6^r*-h icor* Sec. 

It is plain that in this cafe A is = 4, df = 12,, d" r= 8, 
df" — o 5 and therefore that the fum of this Series is equal to 

“?r- + which is reduced to 
l—r ' i—r*, 1—r7 i— r'3 

REM A R K. 

OUf Method of fumming up all the Terms which in thefe 
Series are related to one another according to conftant 

Indices, may be extended to the finding of the fum of any 
determinate number of thofe Terms. Thus, if A, B, C, D 
be the firft Terms of a Series, and V, X, 7) be the laft, 
then will the fum of the Series be 

A 
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A — mr A 4- ^ ,4 -f gr* 
4- B — mr B 4- wrr B —- pr J X + gr* X 
-j- C — wrC + — Vrl T 4- 5r*'4 3" 
-\- D — mr Z 4- nrrZ — prl Z qr^Z 

I — vi r Hr »^r —“ p.rJ 4" ,gr* 

And if a .general Theorem were defired, it might eafily be 
formed from the infpeftion of the foregoing. 

Thefe Theorems are very ufeful for fumming up readily 
thofe Series which exprefs the Probability of the Plays being 
Ended in a given number of Games. For example, fuppofe 
it be required to find what Probability there is, that in Four 
and twenty Games, either A fhall win .Four Stakes of B, or 
B Four Stakes of A, The Series exprefling that Probability is, 
from our XXXI V>£ Problem 

a4A~b4 _ , 4ab , 14aabb ._48 a* b* t 164a4b4 0__ 
~~7^rb\r’X 1 a-\-b^ “* a + ti6 4 4-4) 

or, fuppofing an equality of Skill between the two Game. 

fters, -i- x 1 + ■ -f- + -jt + i!r + &c* which 
ought to be continued to eleven Terms independently from 
the common Multiplicator. Let this Series, whofe Terms are 
related according to the Index 4 — 2, be compared with the 
Theorem, making A — 1, B — = 1, m — 4, n — x. 

and negle&ing the Terms C, D, V, Af, the fum of the afore- 
faid Series will be found — 84- T— 7 Z^\ which being mul¬ 
tiplied by the common Multiplicator _i_ prefixt to Jt, the 

Probability required will be exprefTed by 1 4* —£-T — 

Wherefore nothing remains to be done but to find the twi> 
laft Terms Tand Z^\ But thofe two Terms, by our XXXiV7£. 

Problem, will be found to be—and or 

-O.X902, and 0,2477 nearly; which numbers beingfubftituted 
refpe£tively in the room of 7'and Z^ the Probability required 
will be found to be equal to 0.8193 nearly. Let now this 
laft number be fubtra&ed from Unity, and the remainder 
being -0.1807, it follows, that ’cis a Wager of 8x to 18, or 
of 41 to 9 nearly, that in Twenty four Games or fooner, either 
4 fhall win four Stakes of B} or B four Stakes of 4. 

If 
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If the number of Stakes were Five, the fum of the Terms 
of the Series belonging to that Cafe would alfo be exprelt by 
means of the two laft Terms, fuppofing any given number of 
Games, or any proportion of Skill. If the number of Stakes 
were Six or Seven, the fum of the Series belonging to thofe 
Cafes would be expreft by means of the three laft Terms; 
If Eight or Nine, by means of the Four laft Terms, and fo 
on. 

LEMMA III. 

IF there he a Series of Numbers, as A, B, C, D, E &c. whofe 
Relation is expreft by any confiant Index, and there be another 

Series of Numbers, as P, Q^, R, S, T &c. whofe lajl Differences 
are equal to Nothing \ and each Term of the frft Series be Multi¬ 
plied by each correfponding Term of the fecond, I fay that the Pro- 
dull s AP, ECL, CR, DS, ET &c. conftitute a Series of Terms, 
tvhofe Relation may be expreft by a confiant Index. Thus if rve 
take the Series i, z, 8, 28, 100 &C. whofe Terms are related by 
the Index g-F2, and each Term of that Series be refpeffively 
Multiplied by the correfponding Terms of an Arithmetic ProgreJ- 
fion, fuch as 1,3, 5, 7, 9 &c. rvhofe laft Differences are equal 
to Nothing1 Then it will be found that the Products 1, 6, 40, 
196, 900 &c. conftitute a Series of Numbers, each Term of which 
is Related to the preceding ones according to the Index 6 — 5 — 
jz — 4. Now the Rule for finding the Index of this Relation 
is as follows. 

Take the Index which expreffes the Relation of the Terms in 
the frft Series, and Multiply each Term of it by the correfponding 
Terms of the Literal Progreffton r, rr, l'5 &c. which being done, 
fubtraff the fum of thefe Produffs from Unity; then let the remain¬ 
der be raifed to its Square, if the fecond Series be compofed of 
Terms in Arithmetic Progreffton 5 or to its Cube, if it be compofed 
of Terms whofe third Differences are equal to Nothing ; or to its 
fourth Power, if it be compofed of Terms whofe fourth Differences 
are equal to Nothing ; and fo on. Let that Power be fubtracked 
from Unity, and the remainder, having cancelled the Letter r, will 
be the Index required. Thus in the foregoing Example, having ta¬ 
ken the Index 3-F2, which belongs to the frft Series, and Multi¬ 
plied its Terms by r and rr reflectively, let the Produff 31* -F 2 it 

M m be 
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be fubtrafted from Unity, and the Square of the remainder being 
i — 6 l* -+- 5 rr -4- nr5 -4-4 IT'S let that Square be alfo fubtr acted 

from Unity, then the remainder, having cancelled the Letter r, will 
be 6 — 5 — 12 — 4) which is the Index required. 

But in cafe neither of the two firji Series have any of their 
lafl Differences equal to Nothing, yet if m both of them the Rela¬ 
tion of their Terms be exprejfed by conflant Indices, the third Se¬ 
ries, ref lilting from the Multiplication of the correfponding Terms 
of the two firji Series, will alfo have its Terms related to one ano¬ 
ther according to a conflant Index. Thus, taking the Series 1, 3, 
5, li, 21, 43 8c c. the Relation of whofe Terms is expreffed by 
means of the Index 1+2, and Multiplying its Terms by the cor¬ 
refponding Terms of the Series 1, 2, 5, 13, 34, 89 &C. the Rela¬ 
tion of whoje Terms is exprejfed by the Index 3—1, the Products 
will compofe the Series 1, 6,15, 144, 714, 3827, whofe Terms are 
Related to one another according to the Index 3-+-13—6 — 4. 

Generally* If the Index expreffing the Relation of the Terms in 
the firji Series be m4-n, and the Index expreffing the Relation of 
the Terms in the fecond Series be p4-q; then will the Index of the 
Relation, in the Series refulting from the Multiplication of the cor¬ 
refponding Terms of the Two firfi Series, be exprejfed by the fol¬ 
lowing Quantities, 

4- mmq 
viz,. mp -4- n p p mnpq — nn qq. 

-4- 2nq 

But if it fo Happen that p be equal to m, and q to n; then the 
foregoing Theorem may be controlled, and the Index of the Rela¬ 

tion may be exprejfed as follows, viz. '— nJ 

fo that the Relation of each Term to the preceding ones need not be 
extended, in this Cafe, to any more than three Terms. 

And in like manner other Theorems may be found, which may 
be extended farther, and at lafl be comprized under one general 
Rule. 

PRO 
j 
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PROBLEM XLIII. 

*35 

SVppofing A and B, rvhofe proportion of Skill is as a. to b, 
to Play together, till A either wins the number q of Stakes, 

or lofes the number p of them; and that B Sets at every Game the 
fum G to the fum L: It is required to find the Advantage y or 
Difadvantage of A. 

SOLUTION. 

Flrjly Let the number of Stakes to be won or loft on ei¬ 
ther fide be equal, and let that number be p ; let there 

be alfo an equality of Skill between the Gamefters: Then 
I fay, the gain of A will be pp x -G~- that is* the Square 

of the number of Stakes which either Gamefter is to win 
or lofe, Multiplied by one half of the Difference of the va¬ 
lue of the Stakes. Thus, if A and B play till fuch time 
as Ten Stakes are won or loft, and B Setts a Guinea to 
Twenty Shillings; then the gain of A will be a hundred 
times half the Difference between a Guinea and Twenty 
Shillings, viz. 3 l—i£shlU 

Secondly, Let the number of Stakes be unequal, fo that A 
be obliged either to win the number q of Stakes, or to lofe 
the number p; let there be alfo an equality of Chance be¬ 
tween A and B: Then I fay, that the gain of A will be 
pq x ~G'h. ; that is, the Produft of the two numbers of Stakes, 

and one half of the Difference of the value of the Stakes Mul¬ 
tiplied together. Thus, if A and B play together till fuch 
time as either A wins Eight Stakes, or lofes Twelve,* then 
the Gain of A will be the Produft of the Three numbers 
8, 12, 9, which makes 864 pence, or 3 /— i2shiU 

Thirdly, Let the number of Stakes be equal, but let the 
number of Chances to win a Game, or the Skill of the Game¬ 
fters be unequal, in the proportion of a to b. Then I fay, 

that the gain of A will be ^>aP x —4™ 
D af -t-bf a — b 

fourthly3 
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Fourthly, Let the number of Stakes be unequal, and let a!- 
fo the number of Chances be unequal: Then I fay that the 

gain of A will be hP 
at> — b p + ? 

•b^ a G—bL 

a —' b 

DEMONSTRATION. 

IN order to form a general Demonftration of thefe Rules, 
let us refolve fome particular Cafes of this Problem, and 

examine the procefs of their Solution: Let it therefore be 
propofed to find the gain of A in the Cafe of Four Stakes 
to be won or loft on either fide, and of an equality of Chance 
between A and B to win a Game. There being, an equality 
of Chance for A, every Game he plays, to win G or to lofe 
Z., it follows, that the gain of every Game he plays is to be 
reputed to be But it being uncertain whether any 

more Games than Four will be play’d, it follows, that the 
gain of the Tenth Game, for inftance, to be eftimated be¬ 
fore the play begins, cannot be reputed to be G.~.L; for it 

would only be fuch provided the Play were not Ended be¬ 
fore that Tenth Game: Wherefore the gain of the Tenth 
Game is the Quantity .G~A Multiplied by the Probability 

of the Plays not being Ended in Nine Games, or before, 
for the fame reafon, the gain of the Ninth Game is the Quan¬ 
tity Multiplied by the Probability that the Play will 

not be Ended in Eight Games: And likewife the gain of the 
Eighth Game is the Quantity Multiplied by the Pro¬ 

bability that the Play will not be ended in Seven Games, 
and fo on. From whence it may be concluded, that the gain 
of A, to be eftimated before the Play begins, is the Quan¬ 
tity Multiplied by the fum of the Probabilities that the 

Play will not be Ended in o, i, x, 3, 4, y, 6, &c. Games 
ad infinitum. 

Let thofe Probabilities be refpe&ively called A', B\ C, D\ 
F'y G'i Stc. Then, becaufe the Probability of the Plays 

not being Ended in Five Games is equal to the Probability 
of its not Ending in Four, and that the Probability of its 
.not Ending in Seven, is equal to the Probability of its not 

Ending 
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Ending in Six, it will follow, that the fum of the Probabilities 
belonging to all the Even Games is equal to the fum of the 
Probabilities belonging to all the Odd ones: We are therefore 
only to find the fum of all the Even Terms, A' -\- C' 
E' -4- G' &c. and to double it afterwards. 

Now it will appear, from our XXXIIL? Problem, that 
thefe Terms conftitute the following Series, viz. 

i_ . , _Ji_ . -41. . JLii 
1 ' 4 • 16 ' 64 • 256 

< 60 
1024 

1912 

4096 
8cc. 

In which Series, each Numerator being Related to the two 
preceding ones according to the Index 4 — 2, and each De¬ 
nominator being a Power of 4, it follows, that this Series may 
be compared with the firft Theorem of our fecond Lemma; 
by making the firft and fecond Terms A and B, ufed in that 
Theorem, to be refpettively equal to 1 and making alfo 

the Quantities », r refpe&ively equal to 4, 2, _I_, Which 

being done, it will be found that the fum of all thofe Terms 
ad infinitum will be equal to 8. 

We may therefore conclude that the fum of all the Terms 
Af Bf Cf -4- D' -4- E' 8cc. is equal to 16, and that, 
the gain of A is equal to 16 x — "fi-... 

But if the number of Chances which A and B have to win 
a Game, be in a proportion of inequality, then the fum of 
the Series Ar -+- Q' -4- Ef -4- G' ~\-l' 8cc. will be found 

thus:Let be called r, and the Terms of that Series 

will be Related to one another as follows, viz. E'—^c'r — 
2 A'rr, G' -- 4 E'r—z C'rr, and fo on. Let therefore 4, 
2, 1, 1, be refpe&ively fubftituted, in the firft Theorem of our 
fecond Lemma, in the room of m,n, A', .B'; and the fum of 

this Series will be found to be $ in which ex- 

preffion, reftoring the value of r, viz. the fum of the 

Series will become -zaahl—, the double of which 

is the fum of all the Terms A' -f- B' -l- Cf -+- D' H- Ef 8cc. 
But becaufe, in every Game, the Gamefter A has the num¬ 
ber a of Chances to win G, and the number b of Chances 
to lofe L\ it follows, that his gain in every Game is equal 

N n to 
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to J.G..~bL, From whence it may be concluded, that the 
a-\-b J 

Advantage of A, to be eftimated before the Play begins, 

will be + -G T*,—• 
a*-\- b* X * + * 

Before we proceed farther, we muft obferve, that the Se¬ 
ries A' 4- B' -\-C' 4- D' 4- E' -4- F' &c. which we haveaf* 
fumed to reprefent in general the Probabilities of the Plays not 
being Ended in o, r, 2, 3, 4, 5 &c, Games, whether the Stakes 
be equal or unequal, being divided into two parts, viz,. A' 4- 
C' 4- £ ' 4- G' &c. and B' 4- D' A- F' 4- Hr &c. anfwer- 
ing to Oj 2, 4, 6 &c. and 1, 3, 5*, 7, &c. each Term of thefe 
two new Series will be related to the preceding ones, accor¬ 
ding to the fame Law of Relation, as are the Terms of thofe 
Series which exprefs the Probabilities of the Plays being End¬ 
ed in a certain number of Games, under the like circum- 
ftances of Stakes to be won or Loft. The Law of which 
Relation is to be deduced from our XXXIY^, and XXXIXtb 
Problems. 

If the number of Stakes to be won or loft on either fide 
be equal to Six, and the proportion of Chances to win a 
fingle Game be as a to b; then the Relation of each Term 
to the preceding ones, in the Series Ar C' Er -\- G' &c. 
will be expreffed by the Index 6—94- 2. Wherefore to 
find the fum of thefe Terms, let the Quantities 6, 9, 2, 1, 
1, 1, be refpe&ively fubftituted, in the third Theorem of 
our fecond Lemma, in the room of m, n, />, Af, B\ C\ and 
the fum of thofe Terms will be found to be 

1 + 1 + * -* -f 9rr 
_— 6r__ 

* — 6r 4“ 9?r — 2 r3 
or 3 — 1 zr $rr 

1 — 6r -p 9?r — zr* * In which ex- 

preflion fubftituting in the room of r, the fame will 

become .. From whence we may 

conclude, that the gain of A will be 

6 a* 6 a abb 4 6 b^ X y Fg~~ b L 

Again, 
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Again, if the number of Stakes to be won or loft on ei¬ 
ther fide be Eight, it will be found, that the gain of A will 

8 a ® 8 a+b b A" 8 a a b ^ 8 b * X ~a~\~ a G — b L 

“ X a + b • 

But the Numerators of the foregoing Fractions being in 
Geometric Progreflion, if thofe Progreflions be fummed up, 
the gain of A, in the Cafe of Four Stakes to be won or loft, 
may be expreffed as follows, 

viz. by the Fraction All aG >b,L$ or 
3 a* 4" b+Xaa-bb * + £ 7 

dividing both Numerator and Denominator by a -M'Y the 

fame may be expreft by the Fradtion ±1 4 — 4 aG — bL 

a* + b* '' a-b 

His gain likewife, in the Cafe of Six Stakes to be won or 

loft, will be expreft by the Fradtion 6a*^6^6 x aG~^L ; and 

in the Cafe of Eight Stakes to be won or loft, it will be ex- 

preft by the Fraftion "□,* ~ *f.L x —G~[L : So that we 

may conclude, that in any Cafe of an Even and equal num¬ 
ber of Stakes denominated by />, the gain of A will be ex¬ 

preft by the Fradtion Pa.p~~PPl * jlSjt b L. m 

But if the number of Stakes be Odd and equal, as it is 
in the Cafe of Five Stakes to be won or loft, then the two 
Series A’ -¥ Cf -+- Ef -\~Gf -+- T &c. and Bf + D'+ 
&c. will be unequal, and the excefs of the firft above the 
fecond will be Unity. Wherefore to find the gain of A, in 
the Cafe of Five Stakes, having fet afide the firft Term of 
the firft Series, let all other the Terms be added together, 

comparing them with thcfe that are employed in the 
firft Theorem of our fecond Lemma; which will be done 
thus. Since C'=i, £'= i, and G' — y E'r — 5 C' rr, 
let the numbers 1,1, 5, 5, be refpedtively fubftituted in the 
aforefaid Theorem, in the room of the Letters A\ n; 
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and the fum of that Series will be found to be -*—. 
1 — 5 >'"r srr • 

To the double of which adding Unity, which we had fet 
afide, it will appear that the fum of the two Series together 

will be l Z \ r'r- S or writing -=^r- in the room of r. 

+saJlt *-• Now by reafon that the 

Terms of both Numerator and Denominator of this Iaft 
Fraction compofe a Geometrick Progreflion, the Numerator 

will be reduced to and the Denominator will 
a b * 

be reduced to ■ a[ From whence it follows, that the 

fum of thefe two Series will be ■**' * aJrb x and that 
a*-p b* X a — b 

the gain of A will be —*** ~ *bs x ,a G ~b L , If the 
a * bs a — b 

gain of A be likewife inquired into, in the Cafe of Seven 
Stakes to be won or loft, then it will be found to be 

,7*7 ~.7V... x a G-—• And the fame form of expreflion 

being conftantly obferved in all cafes wherein the number 
of Stakes is Odd and equal, we may conclude that if that 
number * be denominated by p9 then the gain of A will be 

JLZl—x -aG Now this expreflion of the 
aP 4- bp a — b r 

gain of A having been found to be the fame in the Cafe 
of an Even number of Stakes, as it is now found in the 
Cafe of an Odd one; we may conclude, that it is general, 
and belongs to any equal number of Stakes whether Even 
or Odd. 

If the number of Stakes be unequal, the Inveftigation of the 
gain of A will be made in the fame manner asit was in the 
Cafe of an equality of Stakes. Thus, let us fuppofe that the 
Play be to continue till fuch time as either A wins Two 
Stakes, or B Three. In order therefore to find the gain of 
A9 let the Series Af -4- B *4“ C ^ *4- Df *4- &c. 

be 
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be divided into two parts, viz. A' -b C' -+- Er &r. and 
D' + F &c. then it will appear, from our XXXIIUf 

__ 2 a b -}- b b 

a-\-bV 5 

B 

and XXXIXth Problems, that A' = 1, C 

E' —: 3 C'r — 1 Af rr. Having now obtained the firft 
Terms of the Series, and the Relation of each Term of it 
to the preceding ones ; it will be eafie to find the fum of all 
its Terms, by the help of the firft Theorem of our fecond 
Lemma, making the Quantities, A, m, n therein employed 

to be refpettively equal to 1, —7—^r“> 3i i* This done, 

the fum of that Series will be found to be equal to 

a a ..a b lb b X a -4- b l» 
--T-^.r ., . In like manner it will appear, 

aahS:-^- ab^ b* ' rr 7 

that in the fecond Series Bf is — i, D" — ' 
a r\- b 3 7 

Ff 3 Df r — B* rr; from whence the fum of all its Terms 

And both will be found to be \a -f 2 ab 2 bb X g-\- 

a* F ** b\ agbb ab* •+- b4 

fums of thofe Series being added together, the aggregate of 

them will be za3 -f a a b i~ 6a b b •+■ 3 b* X a -f- b 

a4 -|- a * b a ab a b* -p b? 
But the 

Terms of this Denominator compofing a Geometric Progref- 

fion, whofe fum is , the foregoing Fradtion may 

be reduced to -if3 '*lr 3 which 
a 5 — b > 

^' •. *' \* * ». . ■ •, -,. * , * 

Fraction is Hill capable of a farther reduftion ; for the three 
fird Terms of its Numerator compofe a Geometric Progrefli- 
on, and the two lad Terms may be conlidered as being in 
Geometric Progrelfion, and coniequently the Fra&ion may 

z aa X a 3 — b3 — 3 b* X a g — bb X a -f- b 
at lad be reduced to 

a* — bf X a — b ' 
t ■ • . . , 

from which exprefiion, the gain of A will be found to be 

2ag X a ? — b3 — 3b* X aa — bb v 

—r-v • -—* 
a G — bL 

a— b * 

O o By 
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By the fame method of Procefs, it will be eafy to deter-• 
Paine the gain of A under any other circumftance of Stakes 
to be won or loft: And .if it be remembred always to funv 
up thofe Terms which are in Geometric Progreffion, all the 
various expreffions of the gain of .^'calculated for differing 
numbers of Stakes, will appear to be uniform : From whence 
it may be colleded by bare infpe&ion, that the gain of A is 
what we have afterted it to be, viz. 

qaq x aP — bP—p bPxaq —bl ^ a G — b L 

aP + q — b P±q a — b 

It is to be obfervedy Firft, that if p and q be equal, the forei 

going expreftion maybe reduced to y —G ~ t 

as will appear if both Numerator and Denominator be divi¬ 
ded by aP — lPy having firfl; fubfbtuted p in the room of q. 
Secondly, that if a and b be equal, the fame exprefTion. may 

be reduced to p q x which will appear if both Nume- - 

rator and Denominator be divided by a—b]'. 

After I had Solved the foregoing Problem, I wrote word 
of it to Mr. Nicolas Bernoully, the prefent Profeflour of Ma¬ 
thematics at Padoua, without acquainting him with my So¬ 
lution : E only let him know in general that it was done by 
the Method of Infinite Series$ whereupon he lent me two 
different Solutions of that Problem : And as one of them has 
fome Affinity with the Method of Series ufed all along in 
this Book, I fhall tranfcribe it here in the Words of his Let¬ 
ter, “ My Uncle has obferved that this Problem may alfo 
“ be Solved after the fame manner as you have Solved the 
“ Ninth Problem * of your Tra& de-Mtnfura Sorcis, it be- 
“ ing vifible that the Expe&ations of the Gamefters will re- 
“ ceive no alteration whether it be fuppofed that the Pieces 
“ which A and B Set every time to each other, are refpe&ive- 
“ ly L and G, or whether it be fuppofed that thofe Pieces 
“ conftitute the following Progreffion, viz. 

« 
L,G,G-t- G-L, G ■+■ x G—L, G -t-X^2L ‘ X 

xG-L &c. the number of whole Te^ms is p-bq, whereof 

* t>ee tbe iXtb ProtUm, oj tbu B9o!^ 

the 
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ttr the firft, whofe number is p, denote the Pieces of A; and 
“ the laft, whofe number is denote the Pieces of B: For in 

H either Cafe the gain of A will be *Ga . Now it being 

<c poffibleto find the fum of any number of Terms of this Pro- 
(6 greffion, it follows that the different values of all the Pieces 
(t of each Gamefter may be obtained: Let therefore thofe 
46 values be denoted refpe&ively by S and 7; let alfo the 
“ Piobabilities of winning the number of Stakes agreed up- 
“ on be called A and B refpeftively, which Probabilities are 

« a P + V — al bP 
— bP*? 

and 
aHbP — bP{? 

? 
fuch as we had feverally 

derived them, your felf in your aforefaid Problem, and I 
w in Mr. Montmort*^ Book. This being fuppofed, the uain o{ A 

“ will be found to be A T —- B S, or - Ga ~£-L.. x A y—Bp. 

N. B. Tho’ I may, accidentally, have given a ufefui Hint 
for that elegant Method of folving the foregoing Problem, yet 
I think it reafonable to afcribe it entirely to its proper Author; 
the Hint having been improv’d much beyond what I could 
have expected. 

REMARK. 

IT is to be obferved, that the gain of A is not to be regu¬ 
lated by the equal Probability there is that the Play may, 

or may not be Ended in a certain number of Games. For 
inftance, If two Gamefters having the fame number of Chan¬ 
ces to win a Game, defign only to play untill fuch time only 
as two Stakes are won or loft ; it is as Probable that the Play 
may be Ended in two*Games as not, yet it cannot be con¬ 
cluded from thence, that the gain of A is to be eftimated 
by the Product of the Number x by one half of the Diffe¬ 
rence of the Stakes: For it has been Demonftrated that this 
gain will be Four times that half difference. In like manner* 
if the Play were to continue, till either A fhould win Two 
Stakes, or B Three; it will be found, that it is as Probable 
that the Play may End in Four Games as not; and yet the 
gain of A is not to be eft.mated by the Produft of the Num¬ 
ber 4 by one half of the Difference of the Stakes j it ha- 

/ 
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ving been Demonftrated that it is Six times that half DifFe- 
rence. To make this the move fenfible, let us fuppofe that 
A and B are to Play till fuch time as A either wins one 
Stake, or Jofes Ten: It is plain, that in this Cafe it is as Pro¬ 
bable that the Play may be Ended in One Game as not, and 
yet the gain of A will be found to be Ten times the Diffe¬ 
rence of the Stakes. From hence it is plain, that this gain 
is not to be eftimated, by the equal Probability of the Plays 
Ending or not Ending in a certain number of Games, but 
by the Rules which have been preferibed in this Problem. 

PROBLEM XL1V. 

IF A and B, tvhofe proportion of Skill is as a to b, refolving 
to Play together till Jach time as Four Stakes are won or loft 

on either fide, agree between themfelves, that the firft Game that 
is play'd, thy fhall Set to each other the refpetlive Jams L and G; 
that the fecond Game they Jhall Set the furns z L and z G; the 
third Game the fums 3 L and 3 G, and fo on ; the Stakes tncrea• 
fing continually in an Arithmetic Progreffi m : It is Demanded how 
the gain of A. is to be eftimated in this Cafey before the Play 
begins. ■ 

SOLUTION. 

IET there be fuppofed a Time wherein the Number^ 
_y of Games has been play’d; then A having the Num¬ 

ber a of Chances to win the fum py- 1 x G in the next Game, 
and B having the Number b of Chances to win the fum 
p 4-1 x L; it is plain, that the gain of A in that circumftance 

of Time will be p 4- 1 x -a-Gj_bL-» But this gain being to be 

eftimated before the Play begins, it follows, that it ought to 

be eftimated by the Quantity p 4-1 x ft G b L, 

a h 
multiplied by 

the refpeftive Probability there is that the Play will not 
then be Ended ; and therefore the whole gain of A is the 
fum of the Probabilities of the Plays not Ending in o, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6 &c. Games ad infinitum, multiplied by the refpefL 

ivc values of the Quantity pft-1 x p being Inter- 

pretea 
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preted fucceffively by the Terms of the Arithmetic Prog re f- 
fion, o, 1, 2, 3, 4, y, 6 &c. Now let thefe Probabilities of 
the Plays not Ending be refpe&ively called A£', C' D\ 
E\ £', Gl S?c. Let alfo the Quantity , aG^-t.L- be called S; 

and thence it will follow, that the gain of A will be A'S 
4- 2 B'S 4- ^ C' S —E S -E 5 Ef S —E 6 F' S 8cc. But in 
the. Cafe of this Problem 2?'is equal to A', and D' is equal 
to C', and fo on. Wherefore the gain of A may be expref- 
fed by the Series S x %A' 4- 7 Cv 4- 11 E' 4- 15 Gf 4- 19 f&c. 
But it appears, by our XXXllld Problem, that the Terms 
A', C' £', G' are refpe&ively equal to the following 

Quantities, viz. 1, 1, 4 cti b ■+* 6 a abb A" 4 ab* 
a 4#14 

1_ : whence it fol]ow that 

the Terms 3 / + 7C^ + 11 £'4-15(7' may be obtain¬ 
ed: It appears alfo, from what we have obferved in the 
preceding Problem, that the Relation of the Terms A\ C\ 
£' 8cc. may be expreffed by the Index 4 — 2 ; and by the 
Third Lemma prefixt to that Problem, that the Relation of 
the Terms 3 A', 7C', 11 £' &c. may be expreffed by the 
Index 8 —.204-16— 4: And therefore fubflituting the 
Quantities 3 A\ 7 C11 £', 15 G' in the room of the Quanti¬ 
ties A, By C, D, which we make ufe of in the Third Theo¬ 
rem of our fecond Lemma; fubflituting likewife the Quan- 
tides, 8, 20,16,4 in the room of p, q-, and laftly fub- 

ffituting .** -r- in the room of r; the gain of A will be 
a 4 b\% 

expreft by the following Quantities, viz. 

& a i o ab 4 24^ s b -4- 42 a*bb 4 64a3 b 54 42 an 4 za.ab 5 -\-10b6 X 

which, in the Cafe of an equal number of Chances to win a 
Stake, would be reduced to z\6S; and therefore if tjie Quan¬ 
tities G and L ftand refpe&ively for a Guinea and Twenty 
Shillings, which will make the value of & to be Nine pence, 
it follows, that the gain of A will in this Cafe be 8 / — 2sh,!j 

Pp Corollary I, 
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Corollary T. If the Stakes were to Increafe according to the • 
proportion of the Terms of any of thofe Series which we 
have defcribed in our Lemmals^ and that there were any gi¬ 
ven inequality in the number of Stakes to be won or loft, the 
gain of A might ftill be found. 

Corollary II. There are fome Cafes wherein the gain of A 
would be Infinite: Thus, if A and B were to Play till fuch 
times as Four Stakes were won or loft, and it were agreed be¬ 
tween them to double their Stakes at every Game, the gain 
of A would in this Cafe be Infinite: Which confequence 
may eafily be deduced from what has been faid before. •. 

PROBLEM XLV* 
IF A and B refolve to Play till fuch time as A' either wins 

a certain given number of Stakes, or that B wins the fame, 
or fome other given number of them: 7Tis required to find in 
how many Games it will be as Probable that the Play may be 
Ended as not f 

SOLUTION. 

LET it be fuppofed that A and B are to play till fuch 
time as either of them wins Three Stakes, and that 

there is an Equality of Skill between them. This being 
fuppofed, it will appear, from our XXXIV>£ Problem, that 
the Probability of the Plays continuing for an Indeterminate 
number of Games may be exprefi: by the following Series, 
VIZ* 

a 3 -W3 

^ 3 
x I 4- 

3 ab , 9 ttabb' 

a-\*• 
jl -??-ff] &c. which, in 

the Cafe of an Equality of Skill between the Gamefters, will 
be reduced to this Series, 

g.-. x 1 * | __27_<kc. whofe Terms are refpedtive- 

ly correfponding to the number of Games 3, y, 7, 9 &c. 
Wherefore fo many of thofe Terms ought to be taken, as 
that their fum being multiplied by the common Multiplica- 

tor 
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ior -2- or 4—, the Produft may be equal to the Fra&ion _JL-, 

which Fraction denotes the equal Probability of an Events 
Happening or not Happening : But if two of thofe Terms be 
taken, and that their fum be Multiplied by -i-, the Product 

will be --L.; which being lefs than the Fra&ion -j-, it may 
be concluded that Five Games are too few to make it as 
Probable that the Play will be Ended in that number of 
Games as not; and that the Odds againft its Ending in Five 
Games are 9 to 7. But if Three of thofe Terms be taken, 
then their fum being multiplied by the common Multiplica- 
tor _L_, the Product will be -jz_; which exceeding the Fract¬ 

ion -i—, it may be concluded that Seven Games are too ma¬ 

ny ; and that the Odds of the Play being Ended in Seven 
Games, or fooner, are 37 to 27, or 4 to 3 very nearly. 

N. B. It would be needlefs to inquire whether Six Games 
might not bring the Play to an equal Probability of Ending 
or not Ending; it having been obferved before, that in the 
Cafe of an equality of Stakes to be play’d for, it is impofli- 
ble that the Play fhould End in an Even number of Games, 
if the number of Stakes be Odd; or that it fhould End 
in an Odd number of Games, if the number of Stakes be 
Even.' 

In like manner, if the Play were to continue till Four 
Stakes be won or loft on either fide: Then taking the fol¬ 
lowing Series, viz. 

1 4* 4 
41? b 4-^ppr &c. which, upon 

the fuppofition of an equality of Skill between the Game- 
fters, may be reduced to this, viz. 

IV VI VIII XII 

2 

16 
X i 

A 

4 
43 
64 

1*4 &■ c. let fo many 
256 

of its Terms be tried, as will make the Produft of their fum 
multiplied by 44, equal to the Fraction 4-, or as near it 
as poflible. Now Five of thofe Terms being tried, and their 
fum being multiplied by or —the Product will 

be' which not differing much from 4-, it may be 
eon*- 
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concluded that Twelve will be very near that number of 
Games, which will make the Probabilities of the Plays End¬ 
ing or not Ending to be equal; the Odds for its Ending 
being only 1092 to 996,01* 8 to 7 very nearly. But the 
Odds againft its Ending in Ten Games, will be found to be 
,39 to 29, or 4 to 3 nearly. 

By the fame method of Procefs, it will be found that 
Five Stakes will probably be won or loft in about Seven¬ 
teen Games: It being but the Odds of 11 to 10 nearly, that 
the Play will not be Ended in that number of Games, and 
10 to 9 nearly, that it will be Ended in Nineteen. 

It will alfo be found that Six Stakes will probably be won 
or loft in about Twenty Six Games, there being but the 
Odds of 168 to 167 nearly, that the Play will not be End¬ 
ed in that number of Games, and 29 to zz nearly, that 
it will be Ended in Twenty Eight. 

If the fame Method of Trial be applied to any other num¬ 
ber of Stakes, whether equal or unequal, and to any pro¬ 
portion of Skill, the number of Games required will always 
be found. 

Yet if the number of Stakes were great, thofe Trials 
would become tedious, notwithftanding the Help that might 
be derived from our Second Lemma> whereby any number 
of Terms of thofe Series which are employed in the Solution 
of this Problem, may be added together. For which reafon 
it will be convenient to make fome Trials of another nature, 
and to fee whether, from the refolution of fome of the fim- 
pleft Cafes of this Problem, any Analogy can be obferved 
between the number of Stakes given, and the number of 
Games which determine the equal Probability of the Plays 
Ending or not Ending. 

Now Mr de Monmort having with great Sagacity difco- 
vered that Analogy, in the Cafe of an equal and Odd num¬ 
ber of Stakes, on fuppofition of an equality of Skill between 
the Gamefters, I thought the Reader would be well pleafed 
to be acquainted with the Rule which he has given for that 
purpofe, and which is as follows. 

Let n be any Odd number of Stakes to be won or loft 
on either fide ; let alfo JlLl be made equal to />.- Then the 

Quantity 3 pp— 3^-t-i will denote a number of Games, 
wherein 
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wherein it will be more than an equal Chance that the Play 
will be Ended; thus, if the number of Stakes be Nineteen, 
then p will be 10, and the Quantity 3 pp— 3 p -t- 1 will 
be 171, which (hews that’tis more than an equal Chance 
that the Play will be Ended in 2,71 Games. 

The Author of this Rule owns that he has not been able 
to find another like it, for an Even number of Stakes; but 
I am of opinion, that tho’ the fame Rule, being applied to 
that Cafe, may not find the juft number of Games wherein 
there will be more than an equal Probability of the Plays 
Ending, yet it will always find a number of Games, where¬ 
in it is very near an equal Wager that the Play will be 
Ended. Wherefore to make the Rule as extenfive as it may 
be, I would Chufe to exprefs it by the number of Stakes 
whether Even or Odd, and make it which differs 

4 

from his own, but by the fmall Fraftion 

If any one has a mind to carry this fpeculation ftill farther, 
and to try whether fome general Rule may not be difcover- 
ed for determining, by a very near approximation, the num¬ 
ber of Games requifite to make it a Wager of any given 
proportion of Odds, that the Play will be Ended in that num¬ 
ber of Games, whether the Skill of the Gamefters be equal 
or unequal; let him Solve feveral Cafes of this Problem in 
the following manner, which I take to be as expeditious as 
the nature of the Problem can admit of. 

Upon a Diameter equal to Unity, if fo be the Skill of 

the Gamefters be equal; or to the Quantity if their 

Skill be in the proportion of a to b, let a Semicircle be de¬ 
ferred, which divide into fo many equal parts as there are 
Stakes to be won or loft on either fide, fuppofing thofe Stakes 
to be equal. From the Firft, Third, Fifth, Seventh &c. 
Points of Divifion, beginning from one extremity of the Di¬ 
ameter, let Perpendiculars fall upon that Diameter, which 
by their concourfe with it, ftiall determine the verfed Sines of 
fo many Arcs, to be taken from the other extremity thereof. 
Let the greateft of thofe verfed Sines be called m, the next 
lefs />, the next to it the next s Sec. Make alfo 

Q-q I — p 
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I — p V I —q X I —s 
&C. 

m — p xm— q x m — s 

.1-i - s xT^m &c# 

P — q xp —s xp — m 
= £ 

i — s x i —m x i —p ■■■ -... .— 
q — s x q —Vi X q—p 

&C. c. 

I — m X I —p X I —q 

s — m X s—pxs — q 
&C. = D 

&c. 

then will the Probability of the Play’s not Ending in a number 
of Games denominated by x, be expreft by the Quantities 

m^x A + t~^X B -+• q-7* C ■+- jT*-J5 &C. if thir 

number of Stakes be Even, or by the Quantities 
a:—I i x — l x — l 

m 2 A -+- p 2 5 + 2 C.+ j * D &c. if the> 
number of Stakes be Odd, 

EXAMPLE L 

LET it be required to find what Odds there is, that in 40 
Games there will be Four Stakes won or loft on either 

fide. - 
Having divided the Semicircle into Four equal parts, ac¬ 

cording to the abovementioned directions, the Quantity m- 
will be the Verfed Sine of 135 Degrees, and the Quantity p 
will be the Verfed Sine of 45 Degrees, which by the help, 
of a Table of Sines will readily be found to be 0.853 55 and 
0.14645 refpeQively. Moreover the Quantity A being e- 
qual to and the Quantity B to will be found 

to be 1.2071 and — 0.2071. From whence it follows, that 
the Probability of the Plays not Ending in Forty Games may 
beexpres’d by the two following Produ&s 0.853 55 «s<> x 1.2071 
— 0.14645V0 x 0.2071, of which the Second may be en¬ 
tirely negle&ed* as being inconfiderably little in refpeCt of 

the 
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the firft. Now the Logarithm of the firft Produ£t being 
27706321?, to which anfwers the number 0.05085, let that 
number be fubtra&ed from Unity; and the remainder being 
0.94915, I conclude that the Odds of the Plays Ending in 
Forty Games are as 94915 to 5085, or very near as 19 
to 1. 

EXAMPLE IL 

I: ET it be required to find how many Games mull: be 
J play’d, to make it a Wager of ico to i; that Four 

Stakes will be won or loft on either fide, in that number of 
Games. 

Let x be the number of Games required: Then- by the 
foregoing Example it will appear that we may have she 

Equation 0.85355 F* x 1.2071 —. -77-, in which the value 
of x may eafily be obtained by Logarithms $ it being found 
by one fingle Divifion to be about 60. 

If the Stakes be unequal, the Solution will confift of two 
Series, in both which the Quantities w, />, q &c. will be of the 
fame value, and will be determined like wife by a Table of 
Sines. In this Cafe the Semicircuraference ought to be di¬ 
vided into as many equal parts as there are Units in the 
number of all the Stakes: Thus, if the Stakes were Four 
and Five, the Semicircumference ought to be divided into Nine 
equal parts: But then it is to be obferved that the verjed 
Sines of thofe Arcs, which, in the Cafe of Nine Stakes for • 
each Gamefte-r, are alternately omitted, are thofe which, in 
the Cafe of Four and Five, are to reprefent the Quan¬ 
tities />, q &c. It is to be obferved alfo that the Quan¬ 
tities Ay By Cy D &c. by which the Terms of the firft Series 
are to be refpedively Multiplied, will be found to differ 
from the Quantities A\ B'y Cry D' &c. by which the Terms^ 
of the fecond Series are alfo to be refpedively Multiplied ; 
and that both thofe Series of Quantities may be determined 
by proper Theorems contrived for that purpofe. 

Before I make an End of this Subjed, 1 fhall propofe an 
Inquiry to be made by thofe who have fufRcient leifure to 
Try the foregoing Methods; which is, whether the number 
of Games, wherein it will be aa equal Wager that the Play 

will 
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will be Ended, upon the fuppofition of an equal number n 
of Stakes to be won or loft on either fide; as alfo of the pro¬ 
portion of Skill expreft by a and b, may not be determined 
very nearly by the following Expreffion, viz* 

n a " — n b n a a a b '-f v b ' 
an ^ n * a a*— bb 

PROBLEM XLVL IF A and B, wbofe proportion of Skill is fuppofed equal, play 
together till Four Stakes be yvon or loft on either fide ; and 

that C and D, rvhoje proportion of Skill is alfo fuppofed equal, 
play like wife together till Five Stakes be won or loft on either 
fide : What is the Probability that the Flay between A and B will 
be Ended in fewer Games than the Play between C and D f 

SOLUTION. 

TH E Probability of the Firft Play’s being Ended in any 
number of Games before the Second, is compounded of 

the Probability of the Firft Play’s being Ended in that num¬ 
ber of Games, and of the Second’s not being Ended with the 
Game immediately preceding: From whence it follows, that 
the Probability of the Firft Plays Ending in an Indetermi¬ 
nate number of Games before the Second, is the fum of all 
the Probabilities ad Infinitum of the Firft Play’s Ending, Mul¬ 
tiplied by the refpe&ive Probabilities of the Second’s not be¬ 
ing Ended with the Game immediately preceding. 

But it appears from our XXXIVV/? Problem, that the Pro¬ 
bability of the firft Play’s Ending in an Indeterminate number 
of Games, may be expreft by the following Series, viz. 

IV VI VIII X 

JL4_ . __4 8_ 
z’f ’ 4- 

XII 

I <?4 
4 II 4- 

XIV 

2*5 &c. 

It appears alfo, from our XXXIIId Problem, that the Pro¬ 
bability of the Second Play’s not Ending may be expreft by 
the following Series, viz. 

III V VII IX XI XIII 

I ? 4~ 
5J 4“ 

2 00 

„ 8 4- 

7a? 
_ la 4- 

2 6zs 
- IX &c. 

Now 
4" 
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Now the Correfponding Terms of thofe two Series being 
Multiplied together, the Produdts, fuppofing r equal to the 
Fraction will compofe the following Series, viz. 

2 r 30 rr H- 38? rJ H- 4800 r 4 -+- J9400 r5 &c. in which 
Series the Index of the Relation of each Numerical Quan¬ 
tity to the preceding ones, may be found by the help of our 
Third Lemma.: For the Index of the Relation in the Nume¬ 
rator of the Firft Series being 4 — 2, and the Index of the 
Relation in the Numerator of the Second being 5 — y, 
which Relations are deduced from the XXXIY^ Problem, 
it follows, that if in the Theorem of our Third Lemma, the 
Quantities 4, — 2, 5,— f, be refpe&ively fubftituted in the 
room of the Quantities w,/>, the Index of the Relation in 
the Third Series will be found to be 20 — 110 + 200— 100; 
wherefore all the Terms of this Series may be fummed up by 
the Third Theorem of our Second Lemma, fubftituting the 
Quantities 20, no, 200, 100 in the room of the Quantities 
zw, */, />, therein employed; fubflituting alfo the Terms 
2r, 30rr, 38$r3, 48oor4 in the room of the Quantities 
A, ByCjD: For after thofe Subftitutions, the fum of the Third 

Series will be found to be ---r1* —10^4- $r* - 
l — aor-t-uorr — 200 r3 -f~ ioor4 

which is reduced to by changing the Quantity r in¬ 

to its value --L-. Now fubtra&ing the Fra&ion ~~ 

from Unity, the remainder will be the Fraction -g-47the 

Numerators of which two Fractions exprefs the Odds of the 
Firft Plays Ending before the Second, which confequently 
will be as 476 to 247, or 27 to 14 nearly. 

If in the foregoing Problem, the Skill of the Gamefters 
had been in any proportion of inequality, the Problem 
might have been Solved with the fame eafe. 

When in a Problem of this nature the number of Stakes 
to be loft by either A or B, does not exceed the number 
Three, the Problem may be always readily Solved without 
the ufe of the Theorem inferted in our Third Lemma; tho* 
the number of Stakes between C or D be never fo great. 
For which reafon, if any one has the curiofity to try, if from 
the Solution of feveral Cafes of this Problem, fome Rule may 
not be difcovered for Solving the fame generally ; it will be 

R r con* 
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convenient he fhould compare together the different Solutions, 
which may refult from the fuppofition that the Stakes to be 
loft by either A or B are Two or Three ; and their the Cafe 
of the foregoing Problem may alfo be compared with all the 
reft: Yet as thefe Trials might not perhaps be fufficient to 
difcover any Analogy between thofe Solutions, I have thought 
fit to add a new Theorem in this place, whereby Four Cafes 
more of this Problem may be Solved, viz. When the num¬ 
ber of Stakes to be loft by A or B, and by c or £>, are 
4 and 6, 4 and 7, 5 and 6, 5* and 7 : The Theorem being 
as follows. 

If there be a Series of Terms whofe Relation is exprefted 
by the Index l -\-m-hn, and there be likewife another Series 
of Terms whofe Relation is exprefted by the Index pA-q; 
and the Correfponding Terms of thofe two Series be Multi¬ 
plied together: Then the Index of the Relation in the Third 
Series, refulting from the Multiplication of their correfpond¬ 
ing Terms, will be exprefted by the Quantities. 

zmq -4- Impq 4- z Inqq 
lp-\- ll q -4- npl—mmqq—m np qq H- n n q*. 

4- m pp 4- ^npq 4- Inppq 

It is to be obferved, that altho’ thefe forts of Theorems mi^ht 
be applicable to the finding of the Relation of thofe Terms 
which are the Produ&s of the correfponding Terms of two 
different Series, both of which confift of Terms whofe laft 
Differences are equal to nothing; yet there will be no necef- 
lity to ufe them for that purpofe, that Relation being to be 
found much fhorter, as follows. 

Let e and / denote the rank of thofe Differences which are 
refpe&ively equal to nothing in each Series; then the Quan¬ 
tity e 4~f— 1 will denote the rank of that Difference which 
is equal to nothing, in the Series refulting from the Multipli¬ 
cation of the correfponding Terms of the other two ; and con- 
fequently the Relation of the Terms of this New Series will 
cafily be obtained by our firft Lemma. 

After 
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AFter having given the Solution of feveral forts 
of Problems, each of them containing fome de¬ 

gree of Difficulty not to be met with in any of the 
reft 3 and having thereby laid a fufftcient foundation 
for folving the moft intricate cafes that may occurr in 
this SubjeSl of Chances, it might almoft feem fuper- 
fluous to add any thing to this Trafil: Tet conftder- 
ing that a Variety of Examples is the proper eft 
means of making Rules eafy and familiar 3 and de- 
figning to be as ufeful as pofftble to thofe of my 
Readers, who perhaps may not be fo well verfed in 
Algebraical Calculations, I have chofe to fill up the' 
remaining Pages of this Bookwith fome eafy Pro¬ 
blems relating to the Games which are moft in ufe9 

fuch as Hazard, Whisk, Piquet, istc% and 
to enlarge a little more upon the Votirine of 
Combinations. 

PROBLEM XLVII. 

TO find at HAZARD the Advantage of the Setter up¬ 
on all Suppofitions of Main and Chance. 

SOLUTION. 

IE T the whole Money Play’d for beconfidered as a com¬ 
mon Stake, upon which both the Setter and Carter have 

their feveral Expectations j then let thofe Expectations be de¬ 
termined in the following manner. 

Firfi\ Let it be fuppofed that the Main is vti; then if the 
Chance of the Carter be vi or viii, it is plain that the Set¬ 
ter having Six Chances to win and Five to lofe, his Expecta¬ 
tion will be -4- of the Stake : But there being Ten Chances 

out 
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out of Thirty-fix for the Chance to be vi or viiiy it follows, 
that the Expectation of the Setter, refulting from the Proba¬ 
bility of the Chance being vi or viii, will be -i|- multiply- 
ed by or to be divided by 36. 

Secondly, If the Main being vii, the Chance fhould Hap¬ 
pen to be v or ix; then the Setter having Six Chances to 
win and Four to lofe, his Expectation will be -±- or -i- 

of the Stake: But there being Eight Chances in Thirty-fix 
for the Chance to be v or ix, it follows, that the Expectation 
of the Setter, refulting from the Probability of that Chance, 
will be JL- multiplied by -i-, or to be divided by 36. 

Thirdly, If the Main being vii, the Chance fhould Happen 
to be iv or x; then the Setter having Six Chances to win 
and Three to lofe, his Expectation will be -S- or JL- of 

the Stake: But there being Six Chances out of Thirty-fix 
for the Chance to be iv or x, it follows, that the Expectation 
of the Setter, refulting from the Probability of that Chance, 
will be -A- multiplied by _2_, or 4 divided by 36. 

Fourthly, If the Main being vii, the Cafter fhould Hap¬ 
pen to throw //, Hi, or xii; then the Expectation of the Set¬ 
ter will be the whole Stake, for which there being Four 
Chances in Thirty-fix, it follows, that the Expectation of 
the Setter, refulting from the Probability of thofe Cafes, will 
be -A_ of the Stake, or 4 divided by 3 6. 

Laftly, If the Main being vii, the Cafter fhould Happen 
to throw vii or xi, the Setter lofes his Expectation. 

From the Solution of the foregoing particular Cafes it fol¬ 
lows, that the Main being vii, the Expectation of the Setter will 

be expreft by the following Quantities, viz. 4. 2L 4-_5_4_^ 
~6 

which may be reduced to -ill— Now this Fraction being 

fubtraCted from Unity, to which the whole Stake is fuppo- 
fed equal, there will remain the Expectation of the Cafter 
viz, 

495 

But the Probabilities of winning being always proportional 
to the Expectations, on fuppofition of the Stake being fixt, 
it follows, that the Probabilities of winning for the Setter 

and 
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and Caller are refpe&ively Proportional to the two numbers 
251 and 244, which properly denote the Odds of winning. 

Now, if weffuppofeeach Stake to be 1, or the whole St&kc 
to be 2, the Gain of the Setter will be cxpreft by the Fraction 

it being the Difference of the Odds divided by their Sum, 

which fuppofing each Stake to be a Guinea, will be about 
3 d:x-Lf 

By the fame Method of Procefs, it will be found that the 
Main being vi or viiL the Gain of the Setter will be * 

. . 7120' 

which is about 6 d : -~-f in a Guinea. 

It will alfo be found that the Main being v or ix9 the 
Gain of the Setter will be —ii—, which is about Ad.: 2 / 

in a Guinea. 
Coroll. i. If each particular Gain made by the Setter, in 

the Cafe of any Main, be refpe&ively Multiplied by the 
number of Chances there are for that Main to come up, 
and the Sum of the Products be divided by the number of 
all thofe Chances, the Quotient will exprels the Gain of the 
Setter before a Main is thrown: from whence it follows, that 
the Gain of the Setter, if he be refolved to fet upon the firft 
Main, may be eftimated to be -3AA-. -L_£2_ t0 

divided by 245 which being reduced will be very 

nearly, or about 4d.\ 2 JL-/. 
Coroll. 2. The Probability of no Main is to the Probabili¬ 

ty of a Main, as 109 + 2 to 109 — 2, or as 111 to 107. 
Coroll. 3. The Lofs of the Cafter’s hand, if each throw 

be for a Guinea, and he confine himfelf to hold it as long as 
he wins, will be -i_ or about 9^. in all, the Demonftration 

of which may be deduced from our XXINth Problem. 

PROBLEM XLVIII. 

IF Four Gameflers play at W HIS K; What are the Odds that 
any two of the Partners that are pitch'd upon} have not the 

Four Honours f 

Sf SOLU- 
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S O L U T I O N. 

Flrfl, fuppofe tliofe two Partners to have the Deal, and the 
laft Card which is turn’d up to be an Honour. 

From the fuppofition of thefe two Cafes, we are only to 
find what Probability the Dealers have of taking Three fet 
Cards in Twenty five, out of a Stock containing Fifty one,. 
To refolve this the fhorteft way,.recourfe muft be had to 
the Theorem given in the Corollary of our XXth Problem, in 
which making the Quantities n, c, d, p, a, refpe&ively equal 
to the numbers 51, ly, 26, 3, 3, the Probability required 

will be found to be for 

Secondly, If the Card which is turn’d up be not an Honour, 
then we are to find what Probability the Dealers have, of 
taking Four given Cards in Twenty five out of a Stock con¬ 
taining Fifty one, which by the alorefaid Theorem will be 

found to be V-PS-yi Vl, or 253 

51 x 50 x 49 x 48’ y 4998 
Blit the Probability of taking the Four Honours being tO' 

be eftimated before the laft Card is turn’d up; and there 
being Sixteen Chances in Fifty two, or Four in Thirteen 
for an Honour to turn up, and Nine in Thirteen againft it j 
it follows, that the Fra&ion exprefting the Probability of the 
Firft Cafe ought to be Multiplied by 4; that the Fra&ion 
exprefting the Probability of the Second ought to be Multi¬ 
plied by 9; and that the fum of thofe Produ£ts ought to be 
divided by 13; which being done, the Quotient 

nearly, will exprefs the Probability required. 
Corollary, By the help of the abovecited Theorem, the fol¬ 

lowing Conclufions may eafily be verified. 
It is 27 to 2 nearly that the two Dealers have not the 

Four Honours. 
It is 23, to 1 nearly that the two Eldeft have not the 

lour Honours. 
It is 8 to 1 nearly that neither one Side nor the other have 

the Four Honours*.. 

r> °r 
2 9 

It 
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It is 1 j to 7 nearly that the two Dealers do not reckon 
Honours. 

It is 20 to 7 nearly that the two Eldeft do not reckon 
Honours. 

It is 1$ to 16 mearly that either one Side or the other do 
reckon Honours, or that the Honours are not equally divided. 

PROBLEM XLIX. 

Of RAFFLING. 
T*'/r any number of Gamefters A, B, C, D &c. Play at Raffles: 

What is the Probability that the fir ft of them having got his 
Chance wins the Money of the Play ? 

S O LU TI O N, 

IN order to Solve this Problem, it is neceffary to have a 
Table ready compos’d, of all the Chances which there 

are in ihree Raffles, which Table is the following. Wherein 
The fir ft Column contains the number of Points which are 

fuppofed to have been thrown by ^4 in three Raffles. 
The fecond Column contains the number of Chances 

which A has to win if his Points be above xxxi, or the 
number of Chances he has to lofe if they be either xxxi or 
below it.~ 

The third Column contains the number of Chances which 
^4 has to lofe, if his Points be above xxxi, or to win if shey 
be either xxxi or below it. 

The Fourth Column contains the number of Chances 
which he has for an equality of Chance. 

The Conftru&ion of this Table eafily hows from the 
confideration of the number of Chances which there are in a 
Tingle Raffle*, whereof xviii or in, have i Chance yxvii or ivf 
^Chances; xvi or v, 6 Chances; xv or vi, 4 Chances; xiv 
or vii, 9 Chances; xiii or viii, 9 Chances; xii or isc, 7 Chances ; 
xi or x, 9 Chances; which number of Chances being duly 
Combined will afford all the Chances of Three Raffles. 

A T A-t 
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A TABLE of all the CHANCES 
which are in three Raffles. 

Points 
Chances to win 

or lofe. 
Chances to 

win or lofe. 
Equality of 

Chance. 

liv* ■ ix 884735- O I 
Hit X 884726 I 9 
Mi xi 884681 IO 45 

li '■xii 884534 55 i47 
l xiii 884165 202 369 

xlxix 
n 

xiv 8834OO 57i .76$ 
xlviii XV 881954 1336 1446 
xlvii xvt 879470 2782 2484 
xlvi xvii 875501 5266 3969 
xlv 

t, 
xviii 869632 9135' 5869 

xliv xix 861199 15104 :8433 
xliii< or ► XX 849706 *1537 11493 
xlii xxi 834679 35030 15027 
xli xxii 815391 50057 19287 
xl xxiii 79l506 69344 43886 

XXxix xxiv 762838 93*30 28668 
xxxviii XXV 728971 121898 33867 
xxxvii xxvi 690100 1SS76$ 38871 
xxxvi xxvii 646929 I94636 4317* 

XXXV xxviii 599471 137807 47467 

xxxiv xx ix 548865 285264 50607 
xxxiii XXX 496314 33*87i S2.SS 1 
XXXtlj L xxxi 441368 388422 53946 

Sum 44x368 
441368 

884736 

This 
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This being once fuppofed, let it be required to find the 
^Probability which A has of winning, when the number of 
his Points being xl. there is but one Gamefter B befides 
himfelf, 

Take the number 791506, which in the fecond Column 
Hands over againfl: the number x/, to be found in the Firfh 
Take alfo one half of the number which in the Fourth Co¬ 
lumn Hands over againfl: the faid Number xl, which half is 
11943. Let thefe two Numbers viz. 791506 and 11943 
added together, and their Sum 803449 being divided by 
884736, which is the Number of all the Chances, the Quo¬ 
tient, viz. will exprefs the Probability required. 

Now this Fraction being Subtracted from Unity, and the 
remainder being JLl2-?-7.. , it follows that the Numerators 

of thefe two Fractions, viz. 803449 and 81287 do exprefs 
the Odds of winning, which may be reduc’d to 89 and 9 
nearly. 

But if the Number of Points which A has thrown for his 
Chance being xl as above, there be two other Gameflers B 
and C befides himfelf, the Probability which he has of win¬ 
ning will be found thus. 

Take the Square of the Number fet down over againfl xl 
in the fecond Column, which Square is 616481748036- 
Take alfo the Product of that Number by the Number fet 
down over againfl: xl in the Fourth Column, which Product 
is 18905912316. Laflly, take the third part of the Square 
of the Number fet down in the Third Column, which 
third part will be 1901803 32, and let all thofe numbers be 
added together: Then their Sum being divided by the Square 
of the whole Number of Chances, viz. by 782757789696, 
the Quotient will exprefs the Probability re¬ 

quired ; from whence it may be concluded that the Odds of 
winning are nearly as 3 3 to 7. 

N. B. If fome of the laH figures in the Numbers of the 
foregoing Table be neglected, the Operation will be fliort- 
ned, and a fufficient Approximation obtain’d by help of 
the remaining Figures. 

From what we have faid it follows, that A having xl for 
the number of his,Points, has lefs advantage when he Plays 

T t againfl 
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againft One than when he plays againft Two: For fuppofing 
each Man’s Stake be a Guinea, he has in the firft Cafe 89 
Chances for winning 1, and 9 Chances for lofing 11 

From whence it follows that his Gain is .1?or 

which is about 17 Jh. 6 d. 
But in the fecond Cafe, fuppofing alfo each Man’s Stake 

to be a Guinea, he has 33 Chances for winning 2, and 7 
Chances for lofing 1: 

Whence it appears, that his Gain in this Cafe is 2X^o~- 

or .±2. which is about 1 i. — ixfh.*— 8 d. But Note, that it 
is not to be concluded from this (ingle Inftance, that the 
Gain of A will always increafe with the number of 
Gamefters. 

If the number of Gamefters be never fo many, let p be 
their number, let a be the number of Chances which ^ has 
for winning when he has thrown his Chance, let m be the 
number of Chances which there are for an Equality of Chance 
between A and any of the other Gamefters; Laftly, let the 
whole number of Chances be denoted by S: Then the Pro¬ 
bability which A has- of winning will be exprefled by the 
following Series. 

t>-i . p-1 p-2 
a -4- -5— m a 

which Series is compofed of the Terms of the Binomial 

a + ~1 reduced into a Series, all its Terms being divided 
by 1, a, 3, 4, 5 &c, refpe&ively. 

The foregoing Theorem may be ufefub not only for fol- 
ving any Cafe of the prefent Problem, but alfo an infinite 
Variety of other Cafes, in thofe Games wherein there is 
no Advantage in the order of Play: And the Application of 
it to Numbers will be found eafy, to thofe who underftand 
how to ufe Logarithms. 

* v 

pro; 
-a* 
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PROBLEM L. 

TO find what ¥ rob ability there is, that any Number of Cards 
of each Suit may be contained in a given number of them 

taken out of a given Stock, 

SOLUTION. 

F/r/?, Find the whole number of Chances there are for 
taking the given number of Cards out of the given 

Stock. 
Secondly, Find all the particular Chances there are for 

taking each given number of Cards of each Suit out of the 
whole number of Cards belonging to that Suit. 

Thirdly, Multiply all thofe particular Chances together; 
then divide the Produ£t by the whole number of Chances, 
and the Quotient will exprefs the Probability required. 

Thus, If it be propofed to find the Probability of taking 
Four Hearts, Three Diamonds, Two Spades and One Club* 
in Ten Cards taken out of a Stock containing Thirty-two. 

Find the whole number of Chances for taking ten 
Cards out of a Stock containing two and Thirty ,• which is 
properly Combining two and Thirty Cards Ten and Ten. 
To do this, write down all the Numbers from 32 inclufive- 
ly to 22 exclufively, fo as to have as many Terms as there 
are Cards to be Combined; then write under each of them 
refpe&ively all the numbers from One to Ten inclufively, 
thus, 

X ji X 30 x 19 X 18 X 17 X ig X ay X 24 x a? 

J X 2X3 X 4 x 5 * 6x7x8x9x10 

Let all the numbers of the upper Row be Multiplied to¬ 
gether ; let alfo all the numbers of the lower Row be Mul¬ 
tiplied together, then the firft Product: being divided by 
the fecond, the Quotient will exprefs the whole number of 
Chances required, which will be 64$ 12240. 

By the like Operation the number of Chances for ta¬ 
king Four Hearts out of Eight, will be found to be 

8 x 7 X6XJ, _ 70; 
2 X 2 X 3- X 4 

Ths 4 
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The number of Chances for taking Three Diamonds out 

of Eight will alfo be found to be 

The number of Chances for taking Two Spades out of 

Eight will in the fame manner be found to be ■8 7- —28. 
D 1x2 

Laftly, The number of Chance/ for taking One Club out 
of Eight will be found to be -L — 8. 

Wherefore, Multiplying all thefe particular Chances to¬ 
gether viz. 70, 56, 28, 8, the Product will be 878080; 
which being Divided by the whole number of Chances, the 
Quotient or nearly, will exprefs the Probabili¬ 

ty required: From whence it follows, that the Odds againfl 
taking Four Hearts, Three Diamonds, Two Spades and 
One Club in Ten Cards, are very near 99 to 2. 

It is to be obferved that the Operations whereby the 
Number of Chances is determined, may always be contract¬ 
ed, except in the fingle cafe of taking one Card only of a 
given Suit. Thus, If it were propofed to Ihorten the Fra&ion 

31 x 31 x 30 x 29 x 28 x 27 x z6 x 2? x 24 * 23 which de- 
1X2X3X4X 5x6x7/18 X 9 X io * 

termines the number of all the Chances belonging to the 
foregoing Problem: Let it be confidered whether the Product 
of any two or more Terms of the Denominator, being 
Multiplied together, be equal to any one of the Terms of 
the Numerator; if fo, all thofe Terms may be expunged 
out of both Denominator and Numerator. Thus the Pro¬ 
duct of the three Numbers 2, 3, 4, which are in the Deno¬ 
minator, being equal to the Number 24, which is in the 
the Numerator, it follows, that the three Numbers 2, 3, 4 
may be expunged out of the Denominator, and at the fame 
time the Number 24 out of the Numerator. For the fame 
reafon the Numbers y and 6 may be expunged out of the 
Denominator, and the Number 30 out of the Numerator, 
which will reduce the Fraction to be 

31 x 3t x 3-0 x 29 x 28 x 27 x 26 x 25 x x 23 

j x 2 x 3 X#X3X#X7 *8x9 x 10 

It ought likewife to be confidered whether there be any of 
the remaining Numbers in the Denominator that Divide 
exaCUy any of the remaining Numbers of the Numerator. 

if 
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If fo, thofe Numbers are to be expunged out of the Deno¬ 
minator and Numerator, but the refpeftive Quotients of 
the Terms of the Numerator divided by thofe of the Deno- 
minator, are to be fubftituted in the room of thofe Terms 
of the Numerator. Thus the Terms 7, 8, and 9 of the De¬ 
nominator dividing exactly the Numbers 28,31 and 27 of the 
Numerator, and the Quotients being 4, 4 and 3 refpe&ively, 
all the Numbers 7, 8, 9, 28, gz, 27 ought to be expunged, 
and the Quotients 4, 4, and 3 fubftituted in the room of 18. 
32, 27 refpe&ively, in the following manner; 

4 4 3 
X 31 X X 29 X ZS X Z7 X 26 X X 2L# X 

ixzxgxxxtfx# * 7 x & x # x io* 

It ought alfo to be confidered, whether the remaining 
Terms of the Denominator have any common Divifor with 
any of the remaining Terms of the Numerator3 if fo, divid¬ 
ing thofe Terms by their common Divifors, the refpe&ive 
Quotients ought to be fubftituted in the room of the Terms 
of the Numerator. Thus, the only remaining Term in the 
Denominator, befides Unity, being 10, which has a common 
Divifor with one of the remaining Terms of the Numerator, 
viz. 2y, and that common Divifor being 5, let 10 and 2y 
be refpe&ively divided by the common Divifor y, and let 
the refpe&ive Quotients 2 and y be fubftituted in the room of 
them, and the Fraftion will be reduced to the following, viz. 

4 4 3 S' 
3'Z x 31 x x 29 x 2# x 27 x 26 x z% x Z# x 23 

1 * 1 4 $ $ 7 * 9 M 
2 

Laftly, Let the remaining Number 2 in the Denominator 
divide any of the Numbers of the Numerator which are 
divihble by it, fuch as 26, and let thofe two Numbers be 
expunged; but let the Quotient of 26 by 2, viz, 13, be fub¬ 
ftituted in the room of z6: And then the Fra&ion, neglect¬ 
ing unity, which is the only Term remaining, may be re¬ 
duced to 4X31X19X4X3X13X5X 23, the ProduCb 
of which Numbers is 64512240, as we have found it before. 

The foregoing Solution being well underftood, it will be 
cafy to enlarge the Problem, and to find the Probability of 

U u taking 
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taking at lead Four Hearts, Three Diamonds, Two Spades, 
and One Club, in Eleven Cards; the finding of which de¬ 
pends upon the four following Cafes, viz. taking; 

5 Hearts, 3 Diamonds, 2 Spades, 1 Club*. 
4 Hearts, 4 Diamonds, 2 Spades, 1 Club, 
4 Hearts, 3 Diamonds, 3 Spades, 1 Club, 
4 Hearts, 3 Diamonds, z Spades, z Clubs. 

Now the number of Chances for the Firft Cafe will be 
found to be 702464, for the Second 1097600, for the Third 
1756160, for the Fourth 3073280; which Chances being 
added together, and their fum divided by the whole number 
of Chances for taking Eleven Cards out of Thirty two, 

the Quotient will be which may be reduced to 

-S- nearly. 
9 7 J 

From whence it may be concluded, that the Odds againft 
the taking of Four Hearts, Three Diamonds, Two Spades, 
and One Club, in Eleven Cards, that is, fo many at leaft 
of every fort, is about 92 to 5. 

And by the fame Method it would be eafy to folve any 
other Cafe of the like nature, let the number of Cards be 
what it will. 

PROBLEM LI. 

TO find at PIQUET the 'Probability which the Dealer 
has for taking One Ace or more in "three Cards? 

having none in his Hands. 

SOLUTION. 

FRom the number of all the Cards, which are Thirty 
two, fubtraOing Twelve which are in the Dealers 

Hands,there remainsTwenty, among which are the FourAces. 
From whence it follows, that the number of all the 

Chances for taking any three Cards in the Bottom, are 
the number of Combinations which Twenty Cards may 
afford, being taken Three and Three; which, by the Rule 
given in the preceding Problem, will be found to be- 
aoxjrpxji. oril40i 

The 
1X2X3 
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The number of all the Chances being thus obtained, find 
the number of Chances for taking one Ace precifely, with 
two other Cards; find next the number of Chances for taking 
Two Aces precifely with any other Card; Laftly, find the 
number of Chances for taking Three Aces: Then thefe 
Chances being added together, and their fum divided by 
the whole number of Chances, the Quotient will exprefs 
the Probability required. 

But by the Dire&ions given in the preceding Problem, 
it appears, that the number of Chances for taking One Ace 

precifely are -7- or 4 y and that the number of Chances for 

taking any two other Cards are or 120 : From 

whence it follows, that the number of Chances for taking 
One Ace precifely with any two other Cards, is equal to 
4 x 120 or'480. 

In like manner it appears, that the number of Chances for 

taking Two Aces precifely is equal to ~~~r or 6, and 

that the number of Chances for taking any other Card is 
j! or 16 ; from whence it follows, that the number of 

1 

Chances for taking Two Aces precifely with any other Card 
is 6 x 16 or 96. 

Laftly, It appears that the Number of Chances for taking 

Three Aces is equal to or 4. 

Wherefore the Probability required will be found to be 
480 4- 9^ -P 4„ or _!?£-; which Fra&ion being fubtrafred 

from Unity, the remainder, viz. will exprefs the Pro- 

bability of not taking an Ace in Three Cards: From whence 
it follows, that it is 580 to 560, or 29 to 28, that the 
Dealer takes One Ace or more in three Cards. 

The preceding Solution may be very much contra&ed, 
by inquiring at firft what the Probability is of not taking 
an Ace in Three Cards, which may be done thus: 

The number of Cards in which the Four Aces are con¬ 
tained being Twenty, and confequently the number of Cards 
out of which the Four Aces are excluded being Sixteen, it 
follows, that .the number of Chances which there are for the 
taking Three Cards, among which no Ace fhall be found, 

is 
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is the number of Combinations which Sixteen Cards may 
afford, being taken Three and Three; which number of Com¬ 
binations by the preceding Problem will be found to be 
16 x i? x 14 

I X 2 X 5 0r 560. 

But the number of all the Chances which there are for 
taking any Three Cards in Twenty, has been found to be 
1140; from whence it follows, that the Probability of not 
taking an Ace in Three Cards is and confequently 

that the Probability of taking One or more Aces in Three 
Cards is The fame as before. 

1x40 

In the like manner, if we would find the Probability 
which the Eldeft has of taking One Ace or more in his 
Five Cards, he having none in his Hands; the feverall 
Chances may be calculated as follows. 

Firfl, The number of Chances for taking One Ace and 
Four other Cards will be found to be 7280. 

Secondly, The number of Chances for taking Two Aces 
and Three other Cards will be found to be 3360. 

Thirdly, The number of Chances for taking Three Aces 
and two other Cards will be found to be 480. 

Fourthly, The number of Chances for taking Four Aces 
and any other Card will be found to be 16. 

Lajlly, The number of Chances for taking any Five 
Cards will be found to be 15504. 

Let the fum of all the particular Chances, viz. 7280 
-4- 3460-4- 480 -4- 16 or 11136, be divided by the fum of 
all the Chances, viz. by 15504, and the Quotient iigL will 

exprefs the Probability required. 
Now the foregoing Fraaion being fubtra&ed from Unity, 

the remainder, viz. J&L will exprefs the Probability of not 

taking an Ace in Five Cards; wherefore the Odds of taking 
an Ace in Five Cards are 11136 to 4368, or 5 to 2 nearly. 

But if the Probability of not taking an Ace in Five Cards 
be at firft inquired into, the Work will be very much 

Shortened ; for it will be found to be l6s 14 * 13 * x* 

or 4368, to be divided by the whole number of Chances, 
viz. by 15504, which makes it as before, equal to JX&-. 

1 15504* 

But 
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"But fuppofe it were required to find the Probability 

which the Eldeft has of taking an Ace and a King in Five 
Cards, he having none in his Hands .* Let the following 
Chances be found, Viz. 

1 For One Ace, One King and Three other Cards. 
2 For One Ace, Two Kings and Two other Cards. 
3 For One Ace, Three Kings and any other Card. 
4 For One Ace and Four Kings. 
5 For Two Aces, One King and Two other Cards. 
6 For Two Aces, Two Kings and any other Card. 
7 For Two Aces and Three Kings. 
8 For Three Aces, One King and any other Card* 
9 For Three Aces and Two Kings. 

10 For Four Aces and One King. 
11 For taking any Five Cards in Twenty. 

Among thefe Cafes, there being four Pairs that are alike, 
viz. the Second and Fifth, the Third and Eighth, the Fourth 
and Tenth, the Seventh and Ninth ; it follows, that there are 
only Seven Cafes to be Calculated, whereof the Firft, Sixth 
and Eleventh, are to be taken fingly; but the Second, Third, 
Fourth and Seventh, to be doubled. Now the Operation 
is as follows. 

The Firft Cafe has -f- x x ” * " * 

Chances. 
x 2 x 3 or 3510 

The Second, x X y or 1584, the double 

of which is 3168 Chances. 

The Third, x ■* X -y or 191, the double 

of which is 384 Chances. 

The Fourth, >: -** •» or 4> the c,outlIe of 
which is 8 Chances. 

The Sixth, x ■ \ * ~ or 432 Chances. . 

The Seventh, -+■■■—*- * or 24, the double of 

which is 48 Chances. 

The Eleventh, ~aQ 17 *-y or 15504, being the 
, J X 2 a 3 X 4 ^ 5 

number of all the Chances for taking any Five Cards out 
of Twenty. 

* X x From 
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From whence it follows, that the Probability which the' 
Eldeft has for taking an Ace and a King in Five Cards, 
he having none in his Hands, will be expreft by the 
Fraction 

35:20 4- 3168 384 + 8 -P 431 -f- 48 qj, 7560 t 

15504 15504 

Let this Frafrion be fubtra&ed from Unity, and the re-- 

mainder being the Numerators of thefe two Fra&ions, 

•viz. 7560 and 7944, will exprefs the proportion of Proba¬ 
bility that there is, of taking or not taking an Ace and a 
King in Five Cards; which two numbers may be reduced 
nearly to the proportion of 20 to 21. 

By the fame Method of Procefs, any Cafe relating to 
WHISK might be Calculated, tho’ not fo expeditioufly, 
as by the Method explained in the Corollary of our XXth 
Problem: For which reafon the Reader is defired to have 
recourfe to the Method therein explained, when any other 
Cafe of the like nature happens to be propofed. 

PROBLEM LII; 

TO fnd the Vrob ability of taking any number of Suits, in 
a given number of Cards taken out of a given Stock; 

without fpecifying what number of Cards of each Suit /hall Be 
taken. 

SOLUTION. 

SUppofe the number of Cards to be taken out of the given 
Stock to be Eight, the number of Suits to be Four, and 

the number of Cards in the Stock to be Thirty-two. 
Let all the Variations that may happen, in taking One 

Card at lead of each Suit, be written down in order, as> 
follows, 

a. 4> 

h h 

*9 3> 

V 2. 

Then: 
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Then fuppofing any particular Suits to be appropriated 
at pleafure to the Numbers belonging to the Firft Cafe, as 
if it were required, for Instance, to take One Heart, One 
Diamond, One Spade and Five Clubs; let the Probability of 
the fame be inquired into, which, by our Lth Problem, will 
be found to be but the Problem not requiring the 

Suits to be confined to any number of Cards of each Sort, 
it follows, that this Probability ought to be increafed in pro¬ 
portion to the number of Permutations, or Changes of 
Order, which Four Things may undergo, whereof Three are 
alike. Now this number of Permutations is Four, and 
confequently the Probability of the Fir ft Cafe, that is, of taking 
Three Cards of three different Suits, and five Cards of a 
Fourth Suit, in Eight Cards, will be the Fra&ion . 2!6.7.2... 

multiplied by 4, or ■10151ftf38^ ■- 

In the fame manner the Probability of the Second Cafe, 
fuppofing it were confined to Qne Hearr, One Diamond, 
Two Spades, and Four Clubs, would be found to be -L2-544 0 • 

* ' 7 105183003 

which being multiplied by 12, viz, by the number of Per¬ 
mutations which Four Sorts may undergo, whereof Two 
are alike, and the other Two differing, it will follow, that 
the Probability of the Second Cafe, taken without any re- 
ftri&ion, will be expreffed by the Fraftion -~y °^28o?~. 

The Probability of the Third Cafe will likewife be found 
to be ■ I2°422-- 

IO51S300 # 

The Probability of the Fourth will be found to be 
4214784 

^Laftfy^ The Probability of the Fifth will be found to 
be Thefe Fractions being added together, their 

°°76 -Vp will exprefs the Probability of taking, 

the Four Suits in Eight Cards. 
Let this laft Fra&ion be fubtra&ed from Unity, and the 

remainder being it follows that ’tis the Odds of 

76^3632 to 2864668, or 8 to 3 nearly, that the Four 
Suits may be taken in Eight Cards, out of a Stock con¬ 
taining Thirty-two. 

The only difficulty remaining in this matter, is the- find-- 
ing readily the number of Permutations which any number 

& of 
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of Things may undergo, when either they be all different,, 
or when fome of them be alike. The Solution of which 
may be deduced from what we have faid in the Corollary 
of our XVII//; Problem, and may be explained as follows* 
in words at length. 

Let all the numbers that are from Unity to that num¬ 
ber which exprefTes how many Things are to be Permu¬ 
ted, be written down in order *, Multiply all thofe Numbers 
together, and the Product of them all will exprefs the num¬ 
ber of their Permutations, if they be all different. Thus the 
number of Permutations which Ten things are capable of, is the 
Produft of all the Numbers i X2X 3 xqx $ x6x 7x8x9* 10, 

which is equal to 3628800. 
But if fome of them be alike, as fuppofe Four of One 

fort, Three of another, Two of a Third, and One of a 
Fourth, write down as before all the Nnmbers 1 x 2x3 
x 4 x5 x 6 x yx 8 x9 x 10; then write under them as many 
of thofe Numbers as there are Things of the Firft fort that 
are alike, which in this Cafe being Four, write the Numbers 
1 x 2 x 3 x 4, beginning at Unity, and following in order. 
Write alfo as many of thofe Numbers as there are Things 
of the fecond fort that are alike, viz, 1 x 2. x 3, Ftill be¬ 
ginning at Unity. In the fame manner write as many more 
as there are Things of the Third fort that are alike, viz, 
1 x.:2j and fo on: Which being reprefented by the Fra&ion 

11 x 1 x 3 x 4. x 5 x 6 x 7 x 8 x 9 x 10 
ix2X3X.4XjXjX3XiN2X i , 

let all the numbers of the upper Row be Multiplied toge¬ 
ther, let alfo all the numbers of the lower Row be Multiplied 
together, and the Firft Produft being divided by the Second, 
the Quotient 12600 will exprefs the number of Permutations 
required. 

By this Method of Permutations, the Probability of 
throwing any determinate number of Faces of the like fort, 
with any given number of Dice, may eafily be found. Thus, 
fuppofe it were required to find the Probability of throwing 
an Ace, a Two, a Three, a Four, a Five, and a Six 
with fix Dice. It is plain that there are as many Chances 
for doing it, as -there are Changes or Permutations in the 

Order 
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Order or Place of fix different Things, fuppofe of the Six 
Letters a, £, c, d, e, /, which by the Rule above given 
would be 710, viz. the Product of the numbers r, 2, 3, 
4> 5, 6: For tho’ the Dice are not confidered as changing 
their Places, or as affording any Variation upon the (core 
of the different Situation they may have in Refpeft to one an- 
other, being thrown upon a Table; yet they ought to be con¬ 
fidered as changing their Faces, which is equivalent to their 
changing of Place. Now the number of all the Chances 
upon Six Dice, being the,number 6 Multiplied into it felf, 
as many times wanting one as there are Dice, viz. 
6 x 6 x 6 x 6 x 6 x 6 or 46656, it follows, that the Pro¬ 
bability required will be exprefl: by the Fraction 

and confequently, that the Odds againfl: throwing the Faces 
undertaken, will be 46656— 710 to 720, or 64 to 1 nearly. 

In the fame manner fuppofe it were required to find the 
Probability of throwing One Ace, Two Two’s and Three 
Three’s with Six Dice. The number of Chances for the doing 
it being equal to the number of Permutations which there 
are in the fix Letters ablcccy it follows, by the Rule before 
delivered, that the number of thofe Chances will be 60, 

viz9 the Fra&ion -*■ * Vx"2~x~i x Vx"^» anc* confequently 
that the Probability required will be and the Odds 

againfl: the doing it 46656—60 to 60, or 776 to 1 nearly. 
If it were required to find the Probability of throwing 

Two Aces, Two Two’s and Two Three’s with 6 Dice, the 

number of Chances for doing it being ■ 1 ? a-?~3 * 5 * 6 ■ 

or 90, and the number of all the Chances upon Six Dice 
being 46656, it follows, that the Probability required will 
be exprefl by the Fra&ion 4696°--. 

Again, if it were required to find the Probability of 
throwing Three Aces and Three Sixes, the number of 

Chances for doing it being \ x'i or 2°> anc* 
the number of all the Chances 46656, the Probability re¬ 
quired will be exprefl: by tbeFra&ion 

Yy PRO- 
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PROBLEM LIII. 

TO find at HAZARD the Chance of the Cafter, when 

the Main being given, he Throws to any given number of 
Points. 

SOLUTION. 

THis being eafily reduced to. our XLVllth Problem 
is thought fufficient to exhibit the Solution of its dif¬ 

ferent Cafes in the following Table, which (hews the Odds 
for or a gain ft the Cafter. 

Points 

Thrown MAI IT V. 
to 

i 

ii 

tit 

iv 

v 

vi. 

exactly nearly 
Againft the Cafter 5:3810407 or 37 to 2$. 
For the Cafter — 989 to 901 or 45* to 41. 
For the Cafter — 1293 to 1487 or 37 to 24. 
For the Cafter —2.2.93 to 1487 or 37 to 24. 
Againft the Cafter 2117 to 1663 or 14 to 11. 
Againft the Cafter 2467 to 1313 or 62 to 33. 

MAIN VI. 

it 

Hi 

iv 

v 

vi. 

i 

ii 

m 
iv 

v 

vi. 

Againft the Cafter 2879 to 1873 or 83 to 34J 
Againft the Cafter 2483 to 2269 or 58 to 53. 
For the Cafter —1621 to 2131 or 16 to 13. 
For the Cafter — 2621 to 2131 or 16 to 13. 
Againft the Cafter 2483 to 2269 or 58 to 5*3^ 
Againft the Cafter 2483 to 2269 or 58 to 53. 

MAIN VII. 
Againft the Cafter 62910 361 or 7 to 4* 
Againft the Cafter 277 to 218 or 14 con. 
For the Cafter —- 25-1 to 244 or 36 to 35*. 
For the Cafter — 231 to 244 or 36 to 35'.' 
For the Cafter —- 601 to 389 or 20 to 13 j 
For the Cafter — 263 to 232 qr 17 to i$J 

MAIN 
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Points 
Thrown 

to 
• 

t • • 
n 
• •« 
nt 

tv 
v 

vi. 

MAIN VIII. 
Againft the Cafter 3275 to 1477 or 51 to 23. 
Againft the Cafter 2483 to 2269 or 5*8 to 53. 
For the Cafter — 2621 to 2131 or 16 to 13. 
For the Cafter — 2621 to 2131 or 16 to 13, 
For the Cafter — 2483 102269 Or 58 to 53. 
For the Cafter — 2665 to 2087 or 83 to 65. 

MAIN IX. 
i 
• • 
n • • • 
nt 
iv 
v 

vi. 

Againft the Cafter 2467 to 1313 or 62 to 33. 
Againft the Cafter 2117 to 1663 or 14 to xi. 
For the Cafter — 2293 to 1487 or 37 to 24. 
For the Cafter — 2293 to 1487 or 37 to 24. 
For the Cafter —* 989 to 901 or 45- to 41. 
Againft the Cafter 538 to 407 or 37 to 28. 

FINIS, 


